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O.E. MEMBERSHIP
The Old Edwardians' Association exists primarily t o maintain
touch between the School and Old Boys and contacts between Old
Boys of different periods.
This purpose is served mainly through Honorary Membership,
which carries with it the right to wear Old Edwardians' colours and to
receive twice a year the Old Edwardians' Gazette, with news of the
School and of Old Edwardians.
The Association exists in the second place—a function whose
importance has increased now the School is no longer in New Street—
to provide a centre for Old Edwardians. The aim of the Association
is t h a t Old Boys living in Birmingham or passing through Birmingham
may be able to meet friends in the Club Rooms—which provide all the
amenities of the Ordinary Social Club.
To attain this end there must be a large Membership, apart from
Honorary Membership, a membership of Old Boys using the Club
Rooms. To secure this, the cost of full membership is carefully
graduated.
The following is a list of the grades of Membership with t h e
subscriptions :
CLASSES OF MEMBERSHIP
For Members residing within 25 miles ol the Club
Building
But until the expiration ot three years from the
date of leaving School
and then for the next 7 years
Country Members
Members at a Residential University
Honorary Members

£3

3

1 1
2 2
0 10
0 10
0 5

0
0
0
6
6
0

NOTE.—These amounts are reduced by half to Members joining
after 1st July in any year, except in the case of Honorary Members,
whose subscriptions are payable in full a t any time.
W. E . CROWTHER,
K. B . TAYLOR,
Joint Hon. Sees.
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EDITORIAL

S. J. Blood on being elected to a Gunning
Exhibition for Natural Sciences at Keble
College, Oxford.
G. W. Gardiner on being elected to a
Minor Scholarship for Classics at Christ's
College, Cambridge.
C. W. Golby on being elected to an Open
Exhibition for Classics at Worcester College
Oxford.
M. D. Longstaffe on being elected to an
Open Scholarship for Natural Sciences at
Wadham College, Oxford.
i
J. B. Morris on being elected to a
Scholarship for Modern Languages at Trinity
Hall, Cambridge.
S. Myers on being elected to a Domus
Scholarship in History at Balliol College,
Oxford.
K. S. Parsons on being elected to an
Exhibition for Modern Languages at Magdalen
College, Oxford.
R. D. Poyser on being elected to an
Exhibition for Natural Sciences at Queen's
College, Cambridge.
R. J. Roberts on being elected to a
Demyship in Classics at Magdalen College,
Oxford.
J. Rodway on being elected to a Minor
Scholarship in Classics at Wadham College,
Oxford.
E. Russell on being elected to an Exhibition
for Modern Languages at Jesus College,
Cambridge.

W E are tempted to sound a fanfare on
muted trumpets, to risk a few gentle taps on
our thread-bare drum.
For, as on this bleak afternoon of early
March we survey the dry bones of the
present issue of the CHRONICLE, yea, the very
ashes of dry bones, we feel convinced that
somewhere within them there stirs and
throbs a Phoenix, a rather small and
respectable Phoenix, but a Phoenix, nevertheless. In other words, we think this ought
to be a very good issue.
It is not merely that we have removed a
healthy young skeleton from the Editorial
cupboard (vide page 5). It is that this
is a very unusual CHRONICLE.
Strictly
speaking, it

is

not

a

CHRONICLE

at

all.

Instead of twelve or fifteen pages of reports of
school activities, we offer you eight hundred
words. Over nine-tenths of the space is
devoted to literature. This marks an
important change in editorial policy. During
the war, the whole of the year's activities
had to be recorded in the Summer and
Winter numbers. As a result, original
contributions were rather crowded out.
N ow that it is again possible, after a lapse
of eight years, to resume publication of a
Spring number, the balance will be restored.
The doings of the Training Corps, the
Societies, and the School and House teams
will be reserved for Summer and Winter
reading, while the Spring will be left free for
the Literary talent of the School to flower
and blossom as it listeth.
Finally, a note on one of this year's most
conspicuous blossomings. Twenty pages of
scraps, however delectable, are, we think, too
much. Therefore, the leading feature of the
present issue is a series of articles in which a
number of contributors write about different
aspects of one wide subject. The difficulties
of such a scheme are many ; its faults,
perhaps, not few. But it is certainly worth
the attempt.
That is all. The trumpet-note dies through
the long shrill air ; the drum throbs into
immense echoing distances.

We offer our sincere congratulations to
Air Vice-Marshal C. E. N. Guest and to His
Honour Judge D. L. Finnemore, both of
whom were educated at King Edward's.
Air Vice-Marshal Guest was recently
appointed Air Officer commanding No. 1
Group Command.
His Honour Judge Finnemore, who
addressed a meeting of the Civics Societv
this term, has been appointed a Judge of the
Probate, Divorce and Admiralty Division of
the High Court of Justice.
Other Old Boys to whom our congratulations are due include Mr. F. E. Bayliss,
recently appointed Chief Surveyor to
Cambridgeshire County Council, Mr. H.
Brain, who was awarded the O.B.E. in the
New Year Honours List, and Professor F. L.
Wilson, who has been appointed Merton
Professor of History at Oxford.
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We announce with regret t h a t Captain
K. H. Russell will be leaving us at the end
of this term. He has to return to his native
South Africa, where he is taking up an
appointment at Natal College. Although
only with us a few years, Captain Russell
became one of the most popular members of
the staff. He told us that he had been very
happy at King Edward's, and was sorry to
leave. We wish him " Bon Voyage ! "

We welcome to the staff this term Mr. T. R.
Parry. He was up at Clare College,
Cambridge, and served in the Army.

A GENERAL R E P O R T OF SCHOOL
ACTIVITIES D U R I N G T H I S T E R M
AT last the thaw seems to be on its way, and
the School will be able to release much of
its pent-up feelings out of doors. Even so,
we have suffered in many ways, such as
lack of exercise and the almost inaudible
hand bell which had to replace the electric
bells during the fuel crisis.
Prayers this term have become a truly
impressive ceremony, owing mainly to the
air of dignity imparted by a few moments of
silence, and the voluntaries upon the nowcompleted organ.
The School is at present very busy
preparing for the day on which it will be
open to the public, as part of the Education
Week programme. Each Organization and
Society, and the Sixth Forms are arranging
displays which will show their own contributions to school life.
The only group that has not suffered from
the weather is the Scouts, who have been able
to obtain some much-needed practice in
tracking and trailing. Their First Class Tests
can now be taken at School, and consequently
more of the group are progressing towards the
status of King's Scouts. Prospects are very
encouraging, both for week-end and Summer
camps, and a few members are attending the
International Jamboree in France during the
Summer. Fortunately, the A.T.C. has at last
received its greatcoats, but, despite this, only
indoor training has been able to function
normally. A Field Day at Hednesford will be
the main event this term, and it is to be hoped
t h a t it will be as successful as the one held
last term. The J.T.C. has also had to concentrate on indoor activities, though the
enthusiasm shown in the Docker Cup
Competition typifies the keen spirit of
N.C.O's and cadets.
A course for the
Certificate " A , " which was held i n - t h e
Christmas holidays, together with the

voluntary specialized training, is expected
to maintain the contributions of this body
to School life at its usual high standard.
Rugger died a premature death during the
second half of the season, but the First
Fifteen won seventeen out of eighteen
matches played, being beaten only by
Cotton College. The Shooting Eight is
taking part in Country Life matches, and
is doing quite well. Better results will be
forthcoming when the Eight has accustomed
itself to the new Mosberg rifles now being
used. This change from the S.M.L.E. rifles
took place just before the competitions, and
the results have been affected by the
difference in weight and performance between
the two types. The main event this term for
the Chess Team will be the visit of Mr. C. H.
O. Alexander, one of the greatest living chess
players and an Old Edwardian. He will
play the combined First and Second teams.
The First team has won two of its three
matches so far, while the Second team has
won all four matches.
Mr. Cranmer, who composed the Overture
for the Dramatic Society's performance of
" Hamlet " last term, has been giving
great encouragement and help to the school's
musical activities. Under his baton, the
orchestra and choir are preparing for the
School concert, and the Grammar Schools
Music Festival. Both are increasing in
numbers, and extending their repertoires.
The revival of the Natural History Society,
which lapsed during the war, holds out
great promise. The fresh start is justified by
a large and enthusiastic membership. The
Closed Circle, which began life last term, is
well supported. Talks have been given on
a wide variety of subjects, followed bydiscussions. Most other Societies are continuing in their various ways, though
attendances are not always large.
The
Railway and Model Engineering Society has
acquired a magnificent workshop, and is
expanding slowly, as are the two Scientific
Societies, senior and junior. The Civic
Society is awakening from its recent lethargy,
but the Literary Society is not so fortunate.
The Photographic Society reports that it is
quite popular, but suffers when its meetings
coincide with those of other Societies.
The two Debating Societies have had a
number of interesting. and well-attended
meetings.
The Library has reopened in beautiful
surroundings, and its 350 members are
showing a keen appreciation of the facilities
provided. There remains the Christian Union.
Its attendance is small but stable. Its
influence is, like that of all the other Societies,
essential if the School is to attain new
heights of greatness.
S.

J.

BLOOD,

General Secretary.

HAMLET
PRODUCED BY T H E DRAMATIC SOCIETY, DECEMBER,

1946.

<
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A H U N D R E D YEARS AGO
IN 1847, when James Prince Lee was Head
Master, a boy called Lightfoot, who was later
to become the Bishop of Durham, left the
School to go up to Trinity College, Cambridge.
He had come to Birmingham only three years
before, but the three years which he spent
at the School, made an abiding impression
on his mind.
It is a commonly held belief nowadays t h a t
the life of a schoolboy in Victorian England
was nasty and brutish, and t h a t he hated the
school and his masters, but Lightfoot's
recollections of his schooldays, as is clear
from his references to them in his later
writing, show that this is a misconception.
The atmosphere in the school was, of course,
different from what it is to-day. The boys of
the period did not find t h a t organization of
all activities, which, reflecting perhaps the
centralizing age in which we live, has to-day
reached such a pitch. For Lightfoot and
his friends even organized games did not
exist, though fighting provided a frequent
outlet for physical exuberance, and few boys
passed their school life without putting up
their fists to some pugnacious opponent.
Readers of Torn Brown's Schooldays will
recall that on half holidays an individualized
sport like birds-nesting was more usual
than
football. Lightfoot's
half-holidays
were generaly spent with his friend Benson
in long rambles or in reading Greek plays
together, and on whole holidays they thought
nothing of tramping thirty miles to visit
sites of historic interest.
Outside school there were not in those days
so many distractions from life, and the
opportunities for merely passive pleasures
were far fewer, so t h a t the schoolboys of a
hundred years ago devoted the time that
their successors spend on the cinema or the
wireless to' other more serious pursuits.
Among these, reading usually took pride of
place, and not only with boys of a scholarly
character such as Lightfoot.
Macaulay's
reading as a schoolboy has become legendary ;
even the Duke of Wellington, whom nobody
would accuse of scholarly leanings, carried
his boyhood habits into maturity, and when
he went campaigning, along with his foxhounds would go crate upon crate of the
solidest reading matter.
In a famous passage of The Opium Eater,
De Quincey has left us an account of the
erudition which he found in the Sixth Form
at Manchester, and it is evident that Lightfoot
and his contemporaries could have matched
that astonishing display of learning. Lightfoot
himself, although his friends tell us t h a t he
was the proud possessor of two large lexicons,
was busily engaged in composing a Greek
lexicon of his own, and it must be remembered
that at this time dictionaries and works of
reference, which we take for granted, were

faulty and incomplete, although our familiar
Liddell and Scott had been published in
1843. Beside Lightfoot, on the " Front
Bench," sat his closest friend, E. W. Benson,
who was later to become Archbishop of
Canterbury, and Westcott, a future Bishop of
Durham, had just left in 1844, the year when
Lightfoot, as a boy of sixteen, first entered
the school.
It was no wonder that this imposing array
of talent called out the best in the Head
Master, and it would not, perhaps, be going
too far to say t h a t his teaching coloured their
whole lives. Years later Lightfoot, indeed,
wrote t h a t if he had to choose an hour in
his whole life which he could relive, it would
be an hour at school when the head master
was giving one of his famous lessons on t h e
New Testament or on Butler's Analogy of
Religion.
CIV.
"HAMLET"
T H E Dramatic Society, it seems, believes in
continuity. Like Shakespeare, it has followed
Julius Caesar with Hamlet (performed in
Big School on 16th, 17th and 18th December,
1946), and the Brutus of the last production
(C. W. Golby) was, appropriately enough,
the Hamlet of this one, the thinker whose
thoughts drive him into the hurly-burly of
action, the good man broken by an
intractably naughty world.
But the parallel must not be over-stressed.
For one thing, Brutus is ready enough to act,
but is for ever doing the wrong deed for t h e
right reason : Hamlet delays action so long
that by it he destroys both his mother and
himself. For another, Hamlet presents a
School producer with problems far more
formidable than those of Julius Caesar.
How much of the play shall he cut, if he is
not to maim it and yet is not to overtax the
endurance of a modern audience ?
Is
Hamlet's madness a conscious pretence, or is
it a genuine hysteria by which he escapes from
a reality which he finds unbearable ? How
seriously is Polonius to be taken ? Does
Claudius see the Dumb-Show ? How is the
Duel-Scene to be made convincing to
audiences brought up on Hollywood realism ?
And—can he find a schoolboy Ophelia ? And
a schoolboy Hamlet ?
These last two questions are crucial. The
producers, Messrs. R. E. Greenway and
A. E. Leeds, found the answers in G. F . B .
Laughland and Golby, and good answers they
were. As to the rest, Shakespeare himself
and a healthy sense of the necessary
limitations of a School production came to
the rescue. Hamlet, for all its complexities
and ambiguities, was not written for a
Third Programme audience. I t may be, as
it has been called, " the Mona Lisa of
literature," b u t it also happens to be—
3

fundamentally or incidentally, as you will—a
sound blood-and-thunder story, with a
gruesome ghost, a double-dyed villain and
several good, honest murders. As such it
was a success with the Elizabethan groundlings, and, in the main, as such it was played—
and successfully played—here in 1946.
The superb opening scene can never grip
a twentieth-century audience as it must have
gripped a generation which believed in
ghosts and witchcraft.
But Mr. Philip
Cranmer's Overture did so much to undermine modern scepticism that the curtain rose
in an atmosphere of dark foreboding ; and
though the scene was rather stolidly played,
J. D. Mountford was a convincing and
sepulchral-voiced Ghost. D. J. G. Sells gave
a sound and well-spoken version of the
sound and normal Horatio. Claudius (J. J.
Pearce) spoke his lines with sinister dignity,
though his movements were too restricted t o
suggest the supple plausibility of this villain.
P. R. Hardwick rightly stressed the
impetuosity of Laertes ; it was a pity he
allowed it to affect his speaking of the lines.
The rest of the straightforward male parts
were, in general, adequately spoken, though
the diction of one or two members of the cast
was not up to the standard we are used to
expect from the Dramatic Society.
The so-called comic parts have special
pitfalls : in this play, if anywhere, the
humour is coloured by the general mood,
which is sombre and disillusioned ; here, if
anywhere, the actor must beware of raising
mere laughter. M. van Ments as Polonius
did some excellent mimicry of senile voice
and gesture. But Shakespeare's Polonius is
not just a tedious old fool; to be Lord
Chamberlain at the court of Claudius you
would need to be more t h a n an ineffectual
gaffer. There was certainly a hint of the
sinister about K. F. Neeves's elaborately
servile Osric, but the hint could with
advantage have been stronger. Even t h e
Gravediggers are not merely funny : there
is something pitiful in their combination of
stupidity and intuition. J. F. D. Welsh and
D. I. Haynes did not help us to realize this ;
they tended to overplay, realizing perhaps
that no fashions change more quickly than
fashions in humour.
Gertrude and Ophelia can not have been
easy even for the professional boy actors of
Shakespeare's day.
Ophelia must be
pathetic, not grotesque in her madness;
and real subtlety is needed for Gertrude, the
aging coquette, the woman with a past who
refuses to admit she has no future. J. L.
Gardner's Gertrude was an unhappy woman,
and perhaps the unhappiness was not all
Gertrude's.
As Ophelia, Laughland was
astonishingly successful, in spite of a somewhat garish make-up. This was, perhaps, the
best performance of all, since it went far
towards realizing all the possibilities of the part

Hamlet himself has tested—and sometimes
defeated—even the greatest players. The
trouble seems to be that Shakespeare did
not re-cast the Ur-Hamlei radically enough to
make the final version of his hero fully
explicit. Take one example. " My tables,
meet it is I set it down . . ." : here in two
lines is a significant glimpse of t h e inner
Hamlet. His mind is reeling under the blow
of a double discovery : first about his uncle,
that he is a murderer ; and second about
mankind in general, that men are not what
they seem and that to come to terms with
life as he finds it he too must practise
duplicity. But the actor who is to give a
hint of all this in a mere two lines needs a
virtuoso technique, and Golby wisely
refrained from plunging too far into deep
waters. To play the part a t all, though, is
an exacting task. Besides the right build and
stature, you must have the power t o make
many an emotional voile-face, and above all
the ability, mental and vocal, to realize the
poetry of the lines. By these standards this
was a more than adequate performance.
Production was swift and workmanlike.
If Shakespeare is to be played a t all on a
curtained stage, it would be difficult to
improve on the speed of this performance.
The Dumb-Show was well managed, with
Claudius busily engaged in conversation the
while ; but, pace Dover Wilson, since this is
Hamlet's attempt to make Claudius betray
himself, and since Claudius is a doughty
opponent, why not let the tension mount by
beginning the battle sooner, when the
Dumb-Show starts ? Of the other emotional
highlights only the Hamlet-Gertrude scene
was disappointing : Gertrude's incomprehension was too complete, and Hamlet's sheer
disgust a t her guilt not obvious enough. The
final scene was very good indeed, with a
well-contrived and lively duel _ and some
excellent grouping.
By this production the Dramatic Society
has done good service both to its public and
its members ; to its public by showing them
that great drama is good entertainment, to
its members by forcing them to come to grips
with a particularly difficult masterpiece.
Even if for the present some of them have
only scratched its surface, there will be time
enough for them to delve deeper. " Qui de
nous pense sans contradiction et agit sans
incoherence ? "
" Between the idea
And the reality
Between the motion
And the act
Falls the Shadow."
When they can think these painful
thoughts, they will be some way towards
understanding Hamlet; and when they can
put a name to the Shadow, they will be wiser
than its hero.
F.J.W.
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LETTERS T O T H E EDITOR
To the Editor, K.E.S. CHRONICLE.

Below we publish a letter received from t h e
University School, Birmingham, Alabama,
U.S.A. This is the legendary and longawaited American letter :

DEAR SIR,

Although the School has stood on its
present site for more than six years,
surprisingly little distinctive nomenclature
has come into existence. This is strange, as
the school is designed in a purely asymmetrical
and unusual manner, with curious little rooms,
cubby holes, court yards, and staircases
appearing in t h e most unexpected places.
Why should all these diverse and romantic
places remain anonymous ? Why not make
the topography of the school as racy and as
apt as t h a t of Treasure Island ? Let the
Lower Corridor go down to history as the
Monkey Run, and the Music Room be known
as Piccolo-Pete's Honky Tonk, and its
environs as Melody Corner.
If the School is to build up any sort of
tradition again, it must take this matter of
names seriously in hand. Distinctive titles,
such as the Silver Grill, the Shelleries, the
Peanut Parlour, or the Science Snuggery,
would give a flavour and piquancy to school
work which would otherwise be lacking in the
formal official designation of Room 504, 72,
or what have you. So it is clear that much
remains to be done in renaming the rooms and
passages of the School. But, perhaps the
native wit of its members can be relied on to
provide the appropriate epithets.
I remain, Sir, your obedient Servant,
SAPIENTIA.

To the Editor, K.E.S. CHRONICLE.
DEAR SIR,

" The leisured voice of a Scottish clergyman, the frying of mangoes, the disturbing
sweetness of a Tahitian night ; all these will
I see, hear, and smell before I die."
This morbid note of death is constantly
breaking into our finest thought. The very
frailty of our mortal existence dictates
directly our deeds. We are then, afraid of
death. Why should we have this horror of
death ? It is either because we fear death's
consequences, or that we fear the very act of
dying. Because we cannot love to live.
If we cannot fear to die, we must have
something to cling to, something to make us
either love life or be fearless of death ;
religion.
Religion is composed of trivialities and
two or three vital beliefs. These vital beliefs
man must ascertain for himself, and only for
himself, by reading religion's own literature :
the Old and New Testaments, the Koran,
and as many of the histories of religions as is
humanly possible.
I remain. Sir, your obedient Servant,
G.T.D.

February 21st, 1947.
To the Editor, K.E.S. CHRONICLE.
DEAR

SIR,

We are happy to nave the opportunity of
telling you something about our school and
consider your selection of Birmingham
University School a great honour.
Our School was founded in 1922 as a
privately owned institution, but
was
reorganized i n l 9 4 5 a s a non-profit corporation
belonging to its patrons. The purpose of the
School is to provide for boys who intend to
enter professional fields the advantages of a
good preparation for college. Our School is
a typical example of a small American day
school for boys.
It is very small in comparison to yours.
The student body is small and select. Each
class is limited to fifteen boys. The benefit of
this system is that we obtain more individual
attention from our instructors than would be
possible in larger classes. At the present
time there are five grades, beginning with the
fifth grade of elementary school through to
the first year of high school. Next year the
second year of high school will be added, and
each succeeding year another grade, until we
have the full curriculum of a four-year high
school course.
The faculty consists of four very capable
men, who strive to make our work interesting
and pleasant, as well as educational
Our School day begins at 8-30 a.m., with
forty minute periods until 2-30, including a
short recess at 10-30, and lunch a t noon.
The afternoons, from 2-30 to 4-0, are given to
athletics and other recreations, under the
supervision of the athletics director. Our
athletics programme consists primarily of
indoor sports ; in the fall, football and
soccer; in January and February, basket
ball ; and in the Spring, baseball and track,
with other of the lesser activities worked in
between. However, we also participate in
inter-school competitions with boys of our
own age or weight-group.
We have a student government, which
consists of a council of representatives from
each of the five grades, and the president of
the student body. The duties of the council
are to assist the masters by making
recommendations for improvements that
may be made in the school, and by acting as
a court in cases covering misconduct, and
infractions of rules, and recommending to the
faculty the punishments to be given for any
such infractions.
We hope that we have enlightened you
on the subject of the small American day
school. We are very happy to make friends

with boys of the great city of England after
which our own city was named, and we shall
be most grateful for a letter about your
school in return.
Yours sincerely,
GENE HEAD.

FROM SCHILLER'S " WILHELM
TELL "
Laughing the lake invites to bathe,
The boy lies down to sleep on shore.
Beneath the greenery ; but lo !
H e hears a sound
As sweet in melody
As flutes, or voice
Of Angels in Paradise.
There as he wakes in blessed joy,
The waters play around his breast
And from the brine deep cries resound
" Dear Boy be mine ! ;
For I entice the sleeping boy
And drag him in ! "
Farewell, ye Alpine meads
And pastures bright with sun,
The herdsman homeward goes,
For now the summer's gone.
To you O Alpine mounts we shall return,
When cries once more the springtime cuckoo
loud,
When songs awake, and earth with flowers
anew,
Is garbed, and glorious May once more
Exudes the tiny spring : we shall return !
Farewell ye Alpine meads.
And pastures bright with sun,
The herdsman homeward goes
For now t h e summer's gone.
Loud waving heights and shaking path above
Betray no fear in those who hunt, and now
By dizzy path their homeward way retread.
Boldly he strides
From fields of ice ;
No spring shines there,
No twig shows green.
Beneath his feet a sea of fog outstretched,
No longer bides him see the towns of men :
Only a sundered cloud
Allows his eyes the world,
And far beneath the density
Betrays a verdant field.

JR.
THE " FROGS " OF ARISTOPHANES
AT THE CAMBRIDGE ARTS
THEATRE
T H E problem that confronts any producer
wishing to present the " Frogs " in the
original Greek is one of striking a balance
between the ritualistic element common to
all Greek comedy, and the intimate nature
of the fun. In the latter, Aristophanes

himself must have found difficulty in writing
a play which, though including the contest
between the poets, Aeschylus and Euripides,
would not be above the head of the average
Athenian playgoer.
The lesson of the
" Frogs " was not meant t o be lost on him.
Dionysus is supposed to represent this
common Athenian; the Dionysus of this
production (P.D.R. Gardiner, Trinity) was
perhaps too effeminate and delicate for the
son of " J a r , " but the god's complete
ignorance of literature and his cowardice were
well done ; here he was helped by Xanthias
(L. R. Dodd, King's), who looked and played
the part well.
The chorus of Frogs made a great appeal
with their grotesque movements
and
costumes. Aeacus (C. S. Chordas, King's)
rather dismayed the audience with his modern
Greek, but was full of enthusiasm. In the
final climax of the play B. W. M. Young
(King's) played thundering Aeschylus with
great ability, b u t Euripides (A. M. Bishop
Corpus) rather overacted. The jazzing of
one of the mock choruses was a stroke of
genius. Finally, a complaint t h a t the music
rather drowned the words of the choruses,
and our thanks to the producer (The Provost
of King's) for bringing a great play to life.
R.J.R.
S O M E R E C E N T B R I T I S H FILMS
T H E valuable experience gained during the
war in the production of the Documentary,
has given us two enjoyable films. In " The
Overlanders " our interest tends to centre,
in true documentary fashion, more on the
action than on the characters ; and here the
action is a masterpiece. Mr. Harry Watt, of
the Grierson school, went to Australia to find
a story and make a film. He found a story—
the exciting two thousand mile trek of
hundreds of head of cattle from the northwest over the desert to Brisbane.
An
excellent story, but only a good film.
Reason ?
Immediately
one
introduces
seriously a set of personalities—and the
Aussies are rich, intense personalities—into
a film of exciting action (rivers infested with
crocodiles, and the loss through herb
poisoning of all but a handful of the horses),
the reaction and response of the actors must
be even greater than t h a t of the audience.
Only Mr. Chips Rafferty was, as it were,
paying attention.
There lies t h e film's
limitation. If the rest of the cast had been
as real and as sensitive as he, a magnificent
yarn might have been a magnificent film.
Whatever was intended in " School for
Secrets " to be documentary, failed miserably.
Nevertheless, as a light satire, with the
Radar invention as a useful peg, it works
miracles. The fine over-acting of Sir Ralph
Richardson is the epitome of that caustic
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side of English humour which has never
been demonstrated so well on the screen.
Although this is one of those films t h a t will
die as soon as the novelty of the invention
wears off, its redeeming features make it
pleasant entertainment.
It is, perhaps, true t h a t if we cannot hit
accurately, we hit hard. I t is certainly true
in a " Matter of Life and Death."
An
English pilot receives an obscure concussion
in an accident, as a result of which he keeps
wandering away in dreams to a heaven where
they have failed t o clock him in. They
cannot take him, for he has fallen in love with
an American girl. Thereupon he stands in
the celestial high court,, with one of the girl's
tears for his evidence. He wins his case.
Meanwhile, his operation has been successful.
The plot is ponderously vulgar and is only
saved by some fine photography, exquisite
musical direction, and one or two strokes of
imaginative genius. It seems that, even
to-day, it is only by supposing some physical
link between earth and heaven that the
connection can be conceived. With all its
defects, however, this film remains a
remarkable piece of work. Such experiments
are invaluable, especially for Anglo-American
film relations.
At last, in " Great Expectations," the
ghastly smugness of films like " The Wicked
Lady " has gone. We now realize t h a t there
is something more in the historical film than
its being historical. Although one or two
incidents, notably that in the Churchyard,
strike a note of true Dickensian terror, the
actors with three exceptions, do not bear up.
The two child interpreters of Pip and Estella
are most convincing, and Mr. Finlay Currie's
convict is superb in his hideousness. But the
other characters just cannot give the energy
required. Admitted, however, that it is not
intended to impart the Dickensian atmosphere, Mr. John Mills makes a charming
study of the adult Pip, and Miss Martita
Hunt gives us a thrilling, if fantastic
impression of Miss Havisham. On these
standards, " Great Expectations " is easily
the best melodrama for some time past.
C.W.G.

Beyond that, we are still in a vacuum.
The character of the peace is not decided.
The blue-prints lie before us, b u t that, as
yet, is all. At such a time, it is, perhaps,
worth while to review conditions in another
post-war period, t h a t which extended from
the Armistice of November, 1918, to the
collapse of the economic structure of much
of western society; which came in 1929 and
after. I t is the examination of this period,
both for its intrinsic interest, and as an
example for our own equivalent generation,
t h a t is the purpose of the present series of
articles.
These articles deal with various wide
aspects of the period, but it is inevitable t h a t
they all, to some extent, reflect the influence
of the prevailing social conditions on the
subjects they discuss. I t was, certainly, a
chaotic decade. Everywhere, in everything,
barriers were pulled down, and there was
often nothing to replace them. The trend
to-day is absolutely against this laissezfaire attitude towards man and society.
In view of this reaction, the 1920's have come
in for a great deal of harsh criticism, not all
of which is justified. The faults of the time
are many and obvious. We should not neglect
them, or fail to take an example for our own
time from them. But, in conclusion, it
might be apt to quote the words of a
distinguished art critic, who lived and worked
during these troubled years. In the 1920's,
he says : " . . . the mind and conscience of
the world was more truly liberal, international
and idealistic t h a n at any moment in m y
lifetime."
Undoubtedly, there was something worth
while amidst the chaos.

THE NINETEEN-TWENTIES
LIFE
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The W a r

to E n d

War

was

over.
Amidst a deliriously discordant
symphony of ribald hilarity, ships' sirens
motor klaxons, cup-final rattles—and hackneyed war songs rendered in unison, fortissimo
—the millenium of " Peace on earth, goodwill
towards men " had arrived. The ex-servicemen were soon to return (as one organized
demobilization scheme after another broke
down), to the chicken farms somewhat
rashly promised them b y the war-time
politicians. The Kaiser was to be handed ;
Germany was to be made to pay ; God was
in His Heaven ; all was right with t h e
world. Meanwhile, the idealists were having
their brief hour of bliss, with the horrors of
modern, twentieth-century warfare plain for
all to see ; who could now be so wicked as
to start another war ? Who could be so
stupid as to imagine t h a t the peoples of this

THE N I N E T E E N - T W E N T I E S
Introduction
ALMOST imperceptibly, we are entering upon
the post-war period. Some peace treaties
a e
Y ° e e u s i S n e d - t h e w a r veterans are in
civil life again, old grievances are heard once
more, German prisoners-of-war are assimilated
into English rural society, the M.C.C. has
toured Australia, Italian boxers have fought
th « , A l b e r t H a L 1 . a n d when people speak of
, if- u
\ w a r " t h e y n o !°nger mean t h a t
which ended in 1918.
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long-suffering planet would ever again be
cajoled into following a militaristic bandwaggon ?
And now, little more than a year after
the signing of the armistice, these dreams of
reward and eternal security were proving
mere mirages on a far-distant horizon. The
delirium of Armistice-Day was a fading
memory ; the souvenirs and bunting from
the official victory celebrations were tarnished
and thread-bare. The so-called " Peace "
Treaties had been signed, and Versailles was
once more to be an empty show-place of past
history. Idealism had been the first casualty
in the post-war reaction ; the cynical
politicians squabbling a t Versailles, t h e
war-weary veterans at home, had little time
to think about preventing future wars. Soon
the optimistic belief t h a t peace was synonymous with prosperity collapsed ; unemployment, strikes and Industrial Disputes Acts—
to say nothing of the non-existent chicken
farms—were difficult to reconcile with the
ideal of security for all.
Foreign affairs throughout the nineteentwenties were rather overlooked by the men
in Britain, struggling to find or keep employment. But those who did pay attention to
the story of the ill-fated League of Nations
were justified in regarding the sacrifice of so
many lives during the war as having been
in vain. The Treaty of Versailles had been
the worst possible prologue to the League's
activities. The visions of Woodrow Wilson
and his adherents were dispelled by the
spirit of revenge. France, in a desperate
attempt to destroy the power of Germany,
her traditional enemy, enforced a treaty
which not only discredited the new Republic,
but which could not possibly be carried out.
An obscure Bavarian agitator, one Adolf
Hitler, formed the nucleus of his new Nazi
party—a party dedicated to the task of
restoring Germany's pre-war power in
defiance of the treaties. Mustapha Kemal,
the new dictator of Turkey, secured a revision
of the treaty in his country's favour by the
simple expedient of massacring several
thousand Greeks. He was the first of the
inter-war dictators to realize the weakness
of the League and the strength of ruthlessness.
At the same time, the Republicans swept
Wilson's Democrats from power and declared
the League of Nations a " closed chapter " in
American history. The Land of Liberty had
deserted
the
" muck-heap,"
as
the
Isolationists were pleased to term Europe.
But these disasters abroad mattered little
to the post-war generation in Britain. Two
pictures of life in the nineteen-twenties have
been left for posterity. First is t h a t of the
jubilant, care-free " Good-Time 'Twenties."
Everyone was determined to make up for all
the enjoyment they had missed in the war
years. Speed and novelty had become the
new gods whom everyone worshipped ; those

who had expected the return of peace to
bring back the leisurely days of the Edwardian
Era, were doomed to disappointment. Some
mourned the passing of the " good old days " ;
others, finding themselves outcasts in an
alien world, retired to mental homes. But
the popular song of the mid-'twenties—
" I t ain't gonna rain no more "—was typical
of the reaction from all worry and foresight.
I t was unfortunate that, a few months after
the publication of this song, the General
Strike should have given it an ironical flavour.
This picture of life in the 'twenties was
in striking contrast to the one remembered
by so many less fortunate people.
Immediately after the war Britain had
enjoyed a short-lived boom. She was still
the wealthiest country in Europe, despite the
sale of much of her foreign capital. But
improved conditions of employment and
higher rates of pay made it difficult for her to
compete with foreign exporters, and an
inevitable " slump " followed.
Unemployment figures reached an unprecedented
height in 1921. A succession of governments
was unable to stem the deterioration in
Britain's position.
Yet the mania for
pleasure was accelerated, rather than checked,
by this depression. As it became increasingly
apparent t h a t economic ruin and international
catastrophe were to be the order of the day,
the escapism continued at an even more
hectic rate.
America, meanwhile, had profited little
from her splendid isolation. The United
States had been affected more than Britain
by t h e cycle of " boom " and " slump."
At first the 1920's appeared as a paradise,
for had not America the world's greatest
producing ability, to say nothing of the
colossal fortunes in gold in her bank-vaults ?
The new American pastime of Prohibitionevading dominated her newspapers' headlines, as the biggest crime-wave in history
swept New York and the Middle West.
Al Capone was a more tangible threat to
peace than Benito Mussolini—his " organization " of Chicago's various rackets will
always be an epic of petty state-craft.
Mackay replaced Robin Hood as the chivalric
ideal for outlaws, his name becoming the
symbol of quality in illicit liquor. America
was in the lead for producing sensations
throughout the decade, scoring her greatest
triumph with the introduction of " talkingpictures."
It would be unforgivable to end the story
of life in the 'twenties without a passing
reference to Noel Coward.
If he did not
createthe legend of the " good-time twenties,"
he at least provided the principal medium for
the lighter side of life in that decade. It was
he who turned the limelight in his musicalcomedies on to the parade of the " Bright
Young T h i n g s " ; he alone could have
provided the masses with all the opium they
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needed to forget the past and ignore the
future.
The nineteen-twenties ended on an ominous
note. 1929 was a transition year between the
Good-Time 'Twenties and the, comparatively,
" hang-over " Thirties. Economic and foreign
affairs were strangely quiet; the round of
pleasure-seeking which had lasted from
Armistice-Day continued, though on a
slightly less hilarious note. " Bigger and
better " films were crossing the Atlantic,
explorers continued to explore.
Al Capone was in gaol at last, though for
defrauding the Treasury Department, not
for mass-murder.
Primo de Rivera the
Spanish dictator, was on the point of falling
from power. Had the millenium arrived
after all ? A sudden fall on Wall Street—
regarded a t first as a weak pun, though
later its importance was realized—suddenly
ending America's long-lived " b o o m " and
Britain's temporary recovery, was the
answer. 1929 was merely a comparative
calm before a veritable storm.
Thus ended a decade of unfulfilled expectations and desperate pleasure-seeking.
The decade which had opened with the
sentimental but determined " It's a long,
long trail a'winding, to the land of my
dreams," had degenerated into the spirit of
" It ain't gonna rain no more." All t h a t
remained of the sincerity of the idealists, was
the Cenotaph—an aptly-named shell of
unfeeling stone. Apres nous le deluge had
triumphed in the end.
C.R.P.

THE N I N E T E E N - T W E N T I E S
ENGLISH L I T E R A T U R E
T H E nineteen-twenties contained one of the
really great reformations in English Letters.
1 he four years of war had flattened many
standards and modified many more. But
more important, it had created a literary
vacuum. A good half of the rising literary
generation had been killed, maimed or
mentally incapacitated.
At the end of four
years, the direct application of Shaw and
wells to a changed, released, b u t a t bottom
irankly frightened society, was impossible.
On the one hand we have of the older
generation
Shaw, Wells, and Bennett
sou writing when the War had finished, but
rne nrst two had already finished their main
work before it began, and Bennett, too,
succumbed early to the flesh-pots of a
con^H W£ e h e dhi sat d b e § u n b y v i e w i n § " « h
CM
S
™st.
There
remained
Oalsworthy, b u t the fatal success of the
Forsyte Saga " left him still musing about
h=H K a Q s t a nyd a sr adt isr i zand tradition, which he
mm,™ ^
i n g . and had lived to
mourn. I t w a s , indeed, part of the irony of

the war waged to save civilization, that it
suffered to survive no new writer of calibre
big enough to justify by his own example the
civilization t h a t had been saved, against
those who considered it t o be not worth
saving—at least, until it was menaced again
at the end of twenty-one easy years of peace.
Behind this plain fact there lies the endless
experiment, the endless repudiation, the
careful analysis of a generation, fashionably
notorious for its " spiritual exhaustion."
But it was certainly the " Roaring Twenties,"
humming with activity to find out. I t
was a society of small men, feeling
intellectually insecure, who could find only
out of their own experiences the security of
truth. This was necessarily subjective, b u t
was by no means to be arrived at in the same
way. On one side, we have the analysis and
frequent rejection of Huxley, biting, and
viewed from the back seat in the jarly
novels, but real in the later " Brave New
World." On the other, we have D. H.
Lawrence, the anarchist, believing only in t h e
infallibility of the " Blood," the power of
divine selection through that innate innerrefinement of man in the solar-plexus.
Between the two, material and mystic,
there shaded off the escapes and realisms of
all manner of intellectuals who achieved
sameness in insecurity. For the first time
since the " Canterbury Tales," a writer
found himself bogged down in life, and
proceeded to face it or climb out of it by the
way best known to himself.
The professional Literateur was in danger.
The Grand Old Man had vanished with
pre-war complacency.
The writer spoke
direct from life instead of reflecting it in
vague, gracious, homogeneous shapes with
the edges rounded off.
The writer of this period spent his time
dissecting " the troubles of our proud and
angry dust." But ever present in his
thoughts was a sense of insecurity which hid
behind the hit tune of 1925, " I t ain't gonna
rain no more." It was difficult to remove
the threat of something t h a t the war had
uncovered.
If not the actual threat of
another war, it opened up the possibility of
something terrible.
B u t all in some measure reflected this
sense of social overcrowding, either by
diagnosing or discussing modern ills and
idiocies, as does Aldous, Huxley, perennially ;
Rose Macaulay, parenthetically ; Osbert
Sitwell,
intermittently ;
and
Norman
Douglas, post-prandially ; or by withdrawing
to an imaginary world where art alone rules,
as did David Garnett in most of his work,
and Ronald Firbank in all, while William
Gerhardi jumped alternately from one to the
other, now laughing, now on the verge of
prayer. Virginia Woolf remained in the
world of realities, but revealed it through a
mist of dreams.

That each one of these writers does much
more than reflect this general uneasiness does
not alter the fact that to read them all is to
be left with a sense of common mood, even
though one is more sharply conscious of
their highly personal and idiosyncratic
responses to it. I t is this quality which
gives to the phase that had begun before
than the outbreak of the " philosophy of
meaningless," an imprint which distinguishes
it from early and later fashions in ideas.
To what extent it was a subconscious
reaction to the times, to what extent a
cultural fashion is less easy to decide. But
it was this attitude which the publicists
seized on as evidence of post-war disillusionment, and it is this attitude which,
despite the fact t h a t most of those who
reflected it are still writing, has given place
to another. And the phase of which they
were the most representative literary figures
has, imperceptibly, b u t irrevocably, passed.
" Nor is the main reason, perhaps, further
to seek than in fact t h a t few literary
imitators could pass from the age of the
middle 'twenties to the middle 'forties
without suffering some change at heart."
This is a brief plan of the nineteentwenties. " The young at the moment,"
wrote Lawrence, in an article in 1928,
" have a perfectly good time strumming on
the keyboard of emotion and sympathy,
tinkling away at all the exaggerated phrases
of rapture and tenderness, adoration and
delight, while they feel nothing except a
certain amusement at the childish game.
It is so chic and charming to use all the most
precious phrases of love and endearment,
just amusingly, like the tinkling of a musical
box."
This is true of Noel Coward, Evelyn Waugh,
and the bright young things in Bloomsbury,
b u t superficial on the whole.
For though England in the 1920's was
filled with the sound of " a thousand tingling
instruments," they were of limited range,
nervously, perhaps feverishly, yet at all
times single-mindedly played. Their discord
helps to make more satisfying the general
concord of great English writing.

THE

NINETEEN-TWENTIES

AMERICAN A N D E U R O P E A N
LITERATURE
W H A T has been said above shows, to some
extent, the mood of the vast majority of
European writers after the Great War. But
in France, Germany and Austria, where the
consequences of war were more directly felt,
there was a more profound pessimism, and
writing became intensely introspective. The
prevailing mood differed subtly with each

nationality.
The buoyant French spirit
shrugged its shoulders at the catastrophe, arid
set to work to get as much enjoyment as
possible out of what was left. The Central
Europeans inclined more towards fantasy,
mystical, but never serene, for they were
" much possessed by death."
If we wish for an outside, impersonal view
of the European scene, we can turn to the
" Waste Land " of T. S. Eliot, already
considered to be a classic statement of a
viewpoint very prevalent in the 1920's.
Eliot was, like his fisher of men Tiresias, a
figure at the same time dual and negative.
An American by birth, he came to England,
where he remained, but his work (or at least
the earlier part of it), is neither American
nor English in outlook, but is rather in the
European tradition. The same may be said
of another American, Ezra Pound, who made
his home in Italy.
The most common mediums of expression
were prose and the theatre. The cult of
" vers libre " had made the distinction
between prose and poetry somewhat arbitrary.
I t is difficult to classify the poems of D. H .
Laurence as " poetry," when one refers to the
word-rhapsodies of James Joyce as " prose."
The most significant work of the period is
mostly contained in novels, of which a number
are allegorical.
Marcel Proust was still
writing in 1920, and within the next ten years
there appeared such important works as
Joyce's " Ulysses," Jaroslav Haszchek's
" Good Soldier Schweik," and the last two
novels of Franz Kafka.
All these, be it
noted, are strongly subjective in character.
Also fundamentally subjective, but very
different from the highly-organized creations
of Joyce and Kafka, was the literary movement (that soon spread to the other arts)
which arose in post-war Paris. This was
Surrealism, whose guiding spirit was Andre
Breton, b u t which claimed the allegiance at
one time of so distinguished a poet as Paul
Valery. The true originator was Apollinaire,
who was killed in the Great War.
One other interesting development in
novel-writing, a development of technique,
rather than of the actual aesthetic, was the
elliptical style of Ernest Hemingway, who
was the prime influence on young American
and English writers for some time to come.
The detective novels of Peter Cheyney are
an example.
In the theatre, novelty was the order of the
decade. There were those who seriously
attempted to alter the whole attitude towards
the theatre t h a t had grown up in Western
society. Among these were the Americans
O'Neill and Wilder, and the Italian Pirandello.
The " little theatre " movement came into
being, and the possibilities of radio-drama
were dimly realized. There were, of course,
those who contrived novelty for its own
sake (Cocteau might be considered to do
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this). There were also those who attempted
to develop the art of play-writing within
the established framework; of this attitude,
Capek's " R.U.R." and " I n s e c t
Play"
are typical.
• In American and Europe, this was a very
fruitful decade for creative writing ; possibly
it was over-ripe. Already, much of what was
then written has been forgotten (Dada is now
but an interesting name, even less comprehensible than it was twenty years ago).
But many of its literary experiments have
proved stimulating t o later writers, and
Ulysses, The Trial, and a few others we
feel t o be great not only for the present day,
but for all time.

THE N I N E T E E N - T W E N T I E S
PAINTING
IN spite of the great effect the first World
War had on civilization in general, the
course of painting was not radically changed.
Perhaps there had been too many changes
already. For the previous fifty
years
revolution after revolution had taken place.
No one generation of painters was content
with the artistic vision of the previous one.
Impressionism had ousted Academicianism,
Post-Impressionism succeeded Impressionism,
Abstraction had tried and Cubism succeeded
in ousting Impressionism. Abstract movements had been formed before the war.
Futurism and similar movements had made
their presence felt on the Continent, though
in England they only gained notoriety
(to the aesthetically blind !) afterwards.
The anti-climax of peace did not affect
painting for long. The general slackness
of purpose which was the result of the
loss of t h a t feeling of unity which people
had during " the war to end wars," fortunately
did not invade the realm of painting.
The artist must express the age in which he
lives. If a modern artist's work emulates that
of the Old Masters he is no artist. This goes
far to explain the work of twentieth century
artists.
The world has been changing
continually, faster and faster since 1900.
The internal combustion engine does not
resemble the horse ; Einstein's theory of
relativity expresses none of the sentiments of
the Parish Magazine. So why should modern
art resemble t h a t of Leonardo da Vinci ?
Furthermore, machines and theories are
continually being modified as the years pass.
So why should an artist's work not be
modified ? The critics who accuse Picasso
of instability would do well to remember
this.
Many years ago the Impressionists had
resurrected the standards of light and colour
round which artists could gather. But the

weakness of the Impressionists' way of
painting was t h a t all other considerations
were sacrificed to an artistic rendering of
light and colour. Cezanne and his followers
raised the standard of form. Since the
time of El Greco the idea of a painting as a
self-contained whole, solving problems not
only of light and colour, but also of form,
had been forgotten.
Cezanne was the
primary influence (sometimes unconsciously)
on all important artists in the nineteentwenties, whom we will now consider in
detail.
At this time in France, the birthplace of
Impressionism, the Impressionists still survived on a small scale, but the most important
of them (quite distinct from the most
popular) were changing their attitude. They
felt the need for discipline and, with Seurat as
their master, they did a great deal of good to
the movement.
Symbolists included Maurice Denis, a
religious rnystic, Bonnard, Vuillard and
others.
They were indebted chiefly to
mediaeval art for their inspiration, usin"
form as a vehicle for their emotions rather
than for constructing the self-contained
works of art of Cezanne.
Les Fauves were the revolutionary partv
in painting in the nineteen-twenties. They
abhorred the stagnant official and academic
work of which the general public—if they
deigned to express themselves a t all
expressed their approval.
Les
Fauves
admired naivete and any primitive art
they could lay their hands on.
Thev
discovered " Negro Sculpture and cave
paintings.
Rousseau le Douanier and
Gaugin's Tahiti paintings inspired them.
Henri Matisse was, and is, the greatest
Fauve, obtaining miraculous richness of
design with the greatest economy of means.
But he had no capacity for leadership. He
could not teach would-be emulators and
nothing could be learned from his paintings
for he painted from instinct. Relative areas
of paint were important in his pictures, and
if they did not satisfy the eye, they were
changed, whatever their actual size. If the
checks on his model's coat did not harmonize
with the pattern of the carpet, they would
be made smaller or larger until they did.
Roualt, another Fauve, deserves mention as
also being typically romantic. All is tra°ic
and obliterated in his paintings, often bizarre
in their attempts a t simplicity and power.
Cubism was founded on the realization of
the importance of Cezanne, who showed the
next generation the way to a deeper realism.
Instead of the naive distortions of Les
Fauves, the Cubists considered distortion
essential. They realized t h a t not only the
different colours in a picture, but the
different forms, influence one another. The
knowledge as to what an object was, its
shape and volume, took precedence over what

it seemed to be, what it looked like. Volume,
space, distance and form, were recognized
as important.
The problem was solved
by Cezanne in the ninettenth century,
but this was not realized till the abstract
painters, struggling to solve the problem
of form, having hitherto looked down on
him as a rather inferior representational
painter, discovered t h a t he had done with
representational pictures what they could
not do with their abstract forms. Cezanne
was only a beginning for the Cubists. Derain
and Picasso became occupied with volume
from a feeling for the need for discipline.
Guillaume
Apollinaire denned
Cubism,
saying : " The difference between the old
art and Cubism is in the fact t h a t Cubism is
not an art of imitation b u t an art of conception which strives to elevate itself to
creation."
English painters (such men as Wilson
Steer, Dr. Cameron and Sir W. Orpen), as
usual far behind France, were still playing
out Impressionism.
Brangwyh, Tonks,
Sickert and John found their own styles in
variations of the up-to-date art of fifty years
ago, and refused to be jogged out of their
satisfying and remunerative ruts.
There
was nothing cheap or inartistic about their
work but they were just pathetically out of
touch with the latest trends. They can be
praised (and are) for their " daring brushwork," " baths of light," and " lightness of
touch."
Roger Fry, landscape painter and art
critic, was conducting his campaign for
Cezanne. His followers included Duncan
Grant and Mark Gertler.
Cubism had not yet been understood in
England (is it now ?), except, perhaps, by
Wyndham Lewis, leader of the " Vorticist "
movement. Power and Nevinson have been
called " Cubists " by some. Vorticism had
among its promising followers Edward
Wadsworth and William Roberts.
Germany, suffering from deep depression
after the loss of the war, produced many fine
artists in music, the film, and painting. In
these three arts a school of Expressionism
was founded. A Russian artist, living in
Germany, Kandinsky, and "the German
musician, Schonberg, who also painted, were
prominent in t h e movement.
A good
explanation of Expressionism is given in the
German Brockhaus Lexikon : '' Expressionism
is t h a t direction in present-day art which
strives to express the inner experience
instead of impressions of the outer world.
It is always influenced by the material of the
art (colour, line, surfaces, sounds), awakening
or increasing feelings, but not imitating
nature."
In Italy there was Impressionism until the
advent of Futurism, supported by numerous
manifestos and made into something of a
party affair. Symbolic pictures were com-

posed from scenes and objects observed from
different points of view, as in Cubism, but
less for the sake of their arrangement, than for
their effect on the emotions. This the
public could understand and appreciate more
easily than the formal and non-emotional
Cubism.
The whole fabric of European painting
was destroyed and created anew in the
nineteen-twenties ; it was the age of the
iconoclast. Painting was pushed almost to
its technical limit. It was left to the 'thirties
and 'forties to carry the process to its
conclusion. We are now living in a period
when painting has reached its physical limits.
The fabric of the art has been contorted
unduly and can no longer remain in its present
form. A picture of the future will either be
something entirely different from that which
we now know as a picture, or else it will return
to one of the common denominators from
which it sprang, namely, the decorative. The
'twenties accelerated this process and perhaps
that is the only thing for which they will be
remembered.
D.R.L.B.

THE NINETEEN-TWENTIES
MUSIC
I T is dangerous to talk of music in general
terms. Musicians are far less inclined than
other artists to form themselves into groups.
One cannot even refer to the general effect of
the Great War and its aftermath on the
composers who lived through it. Different
composers were affected in different ways.
Therefore, this survey will deal with the
leading composers of the decade 1920-1930
individually. First, the men who worked
alone, and belonged to no " school," but just
wrote music because they had to write it.
The titanic figure of Sibelius remained
far away from the musical nerve-centre,
Paris. In his quiet home at Jarvenpaa, in
Finland, he interviewed no reporters, and
wrote the greatest works of his career.
Between 1923 and 1926 he composed his
Sixth and Seventh Symphonies and the Tone
Poem " Tapiola," immense, solemn, radiant
music t h a t establishes Sibelius as a truly
great composer.
Meanwhile, Elgar and
Delius were nearing the end of their creative
lives. Richard Strauss, hoping to produce
another Till Eulenspiegel or Rose-Cavalier,
brought forth brilliant stillbirths by the
dozen ; the approach of old age did little to
halt his mechanical and useless fecundity.
Rachmaninov made capital out of past
successes.
Vaughan Williams and Bela
Bartok were slowly developing into great
composers. Ernest Bloch and Gustav Hoist
had reached the height of their powers." None
of these men showed outward signs of the
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effect of the catastrophe of 1914. It had
become part of them and of their music.
In Paris, it was different. Music, like the
other arts, was in a state of cheerful anarchy.
Here had gathered together a colourful,
rowdy, cosmopolitan crowd of writers,
painters, sculptors, and amateurs ready to
try their luck at everything. They mingled
together in the cafes and studios, in their
aims and beliefs. All had the same perky
irreverence towards the established artistic
canons. All had the same delight in experiment, frivolity and " -isms." All had the
same vague and sweeping sympathy with
everything which they felt to be " left of
centre "—communism, surrealism, free love,
and no inhibitions. Groups with superb
titles were formed everywhere, got their
names into the papers, and fizzled out.
Everyone collaborated ; it made little
difference which particular art they practised.
I t was nothing odd for Cocteau, Stravinsky
and Matisse to co-operate in the production
of a ballet for Diaghilev.
The composers who worked in this atmosphere were young men of all nationalities.
Typical were six of them whom a music
critic, in an inspired moment, christened
" Les Six," though in reality they had little
in common except for this title and generally
" modernist " tendencies. Of these, the most
significant were the Swiss Honneger and
Darius Milhaud, a Frenchman. The latter
gained some notoriety owing to the fact t h a t
his music had a habit of being in two or more
keys at once. The leading figures among the
older generation (Debussy having died in
1918) were Ravel, who walked alone, and
Erik Satie, who wrote the
following
programme to one of his piano pieces :
This vast part of the world is inhabited
but by one man : a negro. He is bored to
the point of dying of laughter . . . Four
anonymous serpents hold him captive,
suspended on the tails of his uniform,
deformed by chagrin and solitude. On the
river bank an old mangrove tree slowly
laves its repugnantly filthy roots. I t is
not the shepherd's hour."
Most of these composers showed a preference
for the smaller musical forms, influenced, no
doubt, by the presence of the Russian Ballet,
which frequently commissioned them to
provide music for its productions. As with
many composers during the 1920's, the
Parisian group showed great interest in jazz,
many of whose features were assimilated into
their own music.
In Russia, music had not yet fully recovered
* r ° m the upheaval of 1917, although
Shostakovitch wrote a very fine Symphony
m 1926, while still a student. Many Russian
musicians had fled to Paris, including the
composer Prokofiev, and Diaghilev's Russian
Ballet. But there is one composer who.

having emigrated from Russia to Paris some
years back, plays as important a part in the
history of modern music as does his friend,
Picasso, in the realm of painting.
That
composer is Igor Stravinsky.
In 1913, a performance in France of his
music to the pagan ballet " The Rite of
Spring," had caused a riot. After the Great
War, he became the most widely-discussed
figure in contemporary music. Possibly the
reason lay not so much in the music he
composed, as in his own widely-publicised
explanations of it. He indulged in a great
deal of experimentation, becoming, in the
words of Constant Lambert, a veritable
" musical weather-cock." The most important of these experiments was the Neo-Classic
movement which he fostered after 1925.
" Back to Bach " was the cry. If it is
possible to find anything of the spirit of Bach
in the dry, skeletonic music of Stravinsky's
Neo-Classic period, it must be a strangely
emasculated and synthetic Bach. Among the
many interesting statements made by
Stravinsky a t this period were : t h a t music
should contain no personal, emotive "feeling";
and t h a t it was no longer fashionable for
young composers to write their main
orchestral themes for the trumpet.
There was a considerable " progressive "
movement in German and Austrian musical
circles at this time. I t centred mainly
around the " atonal " school of Schonberg
(who was also, it may be noted, a painter of
the Expressionist school) and Alban Berg.
The main idea was to banish from music the
concept of tonality, as fundamental a feature
of Western music for the past ten centuries
as perspective of Western painting over the
same period. A series of complex rules was
devised, whose rigidity and exactitude seem
more akin to pure mathematics than to
music. Perhaps the finest work written in
the atonal system is Berg's opera " Wozzeck."
A composer of great ability who gave his
allegiance to no school or system was Paul
Hindemith, who conceived the idea of utility
or functional music. In spite of this, his own
works are among the finest music of our time.
Some music written during the 1920's was
based on ideas even more remarkable than
those already mentioned. Some composers
followed the suggestion of Busoni, and
divided the octave into quarter-tones and
even sixteenth-tones, while the " noiseorchestra " of the Italian Futurists deserves
at least a passing reference. It may be t h a t
a more fertile source of inspiration was
uncovered by such men as Vaughan Williams
and Cecil Sharp in England and Bartok and
Kodaly in Hungary, all of whom devoted
themselves to collecting their rich native
heritage, the folk-music of their own people.
But, lest we become lost in this maze of
new and strange ideas, we should bear in
mind these words of Donald Tovey :
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'' The present age will be like every other
age in the history of the fine arts, in that a
small fraction of 1 per cent, of what is now
most talked about will be not only talked
about but enjoyed one hundred or two
hundred years hence."
And whatever it is t h a t will be among that
fraction of 1 per cent., it will not be there
because it follows some special theory or
system of its composer, b u t because " from
the heart it comes, to the heart it will go."
Z.
THE N I N E T E E N - T W E N T I E S
SCIENCE
T H E great revolution in Physics preceded the
great social revolution of the twentieth
century by some twenty years. Although the
physical revolution may not seem so important
as the other, in its own sphere its effects have
been even more far-reaching.
The most
violent and widespread social revolution
can do little to change the basic facts of
human nature, on which the structure of
social relationships is built, whereas the last
fifty years have seen a complete and profound
revision of the basic principles of science.
Nineteenth century " classical " physics,
founded on the mechanics of Newton and the
geometry of Euclid, formed a complete and
logical system. To the physicist of the later
years of the century, it seemed that the
outlines of his science were now established,
and t h a t the way t o further progress lay in
increasing accuracy of measurement, which
would lead, perhaps, to minor modifications
of t h e prevailing theories, but certainly not
to any fundamental changes. The basic
principle of classical physics was t h a t all
matter was composed of atoms, small,
unbreakable particles, which interacted
according to the mechanical laws formulated
b y Newton. The amount of matter in the
universe seemed to be strictly constant, and
this led to the principle of conservation of
mass. Similarly, the principle of conservation of energy stated that the sum total
of energy in the universe was constant. These
two principles were the main foundations on
which the whole edifice of scientific thought
was built.
As long as atoms obeyed the laws of
classical mechanics, it was clear that, if the
position and velocity of every particle in
the universe were known at one instant, the
course of the universe for all future time
would be predictable.
This determinism
left no room for man's obstinate belief in
his own " free-will," and led to the idea that
the Universe was run rather like a giant
steam-engine.
This old-established system began to
collapse in 1895, when J. J. Thomson's

researches revealed the existence of the
electron, a minute particle, much smaller
t h a n t h e classical atom. Thomson then
suggested that an atom consisted of electrons
circling round a positive nucleus, like minute
planets round a sun. Although this theory
did not last long, the classical picture of the
atom as an unbreakable unit began to fade.
The new theory was quickly confirmed by
the discovery in 1896 of radio-activity, which
is due, as Rutherford explained in 1903, to
the spontaneous disintegration of the atoms
of certain elements. The other part of the
atom, the positive " nucleus " was also found
experimentally, and later this, too, was found
to be divisible, into " protons " and
" neutrons," smaller elementary particles
from which all matter seems to be constructed.
A bigger blow was struck a t classical
physics in 1901, when Max Planck devised a
quantum theory of radiation, which stated
t h a t energy, instead of being infinitely
divisible, as Newton's theories assumed, was
atomic in nature, occurring only in " quanta "
of definite sizes. This theory was experimentally confirmed by work on photo-electricity
and specific heats.
Unfortunately, the idea of " atoms " of
light could not explain certain experimental
facts about light, which had been explained
by the wave theory, and it was necessary to
assume t h a t light could sometimes behave
like waves, sometimes like quanta, while it
consisted of something different from either.
In 1905, the publication of Einstein's
Theory of Relativity demolished the whole
edifice of classical Physics. Prior to this,
space and time were thought to be essentially
different, b u t Einstein showed t h a t this
division was entirely spurious, and that
observers moving at different speeds would
do the division in different ways.
The
fundamental reality was " space-time," a
four-dimensional continuum, in which space
and time were indistinguishable.
This
theory showed t h a t mass and energy must
be mutually convertible, that the mass of a
body increases as its velocity increases, and
t h a t light does not travel in straight lines.
All these predictions have been experimentally verified. It also explained gravity, which
is an effect due to the continuum being
curved near material bodies. This leads to
the conclusion that the universe is finite,
though it appears to be expanding rapidly.
In 1923, the idea of the dual nature of
energy, as quanta or waves, "was paralleled
when Davison showed t h a t electrons could
sometimes behave like waves and not as
material particles. Following this, Schrodinger invented wave-mechanics, which
regards matter as waves, in a ten-dimensional
space. The electron appeared t o be a group
of waves, moving like a minute storm in
space. If the electron moved slowly, the
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storm was small, and the electron could be
located accurately, but as its velocity
increased t h e storm grew bigger, and it
became increasingly difficult to find the
electron. The intensity of the storm at any
point is proportional to the probability of
finding an electron at t h a t point. These
rather fanciful ideas have now been rejected
by most physicists, who now admit t h a t it
is impossible to imagine what an electron is
like, and are prepared to leave it hidden
demurely in a mathematical equation.
The uncertainty about the position of the
electron remains, however. I t is a fundamental
principle of the new physics, t h a t the
position and velocity of a particle can never
both be found accurately at the same time.
The old determinism breaks down here, and
many philosophers think that " free-will "
can take its place.
The disintegration of classical physics is
complete. The atom has completely disappeared ; the principles of conservation of
mass and energy have been replaced by a
single principle of a different kind. Euclid
has been supplanted by Minkowski, Newton
by Einstein. In the last fifteen years, though,
a new theory has arisen, based on a new
branch of mathematics, quantum mechanics,
which can be reduced to the classical theory
when large numbers of atoms are considered.
The physical revolution is over, and the
new order established. I t remains to be seen
whether the social upheavals of the last
thirty years, which some people have seen as
the logical successors of the physical
revolution, will be as satisfactorily concluded.

J.A.B.
THE N I N E T E E N - T W E N T I E S
THOUGHT
HARDLY had the last torn streamers and
dishevelled bunting of the 1919 Victory
Parade been swept up, than England plunged
into that mad, unrestricted, whirligig of
gaiety and dissipation known as the Twenties.
I t was almost the exact opposite of the
present post-war period, both in thought and
ideals. All controls were thrown to the
winds; consequently prices went up and wages
down. After a false promise of prosperity,
the post-war boom collapsed and unemployment and insecurity became more and more
rife as the decade progressed. Government
leadership and planning was non-existent, the
masses were abandoned to the whimsies of
trade fluctuations and big business.
All this distress and confusion in the
material world had a profound effect upon
intellectual circles. The Twenties saw the
breaking of the thick ice packs of Victorian
morality, already split and fractured during
the War, under the twin hammer-blows of

Dr. Sigmund Freud and Al Capone. So far,
nothing comparable with this complete
revolution in morals has occurred during t h e
present post-war period.
News of the racy life experienced by wellto-do society in Chicago or New York under
Prohibition, enlivened as it was by racketeers,
gangsters, gun molls, gambling dens, speakeasies, and all the other colourful forms of
amusement dear to the American heart,
stirred the limpid green pools of English
respectability into a ferment.
Allied with the disturbing influence of
America came the new and startling discoveries in psycho-analysis.
This
new
philosophy from Vienna, which mocked a t
self-control as a dangerous repression, exactly
suited the frivolous and libertine mood of t h e
time. Young women at cocktail parties
would talk earnestly about Narcissus and
Oedipus-complexes, or uncle-fixations, or
any other of the symptoms of the neurotic
mind. I t was one of t h e few sciences t o
become fashionable during the Twenties.
Beneath the distracting surface of this
artificially gay
and frivolous post-war
world, there was a deep feeling of spiritual
malaise and disillusion as to the futility and
waste of the war, and the rottenness of t h e
subsequent peace. Unlike the present time,
when elaborate plans have been laid out for
the recuperation and development of the
country, and most of the promises made to
the people during the war have been kept,
or at least toyed with, the intellectual of t h e
Twenties found himself in a world betrayed
by the " liars in public places " to the slapdash economics of private enterprise, with
its attendant spectres of unemployment and
depression.
T. S. Eliot saw the post-war world as a
wasteland, without religious stability or
hope, while Ezra Pound found it " a n old
bitch gone in the teeth . . . a botched
civilization " made cheap by politicians and
big business.
One important divergence in ideas between
then and now is t h a t in 1920 most people
sincerely believed that the League of Nations
would work, and that international quarrels
could be settled by debate, while to-day no
one has any illusions about the capabilities
of U.N.O., or of just how much its activities
are worth. This " no more war " mentality
was responsible for much of the irresponsibility and criminal indifference to world
affairs exhibited by the people of the
Twenties.
Communism, which then still had the
lustre and sheen of novelty about it, played a
considerable part in the thought of the times
It was seized upon by intellectual circles as a
means
of
expressing
their
personal
revolutionary feelings against a corrupt
capitalist society. Communism remained
fashionable up to 1924, when the Big R e ( j
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Scare in America turned the scales of public
opinion definitely against it.
Underneath
all these intellectual fads and enthusiasms,
and the gaudy pleasure-loving habits of the
lost generation, lurked • a subtle feeling of
insecurity and unrest. As the bright young
people shuffled around their gilt-bespattered
dance halls to the insincere wail of the
saxophones, they were dimly aware of some
impending disaster which would bring their
fool's paradise crashing about their scented
ears. Their fears were substantiated by t h a t
crescendo of financial crises culminating in
the big slump of 1929, which provides a
fitting end to a post-war era marked by a
complete disregard for economic planning
and an insane pursuit of pleasure. Perhaps
this time something better and more lasting
will be achieved.
D.A.C.

WILLIAM SAROYAN
WILLIAM SAROYAN owes much to both
Hemingway and Faulkner, yet he is completely and deliciously himself.
He has
already influenced the modern idea of short
story writing, and will probably have a
similar influence on the drama. In the short
story, what he did was to do away with the
conjuring tricks of O. Henry and his
imitators, and give us just the conjuror's
patter. At first he was self-conscious about
this : " I am writing a serious story, perhaps
one of the most serious I shall ever write.
That is why I am being flippant. Readers
of Sherwood Anderson will begin to understand what I am saying after a while ; they
will know t h a t my laughter is rather sad."
In spite of self-consciousness, in spite of
deliberate experimenting, what Saroyan has
done is to put innocence and simplicity back
into literature. There is a certain amount of
pose in this, of course, but the pose is so
natural to the man t h a t we readily forgive
him. In the first place, it appears as a
reaction to the over-intellectualization of
literature and art. In this sense, therefore,
it is part of the revolt against rationalism.
Saroyan enjoys himself in " complete
irresponsibility.'' He no longer acknowledges
any standards of taste or criticism, and he
revels in his new freedom.
More interesting than the " naivete " of
Saroyan is his innocence. His characters
live in a state of primeval innocence, and the
world in which they walk about is still Eden.
" It was a wonderful year, t h a t separate
year of 1917. It was the year of the movies.
I t was the year in which I left the world, and
went to heaven in t h e picture theatres.
That was the only time I ever went to heaven
and I went in rags, as it were, and by foot.
I went with a dirty face, not a face glowing
with holy light ; and sometimes I went with

a face wet with the rain of winter ; with
hands cold and dirty ; sometimes even my
shoes would be wet, all soft, and my coat
too."
Of course, even in Eden things do not
always go right; Man is innocent, but there
is still the Snake. Things go wrong sometimes and people are unhappy and it isn't
their fault and they don't know why.
Saroyan's most attractive picture of
innocence is to be found in " My Name is
Aram,'' a group of stories about an Armenian
boy in America. The adventures of the
boys have a Huckleberry Finn flavour, but
the adventures of the many magnificent
uncles comes straight from the annals of
Eden :
" My uncle Melik was just about the worst
farmer t h a t ever lived. He was too imaginative and poetic for his own good. What he
wanted was beauty. He wanted to plant it
and see it grow. I myself planted over one
hundred pomegranate trees for my uncle one
year back there in the good old days of
poetry and youth in the world. I drove a
John Deere tractor too, and so did my uncle.
It was all pure aesthetics, not agriculture.
My uncle just liked the idea of planting and
watching them grow."
And then the snake appears :
" Only they wouldn't grow."
But Uncle Melik is not defeated, and we
love him all the more when he says :
" Here in this awful desolation a garden
shall flower, fountains of cold water shall
bubble out of the earth, and all things of
beauty shall come into being."
" Yes sir, " I said.
Of course, if you live in the middle of
modern commercial civilization, you cannot
go on thinking t h a t Man is in Eden unless
you are very unobservant, or turn a deliberate
blind eye. Saroyan is not unobservant, but
his blind eye sometimes looks very like a
wink.
J.A.M.H.
FUTURE, PRESENT, PAST
WHILST the past has been depicted as an
old woman, the future has been depicted as a
new-born child. The past—old, worn-out
and useless. The future—new and fresh,
full of energy and uncertainty. But what of
the present ? Merely a term given to a period
of time of indeterminate dimensions—
instantaneous time, governed and regulated
by the speed of our lives, accompanying us
on our way. It is an elusive quantity,
always with us, but which can never be
examined. It is the act of living, the death
of the future and the birth of the past.
The future is not a completely separate
state of time. I t is dependent not so much
on the present, but on the past, by which it
is governed. Without a past, the future would
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become non-existent and meaningless. The
present is merely the interchange between
past and future.
The future is, therefore, not fixed, but is
the direct result of the past. The only real
difference between the past and the future
is their effect on our brains. The past is
easily accommodated by the memory, but
there is no such place for the future, which
must be translated to the past before it can
be interpreted. Both are states of time, which
is a purely arbitrary quantity, devised for
convenience. It is an essential conception
for our way of life, being divided up into these
three sections, such that the brain may have
a necessary basis for its observations, and
introduce an order into life t h a t would
otherwise be impossible.
A fear of the future has always haunted
man, arising out of mistrust, and t h e fear
of the unknown. This is a lingering primeval
instinct, fear being necessary to primitive
man, whose whole existence was beset with
dangers, and who relied solely on his senses
to avoid these dangers. Man came to fear
the future as a child fears the dark, because
of the sense of uncertainty, which breeds a
feeling of insecurity—the basis of many fears.
The fear, then, was due to a lack of the full
understanding of the future. To many, it
may appear t h a t the future is a powerful
and invincible enemy, against which we are
helpless, and which is always ready to bear
us down. The future is, however, but the
consequence of the past, which we create by
the present, and should, therefore, be
entirely within our control, except for t h a t
unforeseen factor, t h a t undefinable, arbitrary
quantity, luck or chance. Chance would seem
to be latent in the future, active in the
present and non-existent in the past. Since
the future is due to the operation of certain
natural laws upon the events of the past, and
is, therefore, fixed by these, the introduction
of chance is entirely due to our ignorance
and lack of understanding of these laws, of
the facts of the past and their consequences.
Fears of the future will be conquered and
chance eliminated if it is possible to conduct
vigorous research into these laws and fully
to understand their applications. This is
impossible with man in his present imperfect
state, but is obviously an ideal to aim at.
He will then be able to control successive
events with certainty.
As it is, he seems reluctant to learn from
the past, and apply himself to the control of
the future, probably owing to some fear. We
are slow to correct errors in our way of life
and this leads t o the occurrence of the same
type of events many times, before a final
remedy is found.
It is as if we travel in a circular path, the
radius of which is constantly and progressively
increasing. The inner orbit, though, still
exercises a weakening influence on us, until

we are a considerable distance away. The
rate of increase of the radius is a measure of
the rate of progress, towards some rather
obscure goal, a very debatable point—human
perfection, but which must surely include
universal knowledge.
If this be attained, then let no one have
fear of the future—then will time have been
conquered.
J.N.H.S.

THE GARDEN ON THE W I N D O W
PANE
SNOW fell last night, filling the sky with
shreds of grey paper which became transmogrified on alighting. Trees, garden rollers,
stone dwarfs eternally squatting beside tiny
skating rinks ; on each small suburban
garden it fell, making it more like its neighbour than ever. What individuality—which
was little enough—the world had ever
possessed vanished. The snow obliterated the
discreet oblong where a few roses and tattered
chrysanthemums had waved their heads ;
it conjured a white sepulchre over the
conscientious labours of the gardeners.
This morning, from the window, you can
see the mice, heavily overcoated and scarfed,
booted or goloshed, working energetically t o
scrape little black patches in the white icing,
scratching to get at the cake beneath. Their
breath rises like incense, misting the clear
air. They blow through their ringers and
stamp their feet and make convulsive
swimming motions in order to warm themselves. You can see them panting from their
exertions. Pattering in the snow, they soon
tarnish t h e silvery sheen, that, newly fallen
it seems to possess, and little grey footprints
remain. The scene beyond the glass might
be a canvas, a landscape by Breughel the
Elder ; there is the same distorted, clownish
quality in it.
Wandering through the house—so silent,
even the shouts from the street seem, in
some curious way, etherealized, as though
they were instruments—tinkling silver bells—
not human voices—suddenly I come upon a
garden.
Strange, scentless flowers blown in luxuriant
disarray amidst trees and creepers and
quaint fern-like growths.
The rules of
perspective hold no sway here. Entangled
plants, unknown to the botanist—if, indeed,
they are plants and belong t o the Vegetable
Kingdom at all—sprawl or hang in incredible
fashion. Something t h a t has the appearance
of seaweed contorts itself into intricate
designs, each serrated leaf bearing a fantastic
blossom. A weird, sun-flower-shaped growth
writhes across the floor of the garden t o
thrust its great head through the clinging web
of creepers and lianas and burst into bloom.
Great fruits hang inconceivably from the
plants least able t o support them. But for a
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certain sense of order, I would have called
this garden a forest, primeval and terrible, a
strange undersea world, another Eden with
neither scent nor colour ; for, as you will have
noticed, this luxuriance is etched by frost on
a window-pane.
Closer examination reveals t h a t the picture
framed within the window is not a garden,
b u t an intricate horticultural design. The
trees, the shrubs, all the blossoming and
burgeoning, are suggested ; no more. The
leaves are filigree crystal structures, etched
minutely and ambiguously on glass ; blooms
are transparent whorls of frost.
Undeniably there is composition, there
is balance, there is a sense of form in this—
what can one call it—not a picture, certainly,
in this panel. (Indeed, it is as though it were
designed for the banqueting hall of the Palace
of Hans Andersen's Snow Queen, so perfectly
does it harmonize with the cold grandeur of
the place). Or perhaps, with its mathematical
complexity, it is better suited for t h e
mechanism of some vast ice-clock in one of
Poe's great Gothic castles, doomed
to
destruction, haunted by ghosts innumerable.
Frost is no mean artist, and glass is his
favourite medium.
These designs on windows are fascinating
to eye and mind alike. They hypnotize with
the same intensity as dripping water.
Meaningless, says the mind, but lingers,
wandering ; the eye observes or the ear
hearkens. Always verging on the brink of
significance, the drip-drip-drip of the tap,
the sculpted arabesques on glass or on
flower-pots present insoluble Chinese puzzles.
Baroque enigmas, they entice us with a
hidden meaning, a key with which to open
a door on to a new world—or, like Alice with
the looking-glass, should we just step
through ?
How sad that the Rev. Charles Dodgson
did not live to write a third masterpiece
about the garden on the window-pane !
One can imagine the Cheshire Cat besporting
himself in the tops of these frost-created
trees, and the leg-of-mutton-that-got-up-andbowed wandering languidly among these icy
plants. An enchanting picture, is it not ?
D.R.M.F.
PHILOSOPHERS
PHILOSOPHY is like exploring. Of course, so
is any other science (for philosophy has a
scientific basis) ; b u t the analogy is more
vividly suggested with philosophy than with
other sciences by the distant and uncertain
groundsonto which the philosopher ventures.
It is philosophy which contemplates the whole
mystery of existence.
In the attempt to find out exactly how
much can be known for certain, the nature of
knowledge itself has to be examined. In

this field, philosophy is now, after centuries of
soaring flight, at essentially the same point
as at its very beginning in Greece. There can
be no absolute knowledge beyond a record of
sense-perceptions, because there is no available criterion of truth external to man.
The difficulty appears to be insurmountable
by critical methods unaided.
But even if it were ignored, pure reason
assisted by sense-perceptions cannot go
beyond certain points. For instance, the
problem of infinity presents itself sooner or
later, and there certainty ends. Thence
onward is the province of 'speculative
philosophy. At the present time this is
somewhat out of favour, and authors of
modern systems hasten to state that they are
open to correction. Yet, if critical methods
are so powerless, how is the philosopher to
make headway ? In t h e past, at any rate,
speculative philosophies, guarded by reason,
but not wholly dependent on it, seem at first
sight to have attained most. The beauty of
some passages of such philosophy, in Plato
for example, suggests t h a t their artistic
value is not entirely due to their language.
And surely this is not an unreasonable view.
Critical philosophy is allied to a mechanical
process—witness the calculating machines
t h a t have been invented—but may not a
man express his inner feelings through the
beauty of his conceptions just as well as
through poetry ?
It might still be objected, however, t h a t
such speculation is completely idle. What
use is it ? It is of some use, for everyone is a
philosopher who seeks firm reasons for his
actions. But that is no reason for prolonged
speculation. R. L. Stevenson thought that
'' science carries us into zones of speculation
where there is no habitable city for the mind
of man." Not all those who have regulated
their lives by philosophic systems have
achieved conspicuous success in doing so.
The Stoics, who claimed to live according to
reason, seem to have felt all along t h a t they
were not quite right ; and other examples
could be given. There is a challenging
exception, however. The friends who were
with Socrates when he faced execution were
held by " a strange feeling, an unusual
mingling of joy and grief," and we too, as
we read, feel t h a t he had no need to be
brave. But even here, it may be that
Socrates' faith in the good had deeper roots
than in his philosophy alone.
Philosophy has its hazards, for one mistake
used as a basis for argument can entirely
falsify the conclusion. The danger of taking
philosophy too seriously is illustrated by the
Greek who found himself logically reduced to
pointing at whatever he wanted to mention,
for to name it would have been inaccurate.
And even when worse pitfalls than this have
been avoided, the prospect of constructing a
system to be generally accepted as the truth
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seems hopeless, and the prize unworthy of
the attempt. But then, the ice on the
North Pole is similar to the ice elsewhere, and
none of these difficulties is likely to prevent
people from trying.
P.B.

AN ANARCHIST S P E A K S
ABOUT one-third of the energy of the world's
large communities is now expended on
destructive or unproductive purposes, such
as the army, bureaucratic and legal systems
and monetary organizations. As man still
puts his personal "well-being before t h a t of
the community, such enormous institutions
are necessary to control and amuse him.
But once he is conscious of his responsibility
to society, conscious that he must work for
its advantage before his own, all these restrictions will be redundant, and the manpower previously wasted upon them can be
diverted into production.
The most bitter enemy of the present
society is the bomb-throwing desperado who
calls himself, and, unfortunately, is called
by others, an Anarchist. No name could be
less appropriate ! For this man is trying to
achieve the ideal of Anarchism, complete
freedom for the individual, through intimidation—a
hopeless antithesis !
In
England in the last fifty years, Anarchism has
developed from a revolutionary into an
evolutionary movement.
As well as outlining the ideal society,
where external compulsion is minimized,
Anarchism also provides a way of life to be
followed in present day communities. This
is both conducive to the aim of the movement,
and at the same time satisfactory to the
individual, as it conforms with the Anarchist
principles of freedom and emphasis on the
community spirit. The duty of the Anarchist
to-day is to limit his consumption of goods to
an intelligent minimum, and to do his utmost
to improve the lot of the community ; if
any restricted laws, such as, perhaps,
conscription, prevent him from doing what
he believes to be right, he opposes them, if
necessary suffering imprisonment for his
views.
His aim in the advancement of the
movement itself, is the formation of a group,
the function of which is work for the
community as a whole. As an instance, the
voluntary units, such as W.V.S. and firewatching groups built up during the war to
face the bombing, had the well-being of the
community as their aim.
Again, if an
Anarchist group gains control of a factory,
the workers themselves will devise the most
efficient method of making it most useful to
society; if orders, either from private
business men or from the State, contradict
what has been found to be the most reliable

system, these will be ignored. If such a
movement spreads, the present restrictive
economic and legal system will gradually lose
significance, faced by t h e reasoned and
stubborn opposition of hundreds of small
groups, each working for the benefit of the
mass.
Once these have been established, their
co-ordination, essential if man is to be free
from anxiety as to the basic necessities of his
life, is a comparatively simple matter. As
opposed to the systems of to-day, where life
centres on the Government, the AnarchoSyndicalist system, as it is called, is founded
on the independent working units, each
conscious of its own importance in the community. Each group sends its representatives
to the co-ordinating body, which works out
the necessary production, and asks t h e
different industries for their help, whereupon,
the worker-controlled factories, knowing t h a t
their efforts will benefit the community set
to work. In this way, the medical system,
transport, and every branch of society,
although advised by the body of representatives, are responsible for their own management and efficiency.
The problem of anti-socials is not as
serious as it might appear, as very few can
withstand the concerted, vigorous pressure of
public opinion. In some way like the
present British police, the Anarchist system
will depend for its influence on the support
of the great majority of the public, and not
on force.
Anarchism hinges on man's consciousness of
his responsibility to the community, from
which a self-control will naturally emerge.
Under selfishly motived Capitalism, these
two qualities were suppressed.
Under
Socialism they are being gradually developed,
man working for the machine of the State.
But only in Anarchy can man fully realize
his duty to his fellow-beings, and mankind,
freed from the burden of outside compulsion,
lead its most complete. life.
B.W.T.

THE

FUTURE

OF

NATIONALISM

T H E briefest and most comprehensive
definition of democracy is, perhaps, the one
taken from Lincoln's Gettysburg oration,
" government of the people, by the people,
for the people." When he said " of the
people " he was referring to the group of
people which constitute a nation, or State.
Lincoln did not visualize the division of
society into any other unit than this. The
position of democracy has changed since then,
or rather the world has changed, but the
attitude of politicians has remained the
same. Modern industrialism has reduced
space and time and increased the power of
modern States so much t h a t they are
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politically and economically interdependent.
Power, and more power, seems to them to
be the only way of remaining independent ;
no longer is it possible to pursue a policy of
isolation. Civilization has forced on man
the knowledge that the world is a unit. The
general them.3 of this essay will be the
position of democracy vis-a-vis, the challenge
to solve the problem of nationalism (an
institution which has become disastrously
out of date). The first essential is to make
some attempt to define democracy and to
discuss its aberrations—Socialism
and
Fascism.
The simplest way of defining theoretical
democracy is to call it the social contract, as
described by John Locke. His theory is
remarkably sound, although it is based on a
fallacious " state of nature," in which all
men are a law unto themselves. Finding
this state anarchical (for might was right),
men banded together in nations (driven by
God, who decided t h a t it was not good for
man to be alone). Man is born free, which
means, not so much t h a t he may do what he
pleases, as t h a t he has equal rights with
every other man. Some of this right is
surrendered, to an elected government to rule
for the public good ; should the government
fail to carry out its obligations to its subjects,
the latter may withdraw their contract b y
overthrowing the government in a Revolution.
Locke laid stress on the rule of law, without
which there could be no equality.
To
prevent the over concentration of power, the
executive, legislature and judiciary were
separated.
The basic premise of the
democratic theory is t h a t ultimate sovereignty
lies in the individual, for him alone does the
State exist. The duty of the government is
to protect life, liberty, property, and to
ensure law and order. Our age is one of
organizations, and its conflicts are between
organizations, not individuals.
Locke's,
" state of nature " exists between States, and,
therefore, a new contract is necessary to avoid
the present conflicts.
Nationalism has
brought about an amalgamation between
political power and enormously expanded
economic power, with the result t h a t that
State is all powerful. Two political theories,
variants of democracy, give expression to
this trend ; they are Socialism and Fascism.

distrust and fear between States, and the
recurring armed conflicts have driven this
international theory into becoming intensely
national, even if it is agreed t h a t the theory
is not naturally so. The greater the extent
of nationalisation, the more power is vested
in the State, and the m o r e ' impregnable
becomes nationalism. Scientific developments
and economic interdependence force nations
together, but nationalism, supported by the
general populace of each State, prevents any
relationship between organizations ; power is
all in all. Socialism and Fascism perpetuate
and intensify this state of affairs. Logically
the U.S.S.R. is the most fiercely nationalistic
and totalitarian State. There is an unfortunate tendency for people to see in the State
the sole means of protection against predatory
neighbours, and desire under its direction to
become economically self-sufficing and powerful enough to protect their rights ; translated,
this means complete totalitarianism, involving
the power to make war for '' rights"
(whatever they may be). This creed is
called Fascism, and it follows t h a t those
Socialists who so passionately denounce
Fascists, denounce themselves, for both
creeds have the same ultimate result. In the
words of Mussolini " the (Fascist) State is an
absolute, before which individuals and groups
are relative. Individuals and groups are
' thinkable ' only so far as they are in the
State " . . .
" The State, in fact, as the
universal ethical will, is the creator of right."
The vista of chaos and disaster thus displayed
defeats the imagination. The democratic
social contract has disappeared entirely;
even in Socialism, it had been extant as
the basis for a working class revolt
against the capitalists.
In Fascism the
State is so exalted t h a t the contract becomes
a myth, and it is towards this totalitarian
extreme t h a t the world, democracies included,
is moving. Every new crisis or war brings
more converts to the view t h a t the State
must be made more powerful. In the last
analysis, modern Fascism is the result of the
interaction of frustrated industrialism and
nationalism within the framework of the
State, whether the economic system is
Capitalist or Socialist.
AH this, however, is heading the wrong way,
for it is economically essential for each country
t o have relations with other countries,
and physically impossible to live in isolation.
War has become so destructive, t h a t the
point has almost been reached where destruction on a world-wide scale is possible.
Sixty pounds of anthrax bacilli will, properly
distributed, destroy mankind.
No State
has any real sovereignty or self-determination.
It was decided in Tokio whether the United
States should enter the Second World War.
In many other ways one people are dependent
on others, irrespective of how strong the
political power of their Governments may

In the nineteenth century, Capitalism
failed because it was not sufficiently controlled, either nationally or internationally,
and produced much misery. Socialism is a
reaction against it, embodying State ownership of capital and a State-controlled
economy, or to quote Lenin : " Government
over persons is replaced by the administration
of things and the direction of the processes
of production. The State is not abolished ; it
withers away "—Government of the people,
by the people, for the people ? Surely that
raises a sneer. The permanent state of
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be ; the powerful British Labour Government
is dependent on foreign loans, and our
recovery depends, not on itself, but on the
American and Dominion Governments. The
answer to the problem lies in some form of
world government to regulate the relations
between communities on some basis other
than diplomacy—which is, after all, a
covert form of warfare.
Wars between groups of men forming social
units always take place when these units—
tribes, dynasties, Churches, cities, nations—
exercise unrestricted sovereign power. Wars
between these social units cease the moment
sovereign power is transferred from them to
a larger or higher unit.
A moment's
reflection on past history will show how true
the statement is. Therefore, if some sovereign
power is created over and above the States
of the world, thus integrating them into a
world-wide community, there would be no
possibility of future wars—not because
conflict would cease altogether, but because
it would be referred to a higher authority,
with the power to enforce its decision.
Almost certainly conflicts themselves would
not be so bitter, for the simple reason that
all universal developments in economics
would be suitably planned. It is democracy
to run local affairs by local government;
therefore, why not universal affairs universally ?
The League of Nations failed
through recognizing national sovereignty
as sacrosanct ; it merely tried t o maintain
the status quo by means of weak diplomacy.
It had no real power.
What form the new world government
should take, is difficult to say. There are
generally admitted to be two possibilities.
First, a gradual merging of the national
sovereignty of several States in a federation
or federations t h a t eventually become worldI wide. This has been advocated, without
j much success, for Europe, by Mr. Churchill.
The second, a system of world directorates to
organize the production and distribution of
all staple commodities, with a universal theory
of property and method of payment. This
economic directorate, working in an atmosphere of adequate criticism, would have a t
itsdisposalapolice force to compel recalcitrant
communities to toe the line. It is to be hoped
) that war will die a natural death, and in
Lenin's words : " t h e State will wither
! away."
Both schemes emphasize the need to
approach the problem from an economic
angle, since it is science and modern
industrialism that have created the need for
world Government ; and, anyway, it would
be disastrous t o make a direct' attack on
nationalism, which has an immensely powerful, emotional hold on most people', having
behind it the additional strength of national
i law. So far, in the modern world, nationalism
| has been the creator of right and wrong.

The position of democracy at the present
moment is t h a t the national State can no
longer protect the life, liberty and property
of the subject. The State must give up some
of its sovereignty to a higher authority in
orderto achieve the fruits of democracy. T h a t
is the challenge, and two solutions have been
put forward as guides. The League of Nations
failed because it was based on wrong
principles. U.N.O. is an advance, though still
based on the main idea of national sovereignty;
but so far it has been reduced to impotency
by the ultra-nationalism of the U.S.S.R. and
other smaller nations who have copied her
bad example. The actual facts ought to
make these countries realize t h a t they
are heading for another war in the near future,
which will make the security they seek even
more remote, if not impossible. U.N.O.
must make them conscious of their responsibilities, but it can only do this if a
substantial proportion of! the delegates are
converted to the view that there must b e
some form of universal government t o
effectively regulate international relations.
This is a third possible solution, the most
practical one as things are at present, for an
International Court of Justice has already
been established ; the weakness lies in
the recognition of national sovereignty and
its strength in the construction
and
application of a new system of law regarding
relations between the States. At present,
all U.N.O.'s decisions appear t o rely on
voluntary acceptance ; the argument is
put forward t h a t compulsion would infringe
the self-determination of the State and curtail
the liberties of its subjects. This fallacious
argument is regarded b y the majority of t h e
great powers, and all smaller ones as final.
The omens for the future are unfavourable ;
it remains t o be seen whether U.N.O. can
arrest the present trend towards utter and
complete stultification. Is not the Security
Council veto the epitome of nationalism ?
G.W.W.
L A P S E S I N THE LABORATORY
IT is not generally known what horrible and
ghastly deeds are done in the black-curtained
sanctums of the Science Block.
Most
scientists prefer not to talk about i t ; their
reticence will be understood after the veil
has been lifted.
Often a hint of their
enormities leaks out in the form of an
unspeakable stench, probably of boiling
flesh, which pervades the entire school.
Inside the laboratories themselves, weird
and frightful things take place.
Amidst
a confusion of exploding retorts, splashing
acids, and screams of pain, the work of
science goes on, under the guidance of t h e
Chief Sorcerer, who laughs devilishly at each
fresh accident t o his apprentices.
He

watches approvingly as test tubes disintegrate in their hands, and whiffs of blue
and green gases begin to seep through the
floor-boards.
" Ah well, we all make
mistakes," is his invariable rejoinder after
each fresh explosion. One of his favourite
jokes is to switch on various cylinders of
chlorine, acetylene, or nitric oxide while the
class aren't looking, to see how soon they
spot it.
But this is not all. In the Biology Labs.,
small boys are sometimes roasted over a slow
fire t o test their reactions. Frankensteinean
experiments are carried on by a reckless band
of enthusiasts from the U. Medical Sixth,
with sadistic frenzy, and the Science Sixth
are teaching an ape to talk.
Some of the more gruesome experiments
are, unfortunately, unprintable, but enough
has been said to clear away some of the fogs
of mystery which have surrounded the
Science Block from time immemorial.
D.A.C.
FILMY T H O U G H T S OF GOOD
ILL

AND

A QUARTER of a century of films leaves one
aghast. Twenty-five years of the cinema
have created works of art, created and
established them ; they have given birth to
a galaxy of stars, nebulous indeed, but some
of unvarying first magnitude. More, an
industry has been founded where the
philistine and the mercenary now flock
together, mainly into that prize vivarium—I
would not abuse the word " sanctuary "—
Hollywood. But let us shun t h a t turgid
concentration of the dregs of American life,
bathed, though with sadly little result, in a
sunlight no less artificial to our eyes than
the bathers themselves. Beware contamination ! Let us isolate ourselves in this fortress
built by nature for herself against infection
and the hand of Warner. Yet even here the
plague has left its mark, though not so fatally
as in other spheres of entertainment, where
crooners and similar contortionists charm and
alarm us with their frankness, and where
baseball and football players merely alarm.
No, not so fatally, but disastrously enough.
We have been favoured, on the screen and
off, with two new works for piano and
orchestra—-the " Warsaw Concerto " and
" Cornish Rhapsody," besides others thankfully anonymous, and the publishers spent a
great deal on royalties, which is only to be
expected when our " serious '' composers, and
conductors, and critics pass their time in
technical trivialities.
" Him too the mania, not the Muse, has
seized ;
Not inspiration but a mind diseased."
How txue of him, whether he be musician,
poet, or painter to-day !

We have seen more trash poured out in the
last twenty-five years than ever before—
because the means and the markets are new
and easy. Why, there are men to-day
waiting to discover you, if you be sciolist
enough to appeal to their public. The films
are in the forefront of this movement, as one
of the children of the age, although the
unbiased ecletic can find English films that
are works of art as well as of profit. Speaking
without the expert's authority, such films as
" South Riding," " Goodbye Mr. Chips,"
" Caesar and Cleopatra," and " Henry the
Fifth " seem to me good enough to exert a
powerful influence over the spectator. The
reason is not as obscure as some modern
myopics may pretend.
'' Segnius irritant animos lemissa per aurem
Quam quae sunt oculis subiecta jidelibus et
quae
Ipse sibi tradit spectator."
What vindication of the screen is there more
cogent than this ?—with apologies to Horace.
The film is more real than the book, more real
than the radio, more real than the theatre,
its only rival. We have t o accept " Henry
the Fifth " as a play with the artistically
beneficial limitation of the stage. The screen
is untrammelled, and less artistic, for art
needs restriction—and t h a t is its appeal.
Has not Ivor Brown suggested t h a t W.
Shakespeare's drama is " the play of the
film " ? If the screen wishes to show
squalor, it shows squalor, with the censor's
concurrence.
I t presents, it does not
represent. Old England, New England, war
and peace, town and country, sea and land,
rich and poor, past, present and future, all
these realities are within its scope : love and
hate, the two absorbing abstracts, can be
portrayed by actors in no way inferior to
those of the stage.
We can forget t h a t we are slumped in a
faded plush seat, and be gripped by the sight
of actual life, actual death. The critic may
point to the lack of solidarity, to the failure
of the perpendicular ; no matter, we do not
notice it. Realities are before us. We can
forget the rows of insensibles around us.
We can be moved directly b y unhappy
things.
For realities, especially fictional
realities, are unhappy, and it is only unhappy
things t h a t we take seriously. And, in the
impetuous progress of this century, we may
well spare a thought for something serious.
J.D.M.

QUO VADIS ?
" W H E N the reeling English drunkard made
the rolling English road '' with the touch of a
true artist, he added t h e signpost. During the
weary years when the doors of Janus lay
open, the countryside suffered, notably in
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the removal of its signposts. Now, at last,
they have been restored to their accustomed
places, and the hearts of all true lovers of the
countryside are gladdened.
Signposts have, of course, the superficial
value to the road maniac of indicating
distance and direction. How exasperating
to travel with a speed-fiend, dashing around
the main roads in a high-powered car while
his companion is bidden to concentrate upon
reading the signs. How wearying the eternal
cry, " How far to X , " or " which way to Y."
These are the people who praise the mammoth
signs which disfigure our main roads. B u t
to the man who is not bound by time or
route, who may amble contentedly through
the lanes, drinking in the surroundings, the
signpost means much. I t is so obviously
human ; and it is capable of such expression.
It is familiar, and yet it greets us with such
bright newness as it appears round every other
corner. I t can be serious, and it can be
humorous.
On an August day, when a south-west gale
swept the landscape, and dark evil clouds
confusedly scurried through the heavens, I
was attempting t o reach Helston. I had
stopped a Cornish farmer, which is invariably
disastrous, and my way led through Constantine and Gweek. I reached a fork in t h e
road, and the customary signpost pointed
left to Constantine and right to Gweek.
I was irritated by the apparent superiority of
the signpost, and in order to make it perfectlyclear t h a t I was not in any way subject to
defeatism, I turned left. Then again, while
I was travelling over an appalling Welsh
mountain-road, an unexpected
signpost
solemnly warned me t h a t there was, in fact,
a low bridge twenty-two miles ahead. As I
remember how it cheered a long and tedious
journey, I doff my hat to t h a t signpost.
The very names on signposts bring beauty
of memory or sound. Like the poet " I never
went to Mamble t h a t lies above the Teme,"
but the very name on the signpost produces
visions of country peace and quiet. The
signpost names of the West Country have a
leisurely beauty of their own. Only there
could one meet such names as Zeal
Monachorum, Ottery St. Mary or Midsomer
Norton.
Each particular signpost has its own
particular idiosyncracy.
But in general,
signposts are exhilarating. Picture, if you
will, a Devonshire lane ; on the verge of
tufty grass, beneath a high nut hedge, an
old, decrepit signpost, dirty and twisted,
pointing vaguely, somewhere in the direction
of the nearest village. The signpost is
essentially part of the picture. Equally with
the man harrowing clods," the signpost
gives a feeling of security, of perpetuity, of
the immutability of things, which is so
gladdening to the heart, and yet so hard to
achieve in the farrago of modern life.

I am heartened by the reappearance of
these relics of old England. May modern
efficiency and utility never replace their
beauty and charm !
K.P.

P A R A M E C I U M IS N O LONGER W I T H
US
DURING the night of t h e 19th of March, the
water grew rather warmer, and great electrical
activity manifested itself in the protaplasm
of the few paramecia left emtombed under t h e
layers of muddy slime and vegetable detritus.
One Paramecium was buried deeper than t h e
rest, between the massive remains of two
rotted leaves and the skeletons of countless
generations of water-fleas that perished in a
night; it lay absolutely without movement,
external or internal, although it was alive and
electrically active. Presently, however, t h e
large bright green mass inside the cytoplasm
began to pulse very deliberately, as it seemed,
and very slowly. The green emptied out,
leaving a space, the contractile Vacuole. The
contractile movement continuing, other
metabolic activities accelerated and the
cilia on the pellicle began rhythmicallybending back and forth.
Paramecium
became aware of a great smell of rotting
vegetation in the water, and by a supreme
effort of its cilia, which lashed madly, it
moved forward, slowly gyrating, in the
direction of the surface. Pushing past a
well-macerated twig t h a t had been soaking
in the water for three years, it smelt a
swarm of small red and yellow spotted
bacteria quietly feeding on a floating grain
of leaf-mould. The stimulus was intense,
and it spiralled forward like a small bullet,
its cilia moving frenziedly, into the crowd of
multi-coloured bacteria, scattering them ;
but one or two were sucked on to a small
patch where the endoplasm was naked, and
there, with a tiny drop of water, they were
included in the body of the Paramecium.
It had formed its first food-vacuole of the
year. The moving speck of grey jelly now
reversed its direction; the concentration of
rotting vegetation was greatest behind it, and
fortified by the two or three bacteria it was
at the moment digesting, it sprawled backwards quite rapidly. Suddenly, however, a
large pink transparent creature with a long
visible gullet crossed its path. Paramecium
took rapid zig-zag evasive action, crossing
desperately from side to side, until the pink
micro-animal no longer affected its sensations.
By now, it was almost on the surface of the
water, which was illuminated by a shaft of
sunlight. In the sunny water a great crowd
of bacteria had gathered, and were rapidly
feeding, dividing and multiplying.
Paramecium travelled slowly amongst them,
absorbing a few bacteria into a food-vacuole
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every time it stopped. These were perfect
conditions for it, but after about half-anhour a strange sensation came over it, and it
gave up ingesting the bacteria and wandered
slowly without purpose. Its nucleus radiated
an electric charge and became part of the
cytoplasm, except for short, twining rods,
the chromosomes, which divided into half,
each half moving to opposite poles in
Paramecium. But before this process could
be completed, a cosmic cataclysm intervened;
there was a sudden disturbance in the water,
and Paramecium and the bacteria were drawn
irresistibly forward at great speed. Then
there was a sudden swirling a t t h e surface,
followed by a confused stillness. Paramecium,
strangely divided, moved wildly about, but
after a time it settled a little, and recommenced to ingest some rather larger yellow
bacteria, while inside the cytoplasm was t h e
steady pull of the chromosomes : Paramecium
was going to divide in two, and already the
pellicle was constricted in the middle,
forming an ever-deepening groove. However,
another smaller disturbance took place,
from the jar in which they had been placed,
Paramecium and a few bacteria and vegetable
detritus were sucked up in a pipette, and
placed in a drop on a slide.
The student of zoology carefully focussed
the objective of his microscope on the small
transparent drop, in the centre of the
carefully polished slide. Out of a grey haze
Paramecium suddenly appeared, sharply
focussed.
Paramecium ciliated, moving
back and the student watched intently with
his left eye. Paramecium zig-zagged madly
like a lost soul in the wilderness, and the
student watched with his right eye. After
looking for some time, the student leaned
over a text-book, lifted a glass rod from a
bottle of formaldehyde, and placed the rod
in the drop in which Paramecium was. The
student observed :
Paramecium
ceased
moving abruptly and the man tapped a
fellow-student on the shoulder. With great
mock-solemnity, feeling rather proud of
himself for discovering the animal immediately
he said : " Paramecium is no longer with u s . "
I t was Para meciu m' s only obituary.
A. G.

PEOPLE IN B U S E S
{This was found under a desk. We do m
know who wrote it.
We ask the author
forgiveness for our presumption in printing it
W H E N I got on the bus the

otherday

suddenly thought how interesting it is t
examine the people on the bus. In the end
decided to wright an essay on the people
saw in the bus. Here are some descriptior
of a few.
One of the first people I really noticed wa
a short fat dirty woman, wearing a coat fu
of patches. She had no stockings and he
legs were a mass of chillblains. Her hand
were podgy and on her finger she had a rim
Her shoes were high heeled but they wei
definately coming to pieces. Her hair was i
curlers.
In contrast there was a long thin, respect
able looking woman wearing a black coal
Her face was slightly strict, on her ears sh
was wearing earrings. Her grey hair wa
rolled up a t the back, she was wearing sil
stockings. Her shoes looked brand new. A
together she was a smart woman with gooi
looks.
An other person I noticed was a youn
lady in her twenties doing her utmost t
please the male sex. She was dorbed i:
lipstick, powder, rouge, and eyebrow
blackings. She was wearing a red coat am
silk stockings. On her ears she had earing
and on a finger she had a ring. She hai
black hair. She was quite an attractiv
person but her looks were spoilt by make up
At the back of the bus is a man smokini
a pipe. On his head is a untidy cap. He ha
a moustache turning brown because o
continual smoking. The dirt is ground int
his face. His suit looks as though it ha
been worn every day for ten years. On hi
feet he has a pair of boots saved from whei
he apparently was in the home gaurd.
I am afraid t h a t I have not anough spac
to tell you of all the other people in the bus
These people are some of the typical peopl
seen every day on the bus.
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O.E. MEMBERSHIP
The Old Edwardians' Association exists primarily to maintain
touch between the School and Old Boys and contacts between Old
Boys of different periods.
This purpose is served mainly through Honorary Membership,
which Carries with it the right to wear Old Edwardians' colours and to
receive twice a year the Old Edwardians' Gazette, with news of the
School and of Old Edwardians.
The Association exists in the second place—a function whose
importance has increased now the School is no longer in New Street—
to provide a centre for Old Edwardians. The aim of the Association
is t h a t Old Boys living in Birmingham or passing through Birmingham
may be able to meet friends in the Club Rooms—which provide all the
amenities of the Ordinary Social Club.
To attain this end there must be a large Membership, apart from
Honorary Membership, a membership of Old Boys using the Club
Rooms. To secure this, the cost of full membership is carefully
graduated.
The following is a list of the grades of Membership with the
subscriptions :
CLASSES OF MEMBERSHIP
For Members residing within 25 miles of the Club
Building
But until the expiration ot three years trom the
date of leaving School
and then tor the next 7 years
Country Members
Members at a Residential University
Honorary Members

£3

3

0

1 1
2 2
0 10
0 10
0 5

NOTE.—These amounts are reduced by half to Members joining
after 1st July in any year, except in the case of Honorary Members,
whose subscriptions are payable in full a t any time.
W. E . CROWTHER,
K. B . TAYLOR,
Joint Hon.
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EDITORIAL
FOR thirteen minutes the " Editorial We "
have been trying not to notice a large sheet of
white paper marked " Editorial." A few
days ago, we came across a rather inspiring
Message for the Youth of To-day.
We
suggested to the Oracle t h a t we should print
t h a t in place of an Editorial. The Oracle
said No.
We shudder a t the thought of writing
anything more about the policy of the
CHRONICLE. Having just been confronted
with the Higher School Certificate time table,
we feel too miserable to grind out another
piece of laborious whimsy. Also, the flow
of our ideas is spoiled by the fact t h a t last
Saturday we cut our typing finger on an
ornamental fireguard. Notwithstanding, we
shall press on regardless, being now fourteen
days late with the printers' copy. Your
examinations a fast-fading memory, caught
in a mad whirl of discussion groups, you m a y
not be in sympathy with our mid-June
melancholia. But, after all, you may have
failed.
So, partly because we like you, and partly
to fill up space, we will conclude by wishing
you a joyous holiday and pleasant dreams.

A MESSAGE FOR THE YOUTH OF
TO-DAY
" T H E battle must be won. We have reached
the stage when it is imperative t h a t we p u t
into the struggle every ounce of energy and
determination t h a t we can summon up.
There is no longer room for slackness or
a p a t h y : the crisis is upon us. At this
most critical moment, let us not forget t h a t
our basic standards are in danger of annihilation, and if they perish, our last hope of
salvation will perish with them, and chaos
will once more be the order of the day.
' I t will be a long, uphill trek, and the
staunchest of us mav grow weary. But we
must not let up. i f only wo p u t our hearts
and our souls into it we can win through, for
we have behind us a long tradition of doing
just that—winning through, whatever the
odds against us. So it is t h a t we pledge
ourselves to this great and noble cause, and
promise that we will not despair, but will
keep our eyes fixed firmly and resolutely
ahead, perceiving there a future bright with
v hope and faith. We have t h a t faith, and we
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have the strength t h a t goes with it. Thus
shall we ultimately achieve our aim, devoting
to its fulfilment everything we have.
Absolutely everything."
N O T E S A N D NEWS
W E congratulate :
A. I. Crosbee on being elected to an Open
Exhibition a t Jesus College, Oxford.
Also P. R. Hardwick on being elected to a
Meyricke Exhibition a t the same College.
We offer our sincere congratulations t o the
following Old Edwardians :
Professor F. P . Wilson on receiving the
honorary degree of D.Litt. a t Birmingham
University. Professor Wilson was recently
appointed to the Chair of English Literature
a t Oxford University, and is a Fellow of the
British Acacdemy.
The Reverend L. F. Harvey, former
master of Trinity College, Glenalmond, who
has been appointed Head Master of King's
School, Shrewsbury.
Captain R . J . Midwinter on being appointed
to the post of Assistant Controller of Supplies
in Gambia.
Captain Midwinter is an
Associate of the Institute of Linguists, and
holds the Diploma of Foreign Trade. H e has
had a distinguished Army career in West
Africa.
Another Old Boy, Mr. A. Bernard Hill, has
been recommended for adoption as the
Conservative candidate for West Bromwich.
This term the School bids farewell to
Mr. R. E. Greenway and Mr. R. M. Cooper,
its two Geography masters.
Mr. Greenway came to King Edward's in
1933, via Oxford and St. Peter's, York. The
post of Senior Geography master does not
cover a quarter of his activities a t the
School. Besides his long association with the
Dramatic Society, he has been Second-inCommand of the A.T.C. since its inception.
Assistant Housemaster, Scoutmaster and
Chairman of the Civic and Geographical
Societies.
Mr. Cooper came to K.E.S. in 1937, also
from St. Peter's School, York. He left us in
1940 to serve in the Royal Navy, first as a
Lieutenant and then as Instructor-Lieutenant,
and returned in 1946 to take up his old post of
Geography master. Among his wide interests
were the Geographical and
Philatelic
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Societies, and before the war he was associated
with the Dramatic Society.
He was a
familiar figure down a t the sports grounds in
his capacity as Housemaster, and also assisted
with School Rugger and Cricket.
Both Mr. Greenway and Mr. Cooper are
becoming H.M. Inspectors of Schools. We
wish them the best of good fortune in their
new positions.
The following Prefects left last term :
S. J. BLOOD (1939-1947); Prefect, 1945-47;
Captain of School and General Secretary,
1946-47; Captain of Swimming, 1947 ;
Secretary of Swimming, 1945-46 ; School
Swimming Colours ; House Secretary, 194647 ; House Captain of Swimming, 1945-46-47;
School Athletics Colours, 1945-46 ; Gunning
Exhibition at Keble College, Oxford. Leeds'.
A. J. JACOMBS (1941-1947) ; Prefect,
1945-46-47 ; Vice-Captain of Rugby Football
1946-47 ; School 2nd XV Colours, 1943-44-4546-47 ; School 1st XV Colours, 1945-46-47 ;
Captain of Athletics, 1947 ; School Athletic
.Colours, 1947 ; Captain of Shooting, 1946-47 ;
School Shooting Colours, 1945-46-47 ; School
P.T. Leader, 1945-46; House Captain of
Rugby Football, 1946-47 ; House Captain of
Athletics, 1945-46 ; House Captain of
Shooting, 1945-46 ; House P.T. Leader,
1945-46.
Dimt's
T. B. ANDERSON (1944-1947) ; Prefect,
1946-47 ; School 1st XV Colours, 1946-47 ;
School 2nd XV Colours, 1945-46-47. Leed's.
J. T. MURLEY (1944-1947) ; Prefect,
1946-47 ; School Cricket Secretary, 1946 ;
School Cricket Colours, 1946 ; School Cricket
Blazer, 1945; School 2nd X I Colours, 1945-46;
School 1st XV Colours, 1945-46-47 ; School
2nd XV Colours, 1945-46-47.
Dunfs.
The following Prefects will be leaving at the
end of this term ;
M. J. APPS (1942-1947) ; Prefect, 194546-47 ; Captain of the School and General
Secretary, 1947 ; Vice-Captain of School,
1946-47 ; Librarian, 1945-46 ; President of
the Foundation Conference, 1947 ; Under
Officer in J.T.C., 1947 ; Senior C.S.M. in
J.T.C., 1946-47 ; House Secretary, 1946-47 ;
Secretary of the Christian Union, 1945-46-47.
Dimt's.
P. R. HARDWICK (1942-1947) ; Prefect,
1945-46-47 ; Secretary of Rugby Football,
1946-47 ; School 1st XV Colours, 1945-46-47 ;
School 2nd XV Colours, 1945-46-47 ; School
Chess Colours, 1945-46 ;
Secretary of
Debating Society, 1946-47 ; Sub-Editor of
CHRONICLE, 1945-46;
House Secretary,
1945-46-47 ; House Captain of Chess, 1945-46
Meyricke Exhibition, Jesus College, Oxford.
Cooper's.

J. R. LAMBOURN (1942-1947) ; Prefect
1945-46-47 ; Sub-Treasurer of School Club,
1945-46 ; School 1st XV Colours, 1946-47 ;
School 2nd XV Colours, 1944-45-46-47;
Flight-Sgt. in A.T.C., 1946-47 ; Knight
Memorial Medal, 1946.
Cooper's.
L. R. MANN (1941-1947) ; Prefect, 194546-47 ; Senior C.S.M. in J.T.C., 1946-47 ;
House Secretary, 1947 ; House Coy. Commander, 1946-47 ; House Gymkhana Captain,
1946.
Leeds'.
C. W. GOLBY (1939-1947) ; Prefect,
1946-47 ; Secretary of Foundation Conference,
1947 ; Sub-Editor of School CHRONICLE,
1945-47 ; Secretary of Dramatic Society,
1945-46; Exhibitioner at Worcester.
Dunfs.
J. R. HARRISON (1941-1947) ; Prefect,
1946-47 ; Recorder of School Club, 1946-47 ;
School Second XV Colours, 1946-47 ; School
Swimming Colours, 1947 ; House Captain of
Swimming, 1946-47 ; House Captain of Fives,
1945-46-47.
Cooper's.
J. K. JONES (1941-1947) ; Prefect, 194647 ; Captain of Shooting, 1947 ; School
Shooting Colours, 1946-47 ; House Gymkhana
Captain, 1947 ; House Coy. Commander,
1947 ; House Secretary, 1946-47 ; House
Captain of Swimming, 1946-47 ; House
Captain of Shooting, 1946-47.
Copland's.
M. LAISTER (1940-1947) ; Prefect, 194647 ; School 1st X V Colours, 1945-46-47 ;
School 2nd XV Colours, 1945-46-47 ; House
Captain of Rugby
Football,
1946-47.
Copland's.
P. T. RICHARDSON (1940-1947) ; Prefect,
1946-47 ; School Captain of Cricket, 1947 ;
School 1st X I Colours, 1946-47 ; School 2nd
X I Colours, 1942-43-44-45-46-47 ; School
2nd XV Colours, 1946-47 ; C.S.M. in J.T.C. ;
House Coy. Commander, 1946-47 ; House
Captain of Cricket, 1944-45-46.
Dunt's.
M. G. H. SPENCER (1941-1947) ; Prefect,
1946-47 ; Sub-Treasurer of School Club,
1946-47; Vice-Captain of Cricket, 1947;
School 1st X I Colours, 1946-47 ; School
Cricket Blazer, 1946 ; School 2nd XI Colours,
1944-45-46-47 ; House Captain of Cricket,
1947 ; House Captain of Fives, 1946-47.
Leeds'.
C. K. SYMES (1940-1947) ; Prefect, 1947 ;
Captain of Swimming,- 1947 ; School Swimming Colours, 1946-47 ; School P.T. Leader,
1947 ; House Gymkhana Captain, 1947 ;
House Captain of Swimming, 1946 ; House
P.T. Leader, 1946.
Dunfs.
W. D. T R E A D W E L L (1940-1947) ; Prefect
1947 ; School 1st X V Colours, 1947 ; School
2nd X V Colours, 1946-47 ; Vice-Captain of
Athletics, 1947 ; House Captain of Rugby
Football,
1946-47 ; House Captain of
Athletics, 1946-47 ; House P.T. Leader, 1947.
Leeds'.
G. W. WHITMARSH (1940-1947) ; Prefect,
1947.
Copland's.
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T H E MEMORIAL SERVICE
MAY 10th, the day on which the School
mourned the loss of those 110 of her sons who
gave their lives in the recent war, will remain
a hallowed date for us all.
Indeed, their
sacrifice demanded both the recognition
which was publicly given on t h a t day and
yet something more than mere public recognition. The service brought clearly before us
the duty of those of us spared from their fate,
to maintain their cause.
Past members of the School, including
many distinguished old boys, visited the
School to lunch with the Head Master and
Staff before the Service. General Sir William
Slim and Sir Leonard Browett were amongst
those who sent apologies for their absence,
but the Rt. Hon. Sir Richard Hopkins and
Air Marshall Sir Richard Saundby were both
present and addressed the guests. The Head
Master announced that the War Memorial
would take the form of an open-air swimming
bath and a terraced walk, together with a
reconstruction of the Upper Corridor of
the New Street building. This was a
particularly fine conception, he said, and its
practical value would be great ; future
members of the School would benefit greatly
from the gift given in memory of its past sons,
who had willingly laid down their lives that
the School might go on. Another generous
gift was also announced. The Governors
were pleased to accept the offer of Mr. F. H.
Viney (an Old Edwardian whose keen interest
in the School has so often made itself felt) to
beautify the School Dining Hall, at his own
expense, with oak panelling and an heraldic
window. The School hopes for the speedy
realization of this magnificent gift.
At the service which followed, many more
old boys and parents of the bereaved were
present. The service, which was conducted
by Canon Stuart Blofeld and Rev. Dr. W. S.
Howard, was simple but impressive.
The
Head Master read a lesson from the Book of
Wisdom, which was followed by a moving
rendering of Bishop How's " For all the
Saints " by the School Choir and Organ, in
which the congregation joined. The address
was given by the Lord Bishop of Birmingham
(Dr. E. W. Barnes), who is now Bailiff of the
Foundation.
All controversy ceased, he said, when we
contemplated the death of our loved ones,
and we were united in our faith inimmortality.
The School would not forget, but, proud of
her sons, would carry on to new heights of
success. The School had a fine tradition and
an outstanding list of great men to its honour ;
new names in all realms, especially that of
science, were being added to that list. The
future was uncertain, and the shadows
surrounding it thick, but faith could perceive
where sight failed. If beliefs had changed
since the days when the School began, the

fundamental sense of divine activity in
human affairs remained, and with it remained
a firm belief in human immortality.
Before the service concluded, the Head
Master read the Roll of Honour.
Our
thoughts as we listened to its length, must
have been similar to those felt by Abraham
Lincoln, and expressed so nobly at
Gettysburg :
' ' From these honoured dead we take
increased devotion t o that cause for which
they gave the last full measure of
devotion . . . we here resolve that these
dead shall not have died in vain."
M.J.A.

RE-OPENING OF THE SCHOOL
ORGAN
T H E School Organ was officially re-opened on
Monday, March 10th, with a recital by the
City organist, Dr. G. D. Cunningham,
F.R.C.O., who had originally designed it, and,
about twenty years ago, given the first
recital on it.
Dr. Cunningham spoke very interestingly
about the organ and, before actually giving
his recital, showed the extreme range of the
organ, from the highest to the lowest, and
from the loudest to the softest notes. He also
demonstrated the effects produced by the
various stops. The recital began with the
famous Toccata and Fugue in D minor by
Bach, and included Toccata by Widor, a
Scherzo Symphonique by Guilmant, and
arrangements of a Fantasia by Mozart,
originally for clock-work organ, and of the
allegretto for Viola by Wostenholme.
We wish to thank Dr. Cunningham for the
honour he has paid us in giving this recital,
but at the same time we hope the lack of
support on the part of the school and staff
for so memorable an occasion, will not prove
an augury for all future functions.
J.B.L.
GENERAL SECRETARY'S R E P O R T
T H E year has been strenuous, enthusiasm has
been high, ability has been obvious, and
achievement great. The School is pressing
on towards the goal which ambition and a
fine tradition demand; Progress is constantly
hampered, but this year decisive steps
forward have been taken, and new sign-posts
of encouragement have come into sight:
countless steps still lie ahead.
In the academic sphere, the School has done
well. The Sixth Form has felt the impetus
of a vigorous staff, and has sent a good
number to Oxford and Cambridge in quest of
Scholarships ; the quest was not in vain. As
a result, the School stands amongst the first
five in the country, with a total of sixteen
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awards gained this year. This is the beginning
of a new level of academic achievement.
The School has also gained a rich share in
the laurels of athletic glory. Under the
competent and inspired leadership of its
Captain, the XV secured an imposing list of
victories. It was disappointing that the
weather banned all games during the Easter
term, but only one game was lost during the
season. It would be impertinent, after such a
full Rugger report in this issue, for an outsider
to comment, save to say how proud the
School is of this achievement. The X I , too,
has started the season well. The Denstone
victory (the first for thirteen years) gives good
ground for optimism, and though it was a
shock to the School to be defeated by Solihull
School, we have confidence in a sound team
and a capable Captain. The Swimming team
have had great difficulties against which to
contend. We look forward to the time when
the School has its own swimming baths, and
rejoice in the generosity of those who have
already contributed to this fine War
Memorial. The remarkable success of last
year shows what the School will do when more
adequate facilities are available. For this
year, too, the team has hopes, despite a
discouraging start, of doing justice t o the
School. The Shooting VIII are rapidly
improving the reputation of the School in this
sphere. A distinct improvement from last
year is visible, and we hope t h a t this 'will
continue. From what we have seen of P.T.
this year, it remains at a very high standard,
and interest in Fives is increasing. Of course,
the School is doing well at Chess.
The results of the School teams are a fair
indication of the state of sports in general.
A precedent has been set this year, which,
judging by the team spirit in House games,
the School intends to follow in the future.
Typical of this keenness in sport was the
Singles Tennis Championship, in which fifty
boys took part, despite the absence of School
facilities. This spirit, together witb competent coaching, will keep School athletic
achievement at its present high level.
The J.T.C., A.T.C. and Scouts continue to
prosper, and to make a great contribution to
general education. The opportunities which
these well-organized bodies provide for
leadership are not neglected, nor are their
demands on personal discipline and reliability
made in vain. Service in these units prepares
boys not only for temporary military service,
but for service throughout life to the
community. Before reviewing briefly the
activities of School Societies during the year,
mention must be made of their chief
supporters—the Sixth Form. The exceptional
size of our Sixth does not only confer
advantages on the School, and it is a pity t h a t
many seniors have little experience of
responsible position. It is encouraging to see
the Upper Sixth taking a healthy and fitting

interest in School affairs, and to notice the
success of their general discussion periods.
The Sixth sets the standard for the School
in personal conduct and interest : this year
has seen the waking of this knowledge after
temporary lapses. We look forward to a good
Foundation Conference at the end of term, in
which all Sixth Forms of t h e Foundation will
join. Val Gielgud and Alec Robertson have
already promised to come, and we hope to
welcome other distinguished visitors. These
annual conferences are not only of value to
the individual, but they indicate. also the
unity of the King Edward's Schools in this,
city.
The activities of School Societies during the
year continue to reflect the wide interests of
the School.
The Debating Society has
enjoyed a pleasant year. Contact with the
Girls' School Society and another outside
Society has been beneficial, and we hope t h a t
this wise policy will be continued. Abounding
in vitality and humour, the Society is capable
in its serious moments, of logical, sound
argument, despite the scarcity of good
debaters. It is a pity that its Literary twin
should have developed into a meeting-ground
for the select few : cream easily curdles. An
ambitious secretary worked hard to secure
good speakers, and it was disappointing that
the School responded so poorly. Fortunately,
the School does not hide its Musical talent
under a bushel. A large number of musical
events during the year showed the interest,
keenness and ability in this sphere, and the
Musical Society must be congratulated on a
remarkably fine performance. All those who
enjoyed the excellent production of "Hamlet"
at Christmas, will sympathise with the
Dramatic Society in its loss this term of an
enthusiastic and capable producer.
The
Scientific and Civics Societies have both
had good meetings, well attended by interested
members. The Geographical Society, following a policy most suited to a school situated
in an industrial area, has made several visits
to local factories, as well as holding internal
meetings. The Junior Debating, the Photographic, the Philatelic, the Archaeological,
the Xatural History, the Railway and Model
Engineering Societies and the Christian
Union have all continued steadily throughout
the year. Finally, the School must congratulate the Closed Circle on its maiden year,
which has proved the value of this type of
informal discussion. It is this intellectual
curiosity and discernment which upholds all
School Societies, and wise officials have
fostered these virtues, and interest has been
maintained.
Those who have planned and organized
School activities during the year demand
special praise. Members of the School have
discharged responsibilities competently and
with infectious zeal : they have found that
returns have easily outweighed outlay. The
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standard which the Staff has set in every way
has been high, and sincere thanks are due to
them. As Bacon says : " Young men are
fitter to invent than to judge, fitter for
execution than for counsel, and fitter for new
projects than of settled business."
Youth
and Experience working together have
combined enthusiasm and wise direction.
And so amidst its new surroundings, the
School goes on, building on the heritage of t h e
past. Working, playing and living hard,
boys have unconsciously been equipping
themselves for the future. Nor have
activities been confined to the School
alone, for in many spheres where for centuries
the value of the City's great School has been
felt—from Town Hall " jam sessions " to
Theological.- Essay
Competitions—King
Edward's has distinguished itself and will
continue to do so. The School must continue
to build up its character and its name in
Birmingham and in the world outside.
'' But men must know t h a t in this theatre of
man's life it is reserved only for God and
angels to be lookers on."

poems and a large number of well-written
articles on a wide variety of subjects, instead
of a mass of words slung together to form dull
reports of School activities. Reports are
necessary and interesting, but the School
must welcome in their place an additional
number of free-lance articles, well conceived
and well expressed. In this respect your last
issue was exemplary.
I, together with many other senior members
of the School, hope that your lead of last term
will be followed in the future, at least once
each year. For other normal issues, I hope
that School officials will give time to
constructing reports worthy of the English
language and of the School. I only hope time
will be sufficient.
Congratulations on your past issue, best
wishes for your future issues, and for the
present, maythis letter not mar its distinction.
I am. Sir, your obedient servant,
TACAPIN.

To the Editor, K.E.S. CHRONICLE.
D E A R SIR,

In five years the School will celebrate its
four-hundredth anniversary ; I am sure the
School Captain and General Secretary. School needs to be reminded of this. I t is
not necessary for me to tell you that the
Lower School of this year will be the Upper
Sixth of 1952—by all respectable standards.
What I have to say is that we cannot foist the
HANNIBAL—THE GREAT
centenary on to them, and expect them to
make it what it ought to be.
O Bithynia that saw thy end
Self-ministered ! Then wert thou dead,
It is we who are responsible : we who have,
Lifeless a t last, and Rome assured.
within the next five years, to make the School
Thou who fought Cannae, of war uncured
worthy of its age—and five years is no time at
The fateful field of Zama fled :
all out of four hundred. We shall have to
And Roman power was forced to send
work ; that seems impossible : but success
To Bithynia that saw thy end.
will make us work. It is failure that makes
J.D.M.
us lazy, and laziness that makes us fail.
We, in common with the world, are
apathetic. Time was when men could say,
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
" Tempers fly, and we with tempers " ; now
it is only Tempus that flies. Five years will
To the Editor, K.E.S. CHRONICLE.
soon be one with yesterday's seven thousand.
DEAR SIR',
To-day, in truth, do we live in a world of past
On behalf of those many members of the
regrets and future fears.
School who enjoyed your last issue, I would
Despair, Sir, is the last hope men cling to.
like to congratulate you and all those others We can do little about the Russians, less
who made that issue such a success.
about the Americans, nothing about what
The importance of the School CHRONICLE
was once, it is whispered, Britain. But we
as a stimulus to the School spirit and as an can, in desperation, plunge into our own fiveindication of the ability and achievement of
year plan. K.E.S. may not be U.N.O., but we
the School, in relation to other Schools, is not
can make it work.
generally realized ; this is a great pity. The
I am. Sir, your obedient servant,
CHRONICLE is not only read by the School and
JACOBUS.
its supporters, but also by members of
similar schools throughout the country, to
whom our issues are regularly "sent.
OXFORD LETTER
Comparisons may be odious, but in this
instance they are inevitable.
June 4th, 1947.
The standard of our CHRONICLE has been
To the Editor, K.E.S. CHRONICLE.
rising steadily after its recent trials, and the D E A R S I R ,
last issue, in conception and execution,
Rumour has it that somewhere in Oxford
reached a very high standard. It was pleasant there are a number of Old Edwardians in
to see sketches and photographs and to read Stat. pup. : we have scoured the streets
M.

J.

APPS,
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colleges and rivers of Oxford in search of them
and can only report that they have vanished
without trace. I t is true t h a t in our search
we did meet with many familiar figures in the
High, but on being questioned they maintained that they were still at school or in the
services or up a t Cambridge. The following
account, therefore, is largely the result of
hearsay and we cannot vouch for the presence
in Oxford of a single one of the undermentioned characters.
WILLIAMS-WALKER (Magdalen) suspects
his tutor of being a socialist and has been
compelled to sever all relations with him.
I. M. ROITT still thinks t h a t his cry of
" Here I come " was responsible for the rout
of the proctors on the last night of Eights'
Week. B. D. ETHEL (The Queens) approves
of the summer term : it gives him a thirst—
as if he needed one.

K. P. TYNAN

(The

Randolph) is settling down to a life of simple
domestic bliss : he still finds shopping a trifle
irksome.
Hobbies—punning and acting :
" I never miss a queu " is his latest bon mot.
N. S. SUTHERLAND (Magdalen) attends philosophical lectures. He doesn't understand a
word, but the analogies are so good (hence the
expression " You should have heard the
illustration."). GOSSAGE (New College), on
the other hand, puts lecturers off their stroke
by sitting in the front row twirling his
moustache and quoting Aristotle sotto voce.
A. D. DALMAN : Lost. Will the finder please
return to Exeter. A. GILCHRIST (Magdalen)
can be seen occasionally surrounded with the
inevitable coils of wire; his war cry :
" Lights, lights and yet more lights." He
has finally decided to sell the book he once
bought. L. LEWIS (Merton) associates too
much with needy Yugoslavian royalty. His
motto : " Look after your king and the
pawns will look after themselves."
The
"activities of K. X. SOAMES (Corpus Christi)
are luckily almost as secretive as those of
J.

N.

ROWE

(Balliol).

M.

ACHESON

authentic tidings of the nefarious doings of
King Edward's personnel in this fair town.
The presence of a large body of returned
warriors has had a sobering influence, and
apart from a few wild screams in the night
from the direction of Trinity, and the litter
of empty sherry bottles outside Jesus, all is
quiet and peaceful.
O. W. ARNDT (Emmanuel) has abandoned
his search for the higher life in favour of the
lesser delights of Bacchus. Several of his
philosophical manuals have recently appeared
on rag-and-bone barrows in the High Street.
K. G. DAVIES (Pembroke) views the future
with a studied calm, ably backed and
supported by his charming wife. P. F. TYLER
can be heard moving boxes about amid the
rafters of Jesus, but no further evidence of his
existence has come to light. Very much alive
and kicking, however, is G. B. ANSELL
(Trinity), who, with his bright red muffler, is
seldom absent from the more outrageous
scenes of University life. R. F. GLYN-JONES
(Peterhouse) often enlivens the cricket-field
with his throaty cries and cavalier squarecuts. Unheedful of the fate of Faustus,
D. ROSE (Emmanuel) broods far into the
night over books of demonology, and is
already believed to know some of the lesser
spirits by sight. L. B. H U N T and J. B.
CHAPMAN (St. John's) help to keep the
cauldron simmering, while H. C. HART (Caius)
perform intriguing pre-Christian blood-rites
under a waning moon. There is no truth in
the rumour that B. E. SWINGLER (Ridley
Hall) has a controlling interest in a local
brewery. The rest of the O.E. fraternity are
as well as can be expected, bearing up to the
hazards of Cantabrigian night-life.
Let this serve as a warning t o those who
come to Cambridge in search of the cloistered
calm of a monk's cell. They will not find it
here.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
CANTABRIGIENSIS.

(Magdalen) was last seen entering a laboratory
with a view to finding the melting point of
T.N.T.
As for the rest, and they are legion—let
them be thankful that their deeds are too
dark to sully the fair pages of yourCHRONiCLE.
We hope the foetid reek of Oxonian decay
which clings to this letter will not fall too
harshly upon your young and innocent
nostrils, accustomed as they are to the more
salubrious air of Birmingham. God bless you.
Yours sincerely,

B I R M I N G H A M LETTER
To the Editor, K.E.S. CHRONICLE.
D E A R SIR,

Summer is a relatively strange season at
Birmingham. The torrents of students who
flood the place during the colder months
seem to have evaporated to a mere trickle.
Old Edwardians are few and far between, and
one can find little to say of them. Examinations rule their thoughts, and all but a few
more fortunate Medicos have a certain day
(known locally as Black Friday) put aside fol
special consideration. Upon this day there
will be much rejoicing—also, we fear, not a
little gnashing of teeth and lamentation.
During this term, the " Union bank " is
crowded with the cream of the University;

OXONIENSIS.

CAMBRIDGE LETTER
To the Editor, K.E.S. CHRONICLE.
DEAR

SIR,

Once more we fling aside the cellophanous
wrappings of University life to bring you the
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we see such men as R. M. TAUNTON and
C. E. HEREWARD exhibiting manly torsos to a
small circle of admirers. We might also see
J. E. A. RIPLEY, D. F . COLE, or D. W. DAVIS
stripped to the ribs and looking healthy.
Sport has to be neglected during such a
trying term, but we believe A. T. CHURCHMAN,
B. O. BAILEY and A. F. DOWLE still splash
in the waters, while J. C. DARK lurches
unsteadily round the track.
There are
several ex-servicemen among us. The most
colourful seems to be W. B. WATSON of the
long hair and the open-necked shirt, who is
reputed to get through considerable amounts
of work. He is also distinguished by being
the only O.E. to play for the Old Boys'
Rugger side throughout the season and
survive. Apropos de sport, we may say
many a delighted toast was drunk one
RUGBY

Saturday evening early this term, when the
result of the Denstone cricket match came in.
We heartily congratulate those who have
broken what has become, in the last fifteen
years, the " Denstone bogy."
Of the famous series of Union vehicles, we
regret that few have been seen in motion.
G. E. MORLEY, Hereward and Taunton have
been seen serious-faced, and armed with
spanners, amid a welter of machinery,
R. H. MORGAN'S famous car has been
renamed the " Envy of Sisyphus," because
when you push it, it goes downhill,
There is little more to be said, and we close
with the happy thought t h a t when this
CHRONICLE is read, the reader will have
undergone his own spell of examinations,
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
BIRMINGHAMIENSIS.

FOOTBALL—RETROSPECT

REPORT

THE record achieved by last season's XV was very fine indeed, seventeen matches being won
and only one—that against Cotton College—lost. To quote the words of an Old Edwardian
" victories have been scored over such redoubtable opponents as Denstone College, Bromsgrove
School, Oakham School and Bedford Modern School, and not since the early 1920's, when
A. C. Long and I. K. Donovan were running swiftly and easily through the best defences the
English public schools could provide, have such satisfactory results been recorded." Add
Wyggeston Grammar School to this list of doughty opponents and the praise is complete.
It was a great pity that weather conditions in the Easter Term necessitated the cancellation
of many eagerly-awaited fixtures (amongst them a return match with Denstone, for although
we snatched victory on the day, the state of the ground precluded all possiblity of a good game).
It is one thing to achieve favourable results ; it may be quite another to play good football.
Our record of 394 pts. to 60 pts. is unmistakable in its excellence, but it is not a wholly correct
indication of our skill at Rugger. This season, the standard was undoubtedly higher than it
has been for many years, and the talented back-division wreaked havoc against our weaker
opponents. On such occasions they united individual brilliance with fine combination, and
their all-round superiority was obvious. Against a team like Cotton College, however, every
man of which was fit, fast and tactically-minded, we came to grief. The team which later was
able to cope with the orthodox and more statuesque methods of Denstone, cracked, high up in
the Derbyshire Dales, under the relentless battering of opponents who, when thwarted in one
part of the field, immediately transferred their offensive to another, and its attack was
continually blunted by fine tactics supported by deadly tackling. Cotton were a very good team,
but their material is no better than ours. Much was due to our comparative lack of fitness, but
of far greater importance was our deficiency in tactical ability and knowledge of the basic
essentials of Rugby Football, which should have become second nature by the time the XV
has been attained, thus permitting the finer points of the game to be grafted on to a solid
foundation. This year's team possessed an exceptional abundance of gifted potentiality,
which, if it had been moulded during its junior years, could well compete with any school in
the country.
As has already been said, the three-quarter fine was unusually swift, and often beat opponents
through sheer speed. Tactical adventure was so often rendered unnecessary t h a t a promising
start in this direction merely petered out. J. T. Murley and J. R. Lambourn at half-back gave
an admirable service of the ball, and it was a great pity that Lambourn was injured for some of
the best matches, for despite his weak defence, his taking of Murley's passes was very nearly
perfect, and his touch-kicking was a boon to a team under pressure. Murley's individual rushes
were also often very dangerous. A. J. Jacombs was soundness personified at centre, and his
punt-, drop- and place-kicking were invaluable. B. M. Cooper did well in this position, though
with his speed he is better suited for the wing. On the wings were P. B. Jackson, exceptionally
fleet and elusive, and W. D. Treadwell, excellent in defence but rather neglected in attack.
The soundness of their defence is shown by the fact t h a t no more than ten tries were conceded
throughout the season. The forwards would have benefitted even more than the backs from
the administration at an early age of a liberal dose of Rugby brimstone. Individually they
showed great possibilities, but their knowledge of combined and tactical play, aggravated by
the lack of a real leader, was almost negligible. They were good in the tight, and in the loose
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they made up for their lack of combination and specialized knowledge by lion-hearted battling.
Only once were they seriously outplayed, but they could have been a far more positive and
potent attacking force. Line-out was sometimes good, usually haphazard, and always more
energetic than intelligent. M. Laister, at blind-side wing forward, stood out for his brilliant
defensive qualities, and Dickinson, who graduated to the XV after' the official Football
Characters had been compiled, showed himself to be a player of great promise. He is hefty,
reasonably fast and his tackling in defence is admirable. He should do well next year—as long
as he remembers that a forward's place is often among his fellows. Despite some bad games,
the pack as a whole was as good as, and probably better than, it has been in recent years.
The team was keen and initially anxious to learn, but with a succession of easy victories the
eagerness not unnaturally waned, and required frequent prodding.
Lest this report be considered unnaturally pessimistic and peculiarly unenthusiastic after
such an outstanding season, I hasten to reiterate that the K.E.S. XV has rarely distinguished
itself so highly and consistently, and that judging by any standards the team was very good.
But I feel that it is a most opportune moment, while Rugger is at a peak, to point out what
might, could and would be the reward for instilling the principles of good Rugger into our
junior teams, and I am endeavouring, not in any way to depreciate the fine record of this
season's XV, but rather to widen the limited horizons of future 1st XV players, many of them
now-juniors, who at present presume that they know and play Rugger.
All will regret that Mr. J. D. Copland has decided to relinquish his post as guide and
guardian of the School's Rugby Football affairs. Mr. G. C. Sacret is to be his successor.
Mr. Copland's keen judgment of a player's abilities and his succinct assessment of difficult
situations have been of inestimable value to Football Captains for many years, and it is
reassuring to hear that it is his intention to continue to play an active part in Junior Football.
"

'

.

D.

J.

G.

SELLS,

Captain of"X.V.
RESULTS OF MATCHES
The following are reports and results of matches which were not included in the December
issue :
SCHOOL V. BLOXHAM SCHOOL

Played on Tuesday, November \9th. Away.
Won 12-0.
The game was played in appalling conditions, and our apologies are due to Bloxham for the
damage t h a t must have been done to their pitch. Although the match was dominated by mud,
our victory was nevertheless clear-cut. Our backs took full advantage of their few opportunities,
and handled the greasy ball very well to score four tries. Harrison (J. R.) deputised for
J. T. Murley at scrum-half, and he played extraordinarily well in his first game with the XV.
His defensive play in such trying circumstances was first-class. Net unnaturally, most of the
play was taken up with a grim and muddy battle between the opposing packs ; honours were
even in the set scrums, and it was only the desperate defence of both sides that prevented any
score from forward rushes. All place-kicks failed, but A. J. Jacombs (2), Jackson and Treadwell
scored tries for K.E.S.
SCHOOL V. WYGGESTON GRAMMAR SCHOOL

Played on Saturday, November 23rd. Away. Won 14-3.
This was a patchy game characterized by dogged forward play rather than by cohesive
three-quarter movements. Again it was the superiority of the School's back-division which
proved to be the deciding factor. Their greater speed and surer handling led to tries by Jackson,
Cooper and A. J. Jacombs, who converted one. A great and lengthy forward rush was rounded
off with a try scored by Lippitt near the corner-flag. Wyggeston took good advantage of a
rare occasion when the School defence was disorganized to score a try well out. Their kick
failed.
SCHOOL V. BROMSGROVE SCHOOL

Played on Saturday, November 30th. Away.
Won 6-0.
It was a welcome sight, indeed, to see such a large gathering of K.E.S. supporters clustered
along the touch-line. They were rewarded with a School victory, but not with a particularly
fine exhibition of Rugby, at least, not with the high standard one expects from this traditional
encounter. After the School had scored early on in the first-half, and had obtained an insubstantial and purely nominal lead of 3 points, the sense of the occasion seemed to overcome both
teams, and the quality of the football suffered accordingly. The unenterprising plav which
ensued reflected the t a u t atmosphere, as a result of which both teams were afraid to risk the
possibility of their opponents scoring and played for safety all the time, whereas an atom of
enterprise in attack might have changed the whole aspect of the game. The inadequacy of
the School's advantage brought out the purely destructive elements in the play of both sides,
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for Bromsgrove were desperate to prevent further score and were striving hard to equalise,
whilst K.E.S. lost their initiative and became content to cling grimly to their slender lead.
If the K.E.S. backs had been able to follow up their early advantage, t h e margin of victory
and the tenor of the game would undoubtedly have been different. Although given a liberal
service of the ball, the Bromsgrove three-quarters failed to make use of their opportunities and
only once looked like scoring from a concerted movement. The K.E.S. backs were unquestionably stronger than their opposite numbers, b u t on the occasion they lacked the verve which
was required to pierce Bromsgrove's dour and desperate defence. The ffr^t score came early
in the first-half, when A. J. Jacombs made a fine break-through and passed to B. M. Cooper,
who raced away to score half-way out. The kick failed. Play after this was scrappy, the School
pack losing most of the set scrums and, except for a few individual bursts, being outplayed in
the loose, but on the whole managing to hold their more dangerous opponents, who threw away
chances of scoring from forward rushes by over-eagerness. Bromsgrove missed two fairly
easy penalty kicks as a result of their kicker's extreme nervousness. Ten minutes from t h e
end, W. D. Tread well rounded off a good orthodox three-quarter movement with a try near t h e
corner—the kick failed. Thereafter the game livened up considerably, and K.E.S. came near
to scoring several times.
SCHOOL V. DENSTONE COLLEGE

Played on Saturday, December 1th. Home. Won 5-3.
The earth was sodden and t h e condition of the pitch precluded any hope of good football.
Play, although likely to be muddy and uninspiring, was easily possible. In view of the indications that t h e strength of t h e Denstone team lay in their three-quarter hne, it was most
surprising that the Denstone captain should request that the game be played on the 2nd X V
pitch, which is narrower, shorter and obviously inferior to its 1st XV counterpart. Doubtless
he was attracted by the speciously puddle-free surface, but in all events, such an emphaticallystated preference called naturally for courteous accession. As it turned out, both sets of backs
were hampered by lack of room in which to move, but t h e Denstone three-quarters—who, in the
first half, were much the more dangerous combination—suffered worse from this restriction,
although once or twice only resolute tackling prevented their scoring from inside passes from
the wing. I t should have been mainly a forward's game, b u t both packs continually heeled
the ball to three-quarters, who persisted in orthodox and unremunerative tactics. The School
pack played very hard, battling valiantly to the close, but it was only right at t h e end of t h e
game t h a t they showed an inkling of winning tactics, which were to keep the ball a t the feet
and to take on as a pack. Denstone landed an easy penalty goal early in the first half, and led
by 3-0 until five minutes from time, when A. J. Jacombs fielded a wild touch-kick and crosskicked to the far side of t h e Denstone 25. An opponent, in an endeavour to prevent the ball
entering touch, fumbled badly and enabled P . B. Jackson, who was following up hard, to kick
clear over the try-line t o score half-way out. Jacombs converted with a very good kick.
I t was a hard-fought but dull and uninspired game, which the School narrowly won, by virtue
of a tardy application of the correct play for the conditions—for the forwards to keep the ball
at their feet, and for the outsides to kick, follow up hard and hope.
SCHOOL V. K.E.S., STOURBRIDGE

Played on Saturday, December \ith. Home. Won 29-0.
Playing in rather porridgy conditions, the School won without the slightest difficulty. The
home three-quarters were vastly superior, they combined t h e better, had greater speed and
thrust, and soon placed t h e result beyond doubt. But for t h e speed and resource of the
Stourbridge full-back, the score would have been much heavier. A weakened K.E.S. pack
held its own without being extended.
SCHOOL V. K.E.G.S., ASTON

Played on Tuesday, January }4th. Away.
Won 5-0.
This match was ill-omened from the start, and Christmas pudding still lay heavy on t h e
stomachs of t h e visiting side, who were badly out of condition. Two members of the team
had failed to arrive by the time appointed for the kick-off, and Aston kindly agreed to postpone
the start for a quarter of an hour. McKellan breezed in in time for t h e postponed start, but
Allcott did not arrive until the game had been in progress for some fifteen minutes. We sadly
missed the hooking of A. L. Smith, who had left a t Christmas, and also the penetrating pace
and ability of P. B. Jackson, who was temporarily indisposed. A. J. Jacombs was below form
a t centre, and D. J . G. Sells, a t full-back, gave his annual Aston performance, which is as
laughable as it is unaccountably bad. The standard of play touched its lowest depths—it was
worse even than against Cheltenham—but this does not detract in any way from the merit of
Aston's game. Their tackling was excellent and their forwards outplayed the School in nearly
every department of their game, and it was only t h e inspired leadership of J. T. Murley a t
scrum-half which rallied the School pack and prevented defeat. B. M. Cooper made several
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very dangerous solo runs, but no score resulted, for he lacked a speedy partner to back him up.
Aston, although they did not deserve to win, were unlucky not to draw. A. J. Lippitt did a
characteristic dribble from his 25 yard line and, rather luckily, evaded the full-back to score
beneath the posts, from where Jacombs converted with ease.
SCHOOL V. BIRMINGHAM R.F.C. " A "

XV

Played on Saturday, January \8>th. Home. Won 38-0.
This game, though we were not to know it at the time, was to be the last of the season.
In retrospect it was'a most disappointing finish to a very fine season. Birmingham R.F.C. sent
down a disgracefully weak team which our 2nd XV could have trounced soundly. It possessed a
nucleus of two or three stalwarts, who did their best against overwhelming odds. The School
forwards heeled continually from tight and loose, and the three-quarters scored a t will.
The remaining fixtures of the Easter Term against Birmingham University I I , Jesus College,
Oxford, Wyggeston G.S., Denstone College and Mount St. Mary's College were all cancelled
because of the now legendary weather conditions.
The XV after Christmas was : D. J. G. Sells ; P. B. Jackson, B. M. Cooper, A. J. Jacombs,
W. D. Treadwell ; J. R. Lambourn, J. T. Murley ; P. R. Hardwick, Allcott, McKellan,
R. W. Heath, T. B. Anderson, M. Laister, Dickinson, A. J. Lippitt.
Also played : Harrison, J. R., Lobb and Morgan.
The Second XV has again had a successful season, winning seven matches, losing three and
drawing two.
December 14—v. K.E.G.S., Aston II
Away
Cancelled
January
18—v. K.E.G.S., Camp Hill I
Home
Lost
3-23
The Colts teams have had a very poor record this season, a fact which does not augur well
for the success of the 1st XV in a few years' time. It is made clear in the General Report that
unless Juniors learn when they are young, the 1st XV can as a general rule achieve no more than
ordinary success. This School's Junior teams almost always have inferior records, yet somehow
they develop into reasonably good first teams. However, the extraordinarily successful
" Under 15 " XV of 1943-44 has provided the nucleus of the more than ordinarily successful
1st XVs of the last two years. The moral is obvious.
RESULTS
" U N D E R 15 "

December
January

" U N D E R 14 "

Novenber
December
January

XV

7—v. Moseley G.S., U. 15
14—v. K.E.S., Stourbridge U.15
18—v. K.E.G.S., Camp Hill U.15

Away
Home
Away

Won
Won
Won

9- 0
11-3
25-3

Away
Away
Away

Cancelled
Lost
0- 3
Cancelled
Won
17-9

XV

30—v. K.E.G.S., Aston U.14
7—v. Moseley G.S., U.14
14—v. K.E.G.S., Aston U.14
18—v. K.E.G.S., Camp Hill U.14
RICHMOND, 1947

As Lords' Week is to cricket, so the Richmond Sevens is to Rugby football. It is the climax
of the Public Schools' season. It also accounts for the presence in London on the night of
April 8th of ten members of the School, seven of them grimly waiting to play, two hoping to
play, and one eluding a private detective.
Tuesday night passed without incident, if almost without sleep, and on Wednesday the
team made its way by Tube to Rosslyn Park Ground. The two pitches were found to be
delightfully situated, adjacent to Kew Gardens, and the crowd of five thousand watched under
a brilliant sun.
For our first match, against Whitgift School, we enjoyed the comparative privacy afforded
by a match between Christ's Hospital and Blundells on the centre pitch. But the prospect
of a game against unknown opponents, on an unfamiliar ground, can be pretty nerve-racking,
and clustered in the middle of the field, waiting for the game to begin, we felt the courage ooze
out of our finger-tips. Therefore, it was the most heartening sight in the world to see the
familiar figure of Mr. Copland striding towards us across the pitch. He had just time enough
to tell us that we should probably win, before the match began.
The football was hard but unpolished. It-was marked by the failure of the Whitgift backs
to get going, and the reluctance of K.E.S. to pass. Forward the game was compromised by
the propensity of R. W. Heath (a player in the William Webb Ellis tradition) to hook the ball
cleanly and regularly with the wrong foot. When corrected, however. Heath's forceful play
in tight and line-out contributed in no small way to the School's two victories. Despite these
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lapses, the School backs, well served by J. T. Murley and D. J. G. Sells, made two brilliant
individual efforts. Cooper ran round and Jackson through the entire opposition to score two
opportunist tries. Sells converted both, and when no-side was called, K.E.S. were winners
by ten points to nil.
Three hours rest followed before the next game. Christ's Hospital had beaten Blundells,
and were drawn to play us at 6-20 p.m. The match promised to be a hard one, and the School's
comparatively large margin of victory came as a surprise to both sides.
This was largely due to the enterprising and speedy running of P. B. Jackson, and the
powerful tackling of D. B. Dickinson. On the rare occasions when the backs missed their men,
Dickinson was there to knock them down, and the School's line remained uncrossed.
The scoring was opened with an unconverted try by Jackson, but after five minutes Christ's
Hospital drew level with a well-kicked penalty goal. Play was desperate for the remainder of
the first half, but after a breather K.E.S. resumed the initiative, and had a pull over their
dangerous adversaries until the end. Cooper and Jackson both scored good tries and Jackson
rounded off a great display by checking a dangerous Hospital movement with a flying tackle.
These two victories, together with the support of three boys who had hitch-hiked down, and
that of three masters who had not, raised our spirits and our hopes. Yet when we took stock of
our position that night, the outlook seemed less promising. Sells, whose defence had been
invaluable, was found to have dislocated his ankle, whilst Jackson had strained muscles all
over the place in that final tackle of his. It seemed likely that both reserves would be called in.
But despite the lights of the West End, the advent of the private detective (unconvincingly
disguised as a window-cleaner) and the tendency of most of t h e L.C.C. buses t o circle our
hotel far into the night, the team had a good night's rest, and on Thursday Jackson felt fit to
carry on. Sells, however, did not, and Jacombs took his place for the important match
against Haileybury.
This was our first game on the centre pitch, round which the Haileybury supporters were
legion. Though not our first experience of lack of support, it remains the most vivid.
Right from the kick-off, Haileybury submitted our defence to pressure it had rarely been called
upon to withstand. For fully four minutes play was confined to our own twenty-five, and it
was only by well-timed touches and desperate tackling that the opposing backs were checked.
Time and time again they were grassed within a few feet of the line. The situation got really
desperate when J. T. Murley, indispensable in attack, strained a shoulder muscle. But, despite
considerable pain, he continued to swing out first-class passes to the end.
By half time the balance was beginning to swing, and for almost all the second half K.E.S.
had the " edge." The forwards frequently backed the ball from tight and line-out, and
invariably prevented a clean back by Haileybury. Pressure increased when one of the more
ponderous forwards broke from the line-out, but he had nobody to pass to, that is, if he could
have passed. The School heeled from the ensuing loose scrum, and taking advantage of this,
A. J. Jacombs shot through for a model try. The team in its jubiliation little dreamt what,
depended upon the kick. Jacombs took it from near the posts, and though it went over,
Haileybury were able to touch it.
Heartened by this, they now came back at us. But effective tackling and touch-kicking
held the play to mid-field. Indeed the result seemed assured, when, with two minutes to go,
everything went wrong at once. A scrum was ordered far out on our own twenty-five. For
the first time in the game, Haileybury heeled cleanly, and the scrum-half slung out a long pass
which enabled the stand-off to elude A. J. Jacombs. In such a game, one missed tackle is often
fatal, and before the forwards had properly broken, three Haileybury men were shooting for
the line, desperately pursued by B. M. Cooper. Cooper just failed to catch the winger, and the
forwards, corner flagging too late, had left the centre open. The result was a try between the
posts and an easy conversion.
The one remaining minute saw some desperate football, but no further score, and the K.E.S.
team walked from the field defea.ted by five points to three in the third round. We had not
progressed so far as once we had hoped to do, but as we left the field we were cheered by many
people to whom, two days before, K.E.S. had been but a name on the programme. And we
had met and played against some very fine footballers.
CRICKET R E P O R T
So far this season, the School Eleven has played only four games, of which two have been won,
one drawn and one lost. It is as yet difficult to forecast the team's prospects, but its victory
over Denstone College—the first for thirteen years—and its good showing against a formidable
Staff eleven, leads one to anticipate a successful season. The batting, if not capable of quick
scoring, shows a steadiness which has been wanting in previous seasons. While the side does
not possess a good slow bowler, the bowling is accurate, and not the type with which liberties
can be taken.
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The fielding has so far shown exceptional keenness, and in time will develop that final polish
which is t h e hall-mark of a good side.
The interest in cricket of the whole school has been remarkably keen, and this is a sure sign
of future success.
The Second Eleven has far far been unable to play a game, but judging from performances at
practices, it should prove a side strong in bowling, while its batting, at present somewhat
impetuous, will improve with match practice and experience.
The Colts have played only one game, against Denstone, which was lost by a very narrow
margin. The side contains many promising players, and they all show a keenness which bodes
well for the future.
I should like to express m y sincere thanks to members of the Staff, too numerous to name,
for the time and energy spent coaching the School teams.
P . T.

RESULTS

RICHARDSON,

Captain of Cricket.

SCHOOL V. T H E STAFF

Played at Eastern Road on May 3rd.

Staff won by seven wickets.

SCHOOL

T H E STAFF

Harrison, J. G , c Burgess, b Guy . . . .
A. J. Lippett, b Guy
M. G. H . Spencer, c Traynor, b Leeds .
Pardoe, b Leeds
Homer, c Traynor, b Leeds
Heath, c Traynor, b Leeds
P. T. Richardson, b Leeds
Reese, b Leeds
Barson, b Burgess
Charles worth, b Matthews
Hutchings, not out
Lobb, c Traynor, b Matthews
Extras

0
3
38
14
0
0
1
0
11
1
0
0
8

T. R. Parry, b Richardson
G. C. Sacret, b Richardson
J. B. Guy, b Richardson
P. Cranmer, c Pardoe, b Richardson . .
T. C. Burgess, c Pardoe, b Richardson
R. M. Cooper, c Pardoe, b Barson . . .
C. R. Morris, c Richardson, b Spencer
W. T. Bennett, not out
J. A. Nicholson, b Spencer
W. Traynor, not out

10

Extras

76

TOTAL

4
9
46
0
19
13
0
6
0
11

TOTAL (for 8 wickets)

118

P. T. Richardson, 5 for 21.
O. M. Matthews and A. E. Leeds did not bat.

A. E. Leeds, 6 for 9.

SCHOOL V. WYGGESTON

G.S.

Played at Eastern Road on May 10th. Match Drawn.
The start of the game was delayed for over an hour by rain, and as a result the match ended
in a rather tame draw.
Wyggeston G.S., 71 for 2.
School, 53 for 4.
Jepson, 28 not out. Ashton 28 not out
M. G. H. Spencer, 14.
SCHOOL V. DENSTONE COLLEGE

Played at Denstone on May 24th. Won by four wickets.
This victory is notable in t h a t it is the first time the School had defeated Denstone for
thirteen years. Denstone batted first, and apart from D. W. W. Dawe, and P. G. Whiteside,
offered little resistance to the School attack. The School was not at all worried by the Denstone
bowling, and batted steadily, passing their total with four wickets in hand.
DENSTONE COLLEGE

SCHOOL

L. D. Ashcroft, b Richardson
1
P . G. Whiteside, b Reese
25
R. F. Elley, b Richardson
0
M. L. Hall, c Harrison b Richardson . .
6
F. L. Boulton, b Barson
2
R. W. W. Dawe, c Charlesworth, b Lippitt 30
C. T. Mclnerney, c Harrison, b Richardson 6
T. W. Foster, c and b Richardson
0
M. H. E. Dracup, c Harrison, b Barson .
0
J. Oliver, not out
9
B. Inions, run out
1
Extras
6
TOTAL

....

Barson, 2 for 14.

P. T. Richardson, b Oliver
Harrison, J. G., c and b Hall
M. G. H. Spencer, b Mclnerney
Pardoe, b Hall
Barson, l.b.w., b Mclnerney
A. J. Lippitt, b Oliver
Charlesworth, l.b.w., b Mclnerney
Homer, not out
McClelland, Reese and Lobb did not b a l .

1
23
18
11
17
13
0
10

Extras
TOTAL (for 7 wickets)

86

P. T. Richardson, 5 for 38.
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SCHOOL V. REPTON SCHOOL 2 N D X I

Played at Eastern Road on May 3\st.
SCHOOL

Won by fifty

funs.

R E P T O N SCHOOL 2ND X I

J. G. Harrison, c Popham b Hardwick. . 15
McClelland, run out
41
M. G. H. Spencer, c and b Hardwick . . .
0
Pardoe, b Pownall
1
Barson, not out
32
Heath, l.b.w., b Pownall
6
Charlesworth, b Hardwick
8
Homer, not out
S
P. T. Richardson, Reese and Lobb did not bat.

Popham D. H., c McClelland b Barson. .
Lewis, A. W., l.b.w., b Richardson
Lindley, J. E., b Barson
Twigg, M. F. W., c Reese, b Richardson
Ashworth, R. D' B., b Reese
Wright, D. A., c Charlesworth, b Reese
Hardwick, M. A., b Richardson
Keeling, M. D., b Reese
Pownall, P. H., b Richardson
Mark, J. C , not out
Hastings, B. G., l.b.w., b Richardson . . .
22
Extras

Extras
TOTAL (for 6 wickets declared)

133

TOTAL

'

13
2
20
0
14
12
4
1
1
1
7
8
83

P. T. Richardson, 5 for 34. Reese 3 for 2 0 .
COLTS
May
,,

24—v. Denstone College
31—v. Repton School

For
49
65

Away
Away

SWIMMING

Against
53
51

Result
Lost
Won

R E P O R T , 1947

HOUSE SWIMMING
AFTER being spoilt last year by having t h e Bath to ourselves, we are, this year back to t h e
old " Kent Street " days of swimming with the general public.
Bournville Bath is used from
4-30 to 5-30 p.m. on whole school days. In the twro rounds of House Relay Matches already
swum, there has been no noticeable drop in standard, though fewer boys attend t h e baths t h a n
last year.
An old event, not held since before the war, the School Half-mile, will be revived on July 17th
at Edgbaston Reservoir.

SCHOOL SWIMMING
This season has brought the inevitable lapse in the fine record achieved by t h e Swimming
Teams of the past six years.
The loss, at the end of last year, of the first string of every event, leaving only four members
of the First Team has been an overwhelming blow, from which we have not recovered. This,
together with the fact t h a t the team has been unable to practice during the winter, when t h e
Baths were closed through lack of fuel, has resulted in a drop in the standard of all events
except the Breast Stroke.
Furthermore, the crowded bath this term has made serious team practice impossible, with
the consequence t h a t the Relay times have been unusually poor.
Here are the results of matches already swum :
SCHOOL VERSUS BURTON. Home. Burton, 25 ; K.E.S., 9.
SCHOOL VERSUS HARROW, Away. Harrow, 2 9 | ; K.E.S., 14J.

SCHOOL VERSUS K.E.S., SHEFFIELD. Away. Sheffield, 30 ; K.E.S., 8.
Although these results seem so unpromising, a brighter future lies ahead. There is exceptional
talent amongst the juniors and in two or three years the team should be back to its old form.
Our thanks are due to Mr. Kay for his energetic chairmanship and help, and to Mr. King
for his long-needed diving instruction.
C. K.

Captain of School
V

SYMES,

Swimming.

CRICKET

CHARACTERS

P. T. RICHARDSON (1946-47) (Captain) :
Akeen, capable Captainwho is leading a young
side through what may prove t o be a highly
successful Season. As a batsman, he has tried
to fill the difficult role of Number 1, but has
met with little success, due mainly to lack of
self-confidence and scoring strokes. However
it is as a bowler t h a t he excels. His fast
medium deliveries and his ability to swing the
ball both ways always makes him dangerous
and difficult to play. H e is a sound fielder
near the wicket.
(Dunt's).
M.G.H.S.
M.G.H. SPENCER (1946-47) (Vice-Captain) :
A number three batsman who is sound and
capable of scoring runs. At present he lacks
a great variety of scoring shots, b u t these will
come with experience.
Equipped with
glasses, he now plays with a greater confidence
b u t he is still inclined to " flash " at balls
outside the off stump. A polished fielder,
who is a t his best close to the wicket.
(Captain of heed's).
A.

J.

LIPPITT

(1944-45-46-47) :

His

appearance in the School team for a fourth
year, though unexpected, was nevertheless,
welcome. He has not had a great deal of
opportunity to reveal his bowling skill.
While his batting is naturally forceful, when
t h e occasion demands he is capable of
playing a sound defensive innings. His
fielding is energetic and sound in any position.
(Dunt's).
J. G. HARRISON (1947) (Secretary) : A
sound opening batsman, who, given normal
luck, should have a very successful season.
H e has developed a grand variety of scoring
strokes, but is inclined to be easily disheartened. His fielding has been of the highest
quality, and some of his catches taken close
to the wicket have been really brilliant. An
•optimistic and efficient Secretary. (Cooper's).
J. G. PARDOE* : Probably the most
stylish batsman in the side, b u t one who is
inclined to relax his concentration as his
innings progresses. He should easily correct
this fault, and his batting will attain the high
standard of which, there is no doubt, he is
capable. An energetic fielder, possesses a
safe pair of hands and an accurate throw.
He fields at cover point with increasing
success.
(Captain of Cooper's).

A. J. HOMER* : A left-handed batsman
who is too impatient, and lacks concentration.
There is no doubt t h a t he possesses the
ability but does not give himself time to use
it. A fielder who is at his best in the " deep "
but is inclined to take too much time over
his throwing.
(Dunt's).
J. M. BARSON* : Without doubt the most
promising member of t h e side, who has the
makings of a very fine all-rounder. A lefthanded batsman who possesses fine off-side
scoring shots, b u t is inclined to be worried by
balls on his legs. Although played for his
batting, he is a useful medium-paced bowler
and can swing the ball both ways. He must
check the tendency to bowl too many leg-side,
and short balls. A sound fielder. (Cooper's).
T. R. R E E S E : A very useful medium-paced
change bowler, who can generally be relied
upon to keep a length. H e is difficult to
score off and with further practice and
greater concentration should take wickets.
An impetuous batsman, who could be much
more successful, b u t persists in making
ineffectual swings at good length balls. A
sound fielder, possessing an accurate throw.
(Copland's).
B. LOBB : The team's only slow bowler
who, as yet, has had little chance to show his
' ability. He would do w-ell to cultivate greater
variety in his bowling, to concentrate more
upon length, and not to be afraid '' to toss a
few up " to the batsman. Though not
recognized as a batsman, this does not mean
that he shouldn't t r y to be one. A fielder
with an accurate throw, b u t one who is
inclined to slowness.
(Dunt's).
I. R. MCCLELLAND: A batsman who is known
to be capable of stolid play, while he possesses
the power to punish bad balls. H e is at
present more than a little '' s h a k y ' ' in
playing back, but he will improve with
experience. A plucky fielder with a hard,
accurate throw.
(Leeds')
D. J. G. SELLSJ- : Owing to an accident
sustained a t Rugger, he has been unable to
play so far this season. It is to be hoped that
he will soon regain the important place he
occupied in the side last year.
(Captain of Dunt's).
The following have also played in the team :
R. \Y. HEATH^ P . HUTCHINGS, j . HARROD
and D. ANDREWS.

M R . COPLAND'S H O U S E R E P O R T

J. R. CHARLESWORTH* : A wicket-keeper

who has fulfilled the promise he showed
last season. H e possesses t h e ability to move
quickly, and can take most balls with the
utmost confidence. As a batsman he possesses
a wonderful eye, and is a natural hitter.
At present he possesses little or no defensive
strokes and suffers accordingly.
(Cooper's).

The House this year seems very short of
senior members of t h e School, and it was
probably due to this that the House came
bottom in the Rugger Competition. The
House occupied the same position in Fives,
Chess and Shooting, b u t if the skill of participants in these activities had equalled their
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keenness the results might have been far
different.
Since Easter we have been a little more
fortunate. The 1st Cricket Team has won
two of its three matches played so far, though
the 2nd and 3rd teams have not been so
successful. The J.T.C. Gymkhana results
were as great a surprise to us as to other
Houses, for we came first, which says a great
deal for the energy and good fortune of those
members of the House who took part. If this
energy is maintained, the House Company
may achieve a respectable placing in the
House Company Competition. The start of
Swimming has been disappointing, the House
coming third in all three team relays.
•Standards, however, are progressing as
satisfactorily as the crowded condition of
Bournville Lane Baths allows.
The House this term must put all its
energy into the summer sports if we are to
avoid the ignominy of bottom place in the
House Championship. Our thanks are due
to Mr. Copland and Mr. Burgess for the great
interest and keenness they have shown in
House affairs.
J.

K.

JONES,

House Secretary.

MR. COOPER'S H O U S E

We who are leaving hope so, and wish those
remaining a successful year. May they win
for the House the position it deserves.
P.

HARDWICK,

House Secretary.
M R . LEEDS' H O U S E R E P O R T
THIS has not been a very good year for the
House. Up to the time of going to press our
most successful activity has been Rugger, in
which we finished second.
Unfortunately
our other mainstay—Cricket—shows no signs
of beating this, although the junior teams
show promise of better things to come.
Shooting found us third, in spite of the
fact that we obtained the second highest
score in the -22 matches. The Gymkhana
was a great set-back, but nevertheless, it is
hoped that we shall achieve at least second
place in the House Company Competitions
as a whole.
In Chess, Fives and Swimming P.T. we can
only hope for good results, b u t the hope is
not too great.
In spite of this rather depressing report,
members of the House should not despair,
but rather look forward, inspired by the great
faith of Mr. Leeds and Mr. Sacret, to greater
days in the near future.
L.

REPORT

" We were bottom but shall be t o p . "
This is the well-worn formula churned out
year after year by the House Secretary, but
this time it has the added piquancy of being
true. The Summer Term promises to bring
unqualified success, b u t these potential
victories are already offset by the unrelieved
failures of the winter.
The rugger teams would seem to be the core
of the trouble. True, the first team improved
on last year's record by winning a match, but
this is still hardly good enough. The juniors
fared better for the simple reason t h a t they
could hardly have done worse, but failed to
capture a single cup. Though the Shooting
VIII were more successful, they lost unexpectedly to Mr. Dunt's, whilst Chess, J. G.
Pardoe tells us, has been a bit of a farce,
what awful tales of lost queens and fool's
mates this conceals we thought it prudent
not to enquire. And so our position in the
House Competition is already compromised.
The title of Cock House seems once more to
have eluded us, but we are making the best of
a bad job. The Fives team, we need hardly
mention, have won all their matches, and the
Lncketers seem to be profiting by this
example. Copland's and Leeds' have already
fallen, and we have it on good authority t h a t
hunt's will go the same way.
fh ^ v i m m i n g goes well, and it should do,
the House may yet raise itself from its
present supine position.

R.

R.

MANN,

House Secretary.
MR. D U N T ' S H O U S E R E P O R T
LAST Term the House welcomed Mr. W. T.
Buttle as Assistant House Master. He has
already shown something of his worth, and
has done much to soften the blow which we
suffered when Mr. Greenway was forced to
retire from the House, by pressure of other
activities. In thanking them both for their
efforts, we must again mention the untiring
energy of Mr. Dent, which means so much to
the House.
The fate of the House in the championship
still hangs in the balance, but we expect the
weight of our past achievement to fall heavily
in.our favour.
The first-class Rugger effort, which won
for the House all the rugger cups save one,
gave us a significant lead of forty points ;
this will stand us in good stead. Shooting
results also tilt in our favour, for we finished
first in the round of House matches, and a
good second in the Tunstall Cup contest. If
the Chess Competition is ever finished, the
House will also gain its customary advantage
from excelling in this activity. Fives results
are so far good, and P.T. prospects are also
fairly good. Further, the House plays a
big part in the J . T . C , and hopes to do well
in the House Company Competition.
We must set against these weighty achievements the more dubious results. Cricket, so
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far, has been rather disappointing.
The
teams have been erratic and unsteady, and a
satisfactory result can only be secured by a
real effort ; in the past the House has shown
itself supremely capable of making such an
effort. Swimming prospects are even more
vague and distant, but the House expects
to do well and should reap t h e benefit of past
training. The first team gave the lead by
winning the first relay of the term. It is
hoped t h a t this lead will be consistently
followed, and t h a t a good number of standards
will also be secured.
Thus, even if the other houses are making
every effort to end the Cock House's run of
success, we need have little fear. Mr. Dunt's
House is the leading House in the School, as
enquiry into the allegiance of School Officials
in all activities will show ; we expect the
results of the championship to confirm our
supremacy.
M.

J.

and ninth man have been selected from
M. H. Slater, J. A. Broadhurst, A. J. Potter,
R. N. Britton and P. R. Purser. Other -303
matches to be fired this term include a match
against Bromsgrove School, and the Surrey
R. A. Public Schools Meeting at Bisley.
Classification has gone well this year, 160
having been classified, 92 of them 1st class.
This leaves 95 unclassified, including recruits.
Thanks are due to Major Williams,
Mr. Barlow, Mr. Buttle, C.S.M. Lowing, and
particularly to Mr. Cooke for the time and
energy they have given us. I should like also
to thank the signallers who have been so
efficient at Kingsbury, and the Butt Parties
who have volunteered so readily, and in the
case of the " Midland Ashburton " Competi-'
tion, a t very short notice.
J.

K.

JONES,

Captain of Shooting.

APPS,

House Secretary.
CHESS R E P O R T
A CONSIDERABLE amount of chess has been
played this year. The Chess Cup competitors
T H E School's shooting this year has showni numbered seventy, and is it hoped that it will
a distinct improvement on last year, owing, be completed by the end of term. Two rounds
partly, to the reconditioning of the rifles, butt of House matches were intended to be played,
mainly to the .greater knowledge of shooting;
but the second was only half completed in the
technique and to the great keenness shown byT appointed time limit. I t seems probable that
the team.
Mr. Dunt's House will succeed as usual.
In the Country Life postal matches, the3 Among the matches the 1st team played are
School won eleven and lost five matches. t h e s e :
One of the schools beaten was Trinity College,:, v. Coventry G.S
Won
5i—3J
Glenalmond, which was a notable victory.
v. Bishop Vesey's G.S. . . . Won
5 -1
The results of this year's Country Lifee v. Birmingham University. Won
4 -2
competition are not yet available but t h e
v. Staff
Won
6 -1
score obtained by the Eight was better thana v. Erdington C.C.
Won
3f-2J
in last year's competition, when the School•1
Two draws were also secured against
wras sixteenth in the whole country.
Birmingham C.C. and Oxford University,
The Tunstall Cup inter-House competitionn while we were defeated by Birmingham C.C.
was held at Kingsbury early in the Summerr
in a return match (1J-4J) and by Solihull
term, the House totals obtained being veryy
(U5), owing to lack of players on that
close and the individual scores fairly good.
I. particular day.
Three School open-range matches have so far
,r
Then there was the simultaneous display
been fired. The first, against Denstonee
by Mr. Alexander against five of our best
College a t Burton, was lost by thirty-onee
players.
Only two, however, obtained
points but though Denstone also won t h e
draws ; the others lost.
return match at Kingsbury it was only bvy
The 3'ear has been very successful, although
two points. In the " Midland Ashburton
n
fewer matches have been played against
T r i a l " competition, the Eight came ninth out
it the clubs, and we would like to thank
of nineteen with a score of 454. This is a very
y
Mr. Ounsted for his help in many ways
creditable performance, representing an
n
during the year.
improvement of eighty-five points over last
:t
G. T. NEWNHAM,
year's score, and gives grounds for optimism
n
Captain of Chess.
for next year, since only one member of the
team is leaving in July. One of the schools
beaten in this competition was Denstone
P.T. REPORT
College.
The open-range Eight has been selected
F O R the first three weeks of the term, the
this term from L. E. R. Hall, J. B. Ludlow,
Monday and Friday practices were given up to
L. J. Lawson, R. M. Cook, G. A. Allcott,
training the Gymkhana P.T. team. This team
J. B. Gopsill, D. W. Rogers, R. G. Manning,
surprised itself and many others b y giving a
J. Thomas and J. K. Jones. The cadet-pair
display well above expectations.
SHOOTING REPORT
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Towards the end of term, the individual
and House P.T. competitions will be held.
'We are very sorry that Mr. Moore has not
been with us so far this term through illness.
We wish him a speedy recovery. A word of
welcome t o Mr. King, Mr. Russell's successor,
who introduced many new and interesting
events into the Gymkhana P.T. display.

cynically echo the words of Captain Windrush,
spoken in his bathroom : " That is part of
next year's worry."
I t remains to thank Mr. Ounsted for his
warm-hearted common-sense, and R. J. Pine
for his posters, and t o hope t h a t the rest is
not silence.
A. I. CROSBEE,

C. K. SYTHES,

P.T.

Hon.

Secretary.

Captain.
D E B A T I N G SOCIETY R E P O R T

LIBRARY R E P O R T
T H E Society flourishes. Meetings have been
T H E number of books added to the Library
few but well-attended, and speeches, though
since the last report has been considerable. somewhat lacking in coherence, have been
1
After a lapse of some years, nearly 100 books
infused with a little of that fire which
have been rebound, including all the volumes; differentiates between discussion and debate.
of the Encyclopedia Britannica, a muchTwo debates with the Girls' School and one
needed Spanish Dictionary, and various other
private debate have been held, b u t perhaps
important works on History, Geography and
the most successful meeting was that held
Science. Divers new books, too, have been1 jointly with t h e Birmingham and Edgbaston
placed upon the shelves ; Georgian London1 Debating Society. Mr. P. A. G. Osier, a
by John Summerson, The Rise of Christianity'
Vice-President of t h e Society, ably and
by E. W. Barnes and The Congress of Vienna1 blandly proposed that : " This House sits in
by Harold Nicholson, to mention b u t a very'
the twilight of Freedom." He was effectively
few.
seconded by the Hon. J. B . Sandilands.
An unpleasant feature has recently become'• Against this formidable attack, the home
apparent. The stealing of books from t h e'• Society pitted the original genius of S. Myers
shelves has alarmingly increased this term.1 and the impressive length of C. Macfarlane.
Severe measures have been and will be taken3 The visitors were far superior in the
against anyone breaking the rules. No one5 debating technique and in the logic and
co-ordination of their arguments, b u t the
likes this unfortunate type of crime, as it is
opposition atoned for this by their facility
a slur on the good name of the School, and we'
of delivery, resource in defence, and, a t times,
sincerely hope that it will not occur again. r
brilliant irrelevance. The proposer was visibly
To the librarians must go high praise for
discomfited when what had been a rather
their efficiency and cheerfulness in performingi
staid discussion about satellite towns, mass
arduous and unappreciated tasks. Thanks,:
legislation and over-mighty Ministers, was
too, are due to Mr. Copland for his energetic
transformed by a few sentences from
and thoughtful guidance.
Macfarlane into a scintillating disquisition on
B. H . DAVIES,
Debussy, Ravel, et al. By such methods the
Librarian.
motion w^as defeated, and the prestige of the
Society maintained.
LITERARY SOCIETY
Debating Characters
SINCE the last report in the CHRONICLE we
P . R. HARDWICK : A speaker wdio does not
have had two visitors : art-critic Robert.
Melville and Edward Livesey, the radio hesitate to employ the most outrageous
" tricks of the trade," and invariably gets
writer and producer. Each gave a handpicked audience an interesting time, allU away with it. He digs the Chairman in his
verbal
ribs, flatters, cajoles and confides in
concerned giving a very polished display.
the House. All this gives a very persuasive
Mr. Melville laid about him to p u t Modern
air to arguments that otherwise might not
Art in order, or, as he had it, to " . . . find the
contemporary conception of art as poetic bear too close enquiry. He is a t his best when
^
speaking from a few perfunctory notes,
language." His audience of thirteen replied
p r e f e r a b l y l o s t , w h i c h p u t s h i m far a h e a d of
r
with quite a brave " Discussion." Mr.
Livesey, however, got down to the chores of1 t h o s e w h o m e r e l y r e a d t h e i r s p e e c h e s ,
writing for radio, and though t h e chance off h o w e v e r carefully p r e p a r e d . A s a S e c r e t a r y
having a script accepted were 4-1 against, we h e h a s b e e n a m o d e l of q u i e t efficiency. S.M.
had an absorbing evening. But, alack, ifif
B . W . T A N N E R is t h e o w n e r of a s e t of
audiences get any more hand-picked, futuree
b r i l l i a n t (albeit l e g e n d a r y ) n o t e s , w h i c h h e
Secretaries m a y face distinguished visitors
rs
invariably leaves a t home. This tends t o imalone. So, to p u t this attendance-problem
n
p a i r t h e s t a n d a r d of h i s d e l i v e r y , a n d t o r e n d e r
nght, we can with Arnold Toynbee face the
le
his thinking confused.
P e r h a p s o n e d a y he
challenge of our cultural environment, or
>r
will r e m e m b e r t h e m , a n d t h e n h e will be
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very good indeed. May the Society prosper
under his Secretaryship.
S. MYERS is one of the few original thinkers
left to us. The best speaker in the House
when he wishes to be, he is the most entertaining when he does not. His paper speeches
are delivered in the grand manner, whilst his
trenchant dealing with other men's contributions has been the terror of at least one
member of the Society.
C. MACFARLANE is such an obviously good
chap t h a t it is difficult to believe t h a t he
occasionally tells lies (debating ones). His
plausible manner carries conviction, and his
speeches show a breadth of outlook, a
maturity of thought, quite surprising in one
from the extreme West End of the School.
M. J. APPS is a sincere and experienced
speaker. His astringent comments have been
an admirable tonic for House which is prone
t o lose its depth of argument in its excessive
breadth of outlook.
G. W. GARDINER has the air of a latter-day

savant. His supreme confidence and deprecatory manner command respect for speeches
which are generally interesting, and at worst
subtle.
D. A. COLLIS possesses in full measure those
first of all debating requisites, fire and
confidence. That it is usually impossible to
tell for which side he is speaking, or indeed
whether he is speaking for any side at all,
only enhances the excitement derived fromt
hearing him.
The Society has also received active support:
from

K.

PEARCE,

D.

J.

G.

SELLS, C.

W.

GOLBY and a host of others.
In conclusion, thanks go to Mr. Blount forc
the enthusiasm and experience he has broughtt
to the Society. It is no mere coincidence thatt
the debating Renaissance is contemporaryf
with his Chairmanship.
P.R.H.
CIVICS SOCIETY
T H E Society has held four meetings since thee
il
last report in the CHRONICLE. If the rival
attractions of the County Ground and thee
tl
cinema do not tempt away our potential
audiences, there will be two more by the endd
of this term.
n
We have been fortunate this year in
il
securing visits from speakers on both local
t.
and national aspects of
Government.
Towards the end of the Winter Term, Sir
ir
Peter Bennett, M.P. for Edgbaston, addressed
d
the Society on " The present Parliament andd
its Predecessor." Confident that the aura of)f
tradition surrounding the House of Commons
is
would damp the excessive ardour of youngg
" Messiahs," he welcomed the comparative
'e
youth and energy of t h e post-war Parliament : ;;

but he deplored the tendency for t h a t august
body to degenerate into an over-worked,
law-making machine.
At the commencement of the Easter Term,
Alderman Norman Tiptaft spoke to the
Society on " Local Government." Championing the cause of city councils against the
Leviathan of Whitehall and Westminster,
Alderman Tiptaft pleaded for a revival of
interest in local affairs.
For one meeting each term this year, the
Society has endeavoured to draw on its own
resources to discuss current affairs.
The
subjects so far have been " International
Relations since the War " and " Town and
Country Planning."
The discussions (to
guarantee an audience) were preceded by a
film. We are grateful to Mr. Hall and
L. R. Mann for supplying and operating the
projector for these meetings.
Finally, our thanks are due to Mr. Blount
for his unfailing interest in the Society's
activities throughout the year as Chairman,
and to the Arts and Crafts Society for their
colourful posters.
C. R.

PENDLETON,

p.p. Hon. Secretary.
MUSICAL SOCIETY
T H E Easter Term was extremely successful
for the Musical Society Owing to several
other activities, recitals fell rather into the
background ; some were, however, given by
Mr. Cranmer, A. I. Crosbee, C. Macfarlane,
D. Trimby and R. G. Foxley. The average
attendance was better than usual.
A new activity in the form of a Musical
Competition was started last term. Professor
A. Lewis, Professor of Music a t Birmingham
University, judged the four classes, three
piano groups and one instrumental. We
were pleased to see a fair number of parents
and friends present, and hope to make the
Competition an annual function.
At the School Concert, the Choir, although
rather small, showed its capabilities in George
Dyson's " Songs of Praise." In these they
were accompanied by the Orchestra, which
showed very great improvement.
Other
items included solos from the winners of the
Competition. The success of the concert was
entirely due to the untiring efforts of Mr.
Cranmer, as was the success of the shorter
concert given on Education Day, when we
had the pleasure of performing to a very full
Big School.
The other main feature of last term was the
Grammar Schools' Musical Festival. In the
morning we were represented by several
soloists and various combinations of instruments, and in the afternoon concert in the
Town Hall, by the Choir, the Orchestra and a
soloist. This term, for the first time on
record, the School Quintet entered for the
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Open Chamber Music Class of the Birmingham
Music Festival, and gained a second place with
85 marks, a very gratifying result.
Finally, we would all wish to express our
deep gratitude to Mr. Cranmer for his
encouragement, his advice and for all the
work he does for the Society. We feel that
we can, under his leadership, look forward
to a very successful future.
J.

B.

LUDLOW,

Hon. Secretary.

tion was R. J. Billington, who chose
" Christianity in the Modern World " as his
subject. We intend to devote the second
meeting of each term to the contribution of a
distinguished visitor ; thus it was with great
pleasure that we welcomed the Head Master,
who read a paper on " Ibsen and the
Domestic Drama."
Our thanks are due to our Chairman,
Mr. Blount, without whose advice and guidance the success of this first year would have
been impossible.
E.

J.

THREE visits, to Cadbury's, Bournville, to
B.S.A., Ltd., and to Wright's Ropes, Ltd.,
and two inside meetings, the first the showing
of two films, and the second a talk on
" Southern Italy," by Major G. L. Stagg, is
the record of the Geographical Society since
December.
Members trudged through the snow for an
extremely interesting visit to Cadbury's, and
made their way through March gales to the
B.S.A. for an equally instructive afternoon
there. The showing of the two films, one on
" Great Cargoes," and the other on " The
Growth of a Town : Saxmundham " was
marred only by the fact that both of them
•were silent. However, their geographical
interest was appreciated by most of the large
audience.
To our retiring Chairman, Mr. Greenway,
the Secretary, along with his predecessors and
the many members who have patronized the
meetings of the Society, I would like to offer
thanks for his unfailing interest during the
past years, and to give him our most hearty
wishes for his well-being in the future.
B. H.

DAVIES,

Hon. Secretary.
T H E CLOSED CIRCLE
THE Closed Circle has now existed for one
year. We may look back with pride upon the
achievements of a Society which, within such
a short time, has fully justified its unique
position in the school. Several of the foundation members have resigned, but all vacancies
in the membership have been immediately
filled by increasingly enthusiastic, if rather
mystified, new members. There is every
reason to hope that next year will be as
successful and as profitable as this year has
been.
During the Easter Term there were two
meetings of the Society, at the first of
which J. J. Pearce read a paper on the
" Artist and God," and at the other C. W.
Golby introduced a paper on " The Psychology of Dress." R. Poyser read the opening
paper this term on " The Scientific Method,"
and the other member who made a contribu-

ANDREWS,

Hon. Secretary.

GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY

DRAMATIC SOCIETY
MEMBERS and friends of the Society will view
with regret the departure at the end of this
term of our producer-chairman, Mr. Greenway.
Throughout the many years t h a t he has led
the Society, the most remarkable thing about
every play has been the high standard of
production t h a t has been achieved. The
effective simplicity of his presentation has
overcome not a few of the difficulties t h a t so
often present themselves to the young actor.
We are grateful to him for his wise and skilful
leadership, and appreciate fully t h a t his
invaluable guidance a t rehearsals has been
ungrudgingly given out of school hours.
Mr. Greenway has set the Society a high
standard. May it be maintained.
C. W.

GOLBY,

Hon. Secretary.
PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
As is usual during the summer term, the
Society has held no meetings after school.
However, all is not lost. The school functions
of this term, the J.T.C. Inspection, Gymkhana
etc., have all been well-covered.
The
dark room remains plunged in its pristine
gloom, but the foundations have been laid
for flourishing activity next term.
J.

E.

K.

CROYDON,

Hon. Secretary.
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY R E P O R T
T H E Scientific Society has had a very successful season. Four meetings have been held,
with steadily increasing attendance.
At the first meeting of the Christmas term,
Mr. Gabriel gave an illustrated talk on
" Science and the Wool Industry." Later in
the term, Mr. Gibson-Martin introduced and
showed a technicolour film entitled " Steel."
Early in the Spring term, the Society was
fortunate enough to have a visit from a
second member of Britain's Atomic Energy
Team. It will be remembered that Professor
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Oliphant spoke to the Society in 1945. In
January of this year, Professor Peierls, a
co-worker with Professor Oliphant, gave a
talk on " Atomic Energy and its Uses."
Finally, at the fourth meeting. Dr. Garlick,
of Birmingham University, gave what was
probably the most
profusely-illustrated
lecture t h a t the Society has been privileged
to enjoy. His subject was " Luminescence."
The programme has been varied and
complete, and we look forward to even greater
progress next season. Thanks are due to
Mr. Ballance for his continued work as
President, and to M. D. Longstaffe, who has
provided several excellent posters.
R . D . POYSER,

Hon.

Secretary.

PHILATELIC SOCIETY
T H E Society held two meetings in the course
of the Spring term, both of which were very
well attended. The earlier one was addressed
by Mr. Cooper on " Sensible Collecting " :
t h e second consisted of three short talks by
members, which were remarkable for the
different aspects of the hobby which they
brought to light.
The Society's policy has been, on the whole,
t o concentrate on short illustrated talks,
t o the exclusion of outside speakers. We are
grateful to Mr. Cooper, who has returned to
t h e Chairmanship of the Society.
R.

J.

R.

Secretary.

DESPITE the lack of experienced speakers, the
Society has had an excellent year, and the
quantity of speeches has more or less made up
for the quality.
By way of an experiment, the last meeting
of the year took the form of a Brains Trust,
and was very successful—a fitting end to a
year in which everything from politics to
pocket-money was discussed.
Our thanks are due to Mr. Dunt for his
unfailing services as Chairman, and to
G. T. Lyall, for his excellent posters.

Secretary.

SOCIETY

G. W.

PETERS,

Hon.

Secretary.

CHRISTIAN U N I O N R E P O R T
T H E Society's strength has been slowly
increasing since Christmas, b u t the lack of a
master to preside over the proceedings still
handicaps us, though not to such a great
extent as a t first seemed likely. Last term
meetings were held every Friday (at 1-0 p.m.).
We had an extremely good series of speakers, I
including the Rev. W. A. Molyneux, Vicar of
St. John's, Harborne, who gave a series of
three talks on the " Sermon on the Mount."
Upon one occasion we changed our regular
routine and held a meeting after school, at
which Mr. Sidney Smith showed a film on the
treatment of leprosy by missionary-doctors. I

WELBANK,

Hon.

POPPLE,

J U N I O R D E B A T I N G SOCIETY

W I T H the warmer weather the members have,
so to speak, come out of hibernation. One
comes across a party of enthusiasts peering
into a tree through assorted binoculars and
says, " Bird watchers." Groups of boys are
seen holding little bouquets and muttering in
dog-Latin—botanists.
Lone bug-hunters
squat by the water-jump, or groups are
observed watching the dying squirms of a
tadpole in the grip of a dragon fly naiad.
Doubtless, on dark nights entomologists hunt
for moths with candles and nets, and
zoologists stalk rabbits with bows and arrows.
All the signs indicate t h a t the Society is
progressing favourably in its search for the
key to Nature's secrets.
P. J.

T.

Hon.

ROBERTS,

Hon.
N A T U R A L HISTORY

progress, owing to unsuitable accommodation.
Having entertained vain hopes of a workshop,
they are now in deep despair, waiting until a
floor is laid down. Not until this is completed
can work proceed in earnest. A considerable
amount of equipment is being massed,
however, and slow progress is being made.
The lovers of life-size railways are slightly
more fortunate, although the weather interfered with most of last term's planned
activities.
There was, nervetheless, a
memorable excursion to Derby and Nottingham. A special coach took a party of thirty
through snow and ice to pass an enjoyable
day studying the habits of locomotives of the
North Midlands. At the chief meeting of the
term, Mr. George Dow, Public Relations
Officer of the L.N.E.R., kindly consented to
address the Society on the " L.N.E.R.
Headquarters
Photographic
Collection,"
which included many rare and fascinating
pictures.
Sincere thanks are extended to Mr. Gess
for his invaluable assistance in negotiations
with the authorities, and in the preparation
of t h e Exhibition on Open Day, for which
congratulations go to all contributors.

Secretary.

RAILWAY A N D MODEL
E N G I N E E R I N G SOCIETY
T H I S term's report must consist more of
prospects than achievements, for the Model
Engineers have, as yet, been able to make little
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So far this term we have held four meetings
the first of which was a discussion. M. J.
Apps has given a talk upon "Reconstruction,"
Mr. R. S. Pickering one upon " Flourishing,"
and Mr. Roy Mountford the first of two talks on
" Nehemiah." Short weekly prayer meetings
have also been held throughout the term.
The Christian Union continues to progress
through the vitality and keenness of its
members. This, indeed, is its strength.
J.

R.

GRUNDON,

Hon.

Secretary.

Camp this year will be a t Gandale, Yorkshire, where the contingent, together with all
other J.T.C. contingents in Northern Command, will be under canvas for nine days.
A much-missed figure a t this term's
events has been R.S.M. Moore, who, we are
very sorry to say, has been in hospital since
Easter. We wish him an early recovery and
look forward to receiving his invaluable
instruction and kindly guidance again later
in the term. In conclusion, we thank our
officers and P.S.I.'s for t h e unfailing energy
which they always devote to Corps activities.
L.

R.

J.T.C. REPORT
INTENSIVE training has continued since last
December, and several important milestones
have been passed. The Certificate " A "
examinations were held a t t h e end of the
Easter term, there being twenty-two successful candidates in P a r t I and forty-three in
Part II. At the end of the Easter holidays,
N.CO.'s attended a course of rifle instruction,
which was necessitated b y the introduction
of a new rifle pamphlet.
The contingent was this year inspected on
May 8th by the District Commander,
Major-General G. W. Richards, C.B., C.B.E.,
D.S.O., M.C. The return of the ceremonial
part of the occasion was greatly welcomed by
most members of the Corps.
The Saturday of the following week brought
the Gymkhana. We were lucky in having
excellent weather, which no doubt helped to
make it a great success. The trophies were
presented by Lt.-Col. P. B. I. O. Burge, M . C ,
the C O . of the Primary Training Centre at
Warwick. The P.T. display contained much
new material, and the Instructor, Mr. King,
and the Leader, Sgt. Symes, are to be
congratulated on producing a very enjoyable
display at rather short notice.
After the Gymkhana, the Corps reorganized
as usual for the House Company Competition,
which is to be held on Field Day, July 21st.
This year, however, officers and C S . M . ' s a r e
taking an active part in training with their
Houses. A further Certificate " A " examination is being held in July, and candidates are
receiving separate training under C.S.M.
Lowing, P.S.I., and C.S.M. Gatty.
The Signals Platoon have been very fortunate this year, in t h a t Lt. Buttle, whom we
welcomed to the Corps in January, is late of
the Royal Corps of Signals. The N.C.O. in
charge of the platoon, Cpl. Booth, is to be
congratulated on being awarded his Assistant
Instructor's Certificate.
Motor Cycling
Instruction, under Sgt. McKellen, finished a t
the end of last term, but a passing-out test is
to be held this term. The band, under
L/Cpl. Bennett, gave us some anxious
moments earlier in the year, but we are glad
to report t h a t it was up t o its usual good
standard in time for the Inspection.

MANN,

Senior C.S.M.
A.T.C. REPORT
AT the end of last term, the command of the
School Flight of the A.T.C. changed hands.
Flt./Lt. Hall, who formed the Flight six years
ago under the difficult, war-time conditions of
1940, has relinquished his post of Officer-incharge of the Flight. It is undoubtedly due
to his enthusiasm, hard work and perseverance
that the Flight has gained a fine reputation in
all aspects of its work and sport, and t h a t i t
has been able to maintain its strength quite
comfortably whilst other Flights have had t o
disband. As a small token of its appreciation
for his services, the Flight presented Flt./Lt.
Hall with a silver cigarette case. Mr. Mathews,
an Army Artillery Officer during the War, is
taking over Command of t h e Flight.
Pilot Officer Smith, who has given very
valuable instruction in Astro-Navigation,
Calculations, Morse and Shooting, also left t h e
Flight at the end of last term. His place is
being taken by Mr. Gess.
Section B cadets have continued training
for Proficiency this term—with the emphasis
on drill, to make up for lost time last term.
Section A, apart from their routine training,
have had a series of very enlightening lectures
from Mr. Mathews on " Fighter Interception."
There is still some doubt about this year's
Camp, as our first application was refused.
However, it is hoped t h a t the Camp will
materialize, as it plays a vital part in t h e
training of Cadets.
J.

R.

LAMBOURN,

Fit. /Sgt.
THE SCOUT GROUP
T H I S term has been one of good progress in
the four Troops. A number of Scouts have
passed the 1st Class tests.
The week-end camping programme a t
Woodcote has been carried out in spite of the
weather difficulties at the beginning of the
term. Two patrols are entered for the
Divisional Junior Camping Competition.
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The Troops are taking part in the Divisional
sports to be held at the Blue Coat School on
14th June, and in the Birmingham and
District Rally a t Handsworth Park on 5th

July.

Three Scouts are going to the International
Jamboree near Paris in August. The Summer
Camp will be at Brixham, in South Devon.
The Field Day will be held as usual in July,
when it is hoped to put into operation an
ambitious scheme which has twice had to be
postponed owing to bad weather.
W.T.B.
BELGIUM
DURING the Easter vacation, two consecutive
parties, each consisting of about twenty-five
boys from the School, went to Belgium for a
week, making the Hotel St. Dominique, in
Bruges, their headquarters. On the outward
journey the sea-crossing was made via Dover
and Ostend, taking about four hours. On the
return trip we hugged the Belgian and French
coasts right down to Cap Griz Nez, passing
the famous Dunkirk beaches on the way, and
then crossed the Channel back to Dover.
Conditions were extremely favourable for
both parties ; the sea was almost dead calm
for all the crossings, and the weather remained
fine for the whole fortnight. These were
important factors in the success of the visits.
The impression t h a t we had left the
somewhat grim reality of the English world
and entered the demi-paradise of pre-war
Continental life was first gained on the boat, as
we reclined in luxurious lounges and saloons.
Refreshments were abundant for those who
wanted them. The gentle rolling of the boat
and the cool breeze added to our serenity.
Following the rapid disembarkation, the
Customs' Shed at Ostend presented no
difficulties, as we were allowed through
without inspection.
The short train journey from Ostend to
Brudges was effected at high speed, in
third-class compartments which compared
unfavourably with their British counterparts.
The station at Bruges proved to be a place of
contrasts—the rather dirty platforms were
not a t all in keeping with the magnificent,
cork-floored entrance hall. The hotel was
reached in almost pitch darkness at about
10-0 p.m., Belgian time.
Both parties were very fortunate in having
t h e hotel to themselves. The food was
excellent, and we were supplied with all
possible amenities. Sleeping accommodation
was comfortable, the only mild grumbling
arising on a certain night when everyone
jumped into a " F r e n c h " (or " apple-pie ")
bed. The St. Dominique is certainly a hotel
to be recommended to anyone wishing to stay
in Bruges.

On the first morning after our arrival i
were taken on a conducted tour roui
Bruges. I t is a fine old city, and ve
picturesque. There are several outstandi
buildings, including the Cathedral, t h e Chur
of Notre Dame, the world-famous Belfry ai
the Basilica, a Chapel in which is kept a phi
t h a t is supposed to contain some of Chrisl
blood. There is also a theatre and son
cinemas. A French play was produced at tl
theatre, which was only about one-third ful
b u t boys hoping to see French or Belgi,
films were disappointed, as the films showii
them were either English or American, wii
French and Flemish sub-titles. Incidental!
nearly everyone in Bruges speaks French ar
Flemish fluently, and varying degrees
English and German, so there was i
language difficulty in making purchase
Accustomed as we are to English austerit
we marvelled at the shops, full of luscioi
cakes, fresh fruit, sweets, etc.
Certai
commodities, such as butter and sugar, ai
theoretically rationed, and furniture
difficult to obtain ; b u t practically anythir
may be bought—at a price—on the ope
black-market which exists in all Belgia
towns. Shopping is very easy in Bruges, as
certain percentage of each type of shop is ope
every day of the week. Adding to th
attractiveness of the city is the appearance c
its inhabitants, most of whom are wel
dressed. Nearly all the boys and girls wea
white socks, and many of the boys wea
plus-fours.
The country round Bruges is flat, havin
been reclaimed from the sea, intersected b;
canals and criss-crossed by irrigatioi
channels ; there are no hedges. Boats ma;
be hired on the canals in the towns, nearly al
of which have cobbled streets ; many of th
main roads are cobbled as well. One sooi
becomes used to driving on the right-han(
side of the road, and cannot help noticing thi
ultra-styling of the latest American cars
About half the cars are American, th<
remainder being French and Italian. Possibl)
one in thirty is British—somewhat disappointing to the Englich visitors who have recentlj
heard so much about our export trade.
Belgian trams are far superior to theii
British counterparts. They are all singledeckers with definite standing-room at each
end. Normally they travel singly, but during
rush periods tandem or triple cars are used.
I t is not unusual to see a miniature goods
train run through the middle of Bruges along
the tramlines !
The amount of freedom which we were
allowed enabled us to branch out in all
directions from Bruges, and to get to know
something about Belgium and its peopleMany of us went to t h e coast and found the
coastal multi-tramway system very useful.
Along the coast, behind the sand-dunes, there
is also a road on which one may hire 2-3-4 or
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5-seat pedal-cars. In many places the dunes
are still mined, and it is significant t h a t
collaborators are being used to clear them.
Each party had a day's outing to Brussels,
travelling by motor-coach.
En route we
stopped at a cafe where an artist " painted "
pictures by allowing different coloured sands
to filter through his fingers on to an almost
horizontal blackboard. The tone variations
were admirable. Although we had only a
few hours in Brussels, we were able to see
many of its awe-inspiring buildings and
pleasant boulevards. It is an extremely
attractive and busy capital. We stopped a t
Ghent on the way back, visiting its Cathedral
and Belfry.
Throughout our trip to Belgium, we were
impressed by the efficiency of the organization
behind our travels. This is no small tribute
to the work and time put in by Mr. and Mrs.
Biggs. They looked after us without restricting our movements in the slightest degree.
We would all like to thank them most
sincerely for their efforts, for they undoubtedly
made the trips the great successes t h a t
they were.
In conclusion, it is worth noting t h a t many
new friendships were established with Belgian
people, and that we began to understand their
way of life, two factors which, magnified
many times, are vitally important for worldwide peace and security. We hope t h a t there
will be many more such visits in the near
future.
J.R.L.
L.R.M.
DAMON RUNYON
I N New York last year there occurred the
death of Damon Runyon, one of the foremost
humorists in modern American literature,
and the creator of t h a t unique literary style
known as Runyonese. His Broadway stories,
which began to appear early in the 30's, stand
as an imperishable record of New York life
under Prohibition and its attendant evils. The
stories are mainly about the doings of tough
guys such as Rusty Charley, Louie the Lug
or Milk Ear Willie, or importers of wet goods
like Dave the Dude and Angie the Ox, and all
the other hangers-on of the New York
underworld. The stories are told through the
mouth of one of these small-time guys, a
likeable character who makes a few bobs here
and there carrying messages between different
gangs in the importing business, and playing
the horses. He very modestly passes himself
off as a guy who is just around and about.
The things that happen to him and his
acquaintances are always reported in the
historic present, and this gives a peculiar

tang and vividness to his tale. Runyon's
narrator has a delightful strain of understatement in his nature when talking about the
activities of his tough guys. He says that he
is " greatly opposed to anything illegal " and
yet he seems to be on very friendly terms
with killers, hoodlums, crap-shooters and
speak-easy proprietors. His sense of morality
is very elastic, as is revealed by this vignette :
" Personally I do not approve of guys using
false pretences on dolls except of course when
nothing else will do." Sometimes Runyon
touches upon the pathetic, as in the story of
Little Pinks, the bus boy, and Lasses, b u t
always with t h a t dispassionate simplicity
which typifies all his work. It is as a coiner ,
of slang, however, t h a t Runyon has his
greatest popularity. As a sports writer he
was forced to invent and popularize thousands
of new expressions to describe things vividly.
He became, along with Walter Winchell and
Dorothy Parker, one of t h e ten great influences
upon American slang. The vocabularies of
his stories may have been synthetic, but they
were quickly taken up by the rest of the
nation. He uses some nine different synonyms
for " woman," including " doll, broad,
pancake, tomato, woolooh, Judy, beautiful,
pretty and fuzz," and that, as Runyon would
say, is quite some. In spite of this propensity
for slang, Runyon observes an almost religious
purity of grammar ; his spelling is impeccable
and his style is cultural and free from
vulgarity. As for Damon Runyon's wit, it is
like a depth charge. It sinks through t h e •
mind unnoticed and then suddenly explodes.
Perhaps the greatest appeal of Runyon's
stories is t h a t " many legitimate guys are
much interested in the doings of tough guys,
and consider them very romantic." And
they certainly are tough guys. One critic has
accused them of being sentimentalists a t
heart, but there is nothing mushy about t h e
way Ollie Ortega sticks a knife in Joey
Perhaps' throat or Harry the Horse puts t h e
slug on two coppers who get in his way.
Runyon says about Rusty Charley, another
temperamental killer, t h a t he will often shoot
guys in the head or the stomach if they annoy
him, which is quite often. No one feels much
sorrow when " the Brain " gets carved up
some and finally hauls off and dies, or when
Angie t h e Ox gets cooled off ; t h e appeal of
Runyon characters lies in their aliveness and
their complete integration. Even though
they are gangsters and murderers they have
plenty of zing and get quite a belt out of life.
Perhaps a sufficiently intriguing picture of
these stories has been given to lead to a wider
appreciation of Runyon's works. Runyonese
is not an easy language to master ; it is full
of subtleties and unexpected wit, but it has
done much to develop the vitality and
expressiveness of contemporary American
slang.
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T H E N E E D FOR POLITICAL
EDUCATION

c.v.s.
I T is only too true that if the works of every
composer of slight musical worth were
frequently performed, greater compositions
would remain eternally unplayed and unheard
of ; accordingly, whilst the master works are
repeated in the manner of a medicinal dose,
three times a day, the lesser music recedes
into an unsearchable oblivion, from whence it
can only be reclaimed by those who put it
there. It is the great misfortune of Charles
Stanford that his music has been allowed to
sink into this vast library of discarded
works.

»

His greatest resources lay in his excellent
memory, and in his ability to impart to others
his immense knowledge ; yet in spite of this,
none but his earliest works has any trace of
purely academic formality. He combined
with technical skill a strong personal style,
reminiscent partly of his native country (he
was Irish by descent), and partly of his
career at Trinity College, Cambridge, where
he was organist for nineteen and Professor of
Music for thirty-seven years. His genius and
ability showed themselves early, and were
soon recognized by such figures as Tennyson,
who invited Stanford to compose incidental
music to t h e play " Queen Mary," and by
many of the most notable musical institutions
of the country, who requested him to direct
performances of his own works. In recognition
of his services to music, he was granted the
honorary degree of Mus.D. a t Oxford in 1883,
and Cambridge in 1888 ; he was knighted in
1901.
His output was tremendous, but from a list
including seven symphonies, nine operas,
seven concertos, four masses and two
oratorios, only a few short choral works and
two Irish rhapsodies for orchestra remain in
general use. His organ works were slightly
more fortunate, as was also his church
music. In his settings of the services of the
church, he set an entirely new standard
which has seldom been equalled since his
death in 1924.
Stanford was an outstanding figure, both
as a composer and as a conductor, b u t at
present he tends to be overlooked beside the
names of Elgar, Parry and Vaughan Williams,
and consequently he has never achieved his
rightful place in the history of British music,
although he was responsible, during his long
professorship at the Royal College of Music,
for the training of nearly all the composers of
t h e present day. At the expiration of the
forward surge in contemporary music, less
chaotic judgment may perhaps restore him
to the deserved place of esteem he held in his
lifetime.
R.T.P.

T H E world is in a state of chaos. That fact
is only too obvious. This chaos is the result
of the most devastating war t h a t mankind
has ever experienced. I would not attempt
the immense task of diagnosing the causes of
this calamity, but I feel t h a t we may safely
assume t h a t its approach was hastened to a
great extent by the development of false
political philosophies, which in spite of their
falsity were strongly supported. This was
mainly because all political reasoning and
education had ceased, and thus the people,
their minds stagnated, followed blindly in the
chase of their single ideal. It was not too
much politics they had, b u t too little.
Furthermore, these ideals of Fascism, and
perhaps Communism, could only breed and
expand because they were separated from
religion. Any political theory which does not
have a religious basis will result in evil, for
both religion and politics should be concerned
primarily with the great question of Right and
Wrong, and are thus inseparably linked.
Let us be sure of what we mean by
" politics." It is the art of governing justly
the lives of men and women, and as such need
have little to do with pamphlets, posters and
speeches.
Rightly considered, political
theory is co-extensive with all those branches
of knowledge which treat of the eternal
principles on which depend human happiness
and prosperity.
And now, with the politics of the world
leaning heavily towards the Left, we hear
still the cry of " Power in the hands of the
People." This, we all assume, is a democratic
fundamental. Of course, it is doubtless a very
noble principle. But one wonders whether
t h e People are in any fit state to wield this
vast power. How much concentrated and
unbiased reasoning goes on in the mind of
each elector before he casts his vote ? Does
he realize that governemnt is no longer a
mysterious art practiced in far-off Westminster ? Has he still no time for politics, while
politics has more and more time for him ?
The widespread apathy of the last election is
indicative of his outlook. If he makes the
effort to vote at all, he may possibly ask
himself one question : '' What will this partydo for me ? " No, our ordinary elector must
be taught politics. He must learn about the
problems of the day, and he must accept his
duties as well as his rights. For the government of a country is only a mirror of the
opinions of those who support it, and thus,
if we can build up an electorate which is
discerning and well-informed, then the
theories and principles for which they stand
will approach nearer the ideal on which the
factors of authority and liberty are
harmoniously balanced.
G.F.B.L.
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CONTINENTAL BIRMINGHAM
I T has been observed that, on newsreels,
Birmingham has a distinctly Continental
look. It is apparent t h a t we are gradually
changing from the smoky heart of England
into a sort of Ville Lumiere. Soon, gay bands
of revellers will be frolicking down the
laburnum-shaded Boulevards of Broad Street.
The sound of barrel-organs and pianolas will
jostle with the cries of cabbage-vendors in the
side-streets of Duddeston and Acock's Green,
while along the Hagley Road, innumerable
guitar-players will lounge under scarletstriped awnings, serenading the noon-day sun.
Under immense beach-umbrellas, the habitues
of the cafes of New Street and Colmore Row
will sip their aperitifs and exchange vivacious
banter with the passing crowds, and at night
the city will become one inferno of floodlights,
bonfires and unlicensed revelry. The old Bull
Ring will recover some of its former glories.
On Market Day the thoroughfare will become
a screaming motley of vegetable-stalls and
chestnut-barrows, shoelace-hawkers, cheapjacks, fruit and candy hucksters, hurdygurdy men, quacks and flower-sellers, amongst
whom would stroll brown-faced farmers,
raucous old salt-women, handsome gypsies
flashing their shrewd black eyes, and blueoveralled workmen on the look-out lor a
bargain.
If, by any chance, you think this could
never happen—look out ! Anyone who
remembers the street celebrations on VE
night will know t h a t the people have the true
Continental spirit underneath, The wartime
experiment of Plays in the Parks and
municipal amusements have taken the starch
out of Birmingham's social life, and t h e
avant-garde of the new gospel from across the
Channel are already entrenched within the
city walls. The two focal-points of Continentalism, the spots from which the leavening
will spread through the whole, are the
International Centre, where riotously-dressed

Slavs and Magyars congregate with luscious
excitable Frenchmen : and the Indian
quarter around Belgrave Road and Summer
Lane. As the influx of foreigners proceeds,
Birmingham will become the meeting-place
of a thousand races. Sallow-faced Chinese
and West Indians will rub shoulders with a
boisterous cosmopolitan crowd of dark,
sinewy Africans, with blue-eyed Danes and
laughing Italians. Out of this fusion will
arise a gayer, more vivacious Birmingham,
exulting in its colourful streets, pulsating
with life and poetry, proud of its houses and
parks and gardens, always ready for sport or
siesta.
D.A.C.
OUR C O N T E M P O R A R I E S
The Laxtonian ; The Herefordian ; Bristol
G.S. Chronicle ; The St. Edward's School
Chronicle ; The Barrovian ; The Ousel; The
Shenstonian ; The Vigornian ; The Burian ;
The Pavilion ; The Ulula ; The Holt School
Magazine ; The Leys Fortnightly.

STOP PRESS
W E bring the printing-presses grinding to a
stop to bring you news of a major sensation
that has hit the School. For six years, King
Edward's has been blissfully sitting on top of
a powder-keg, or, to be more exact, a bomb.
The discovery of 250-lb. of high-explosive
within a stone's throw of the School buildings
was received with mixed feelings of amusement
and apprehension. The city's defence forces
were rapidly mobilised to save 1,000 happy
boys and girls from playing with the missile.
But, by the morning of Thursday, June 12th,
all t h a t remained of the bomb was a hole in
the road. King Edwards' day of glory had
come and gone.
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King Edward's School Club
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS FOR YEAR APRIL 1st, 1946, to MARCH 3 l s t , 1947
EXPENDITURE

INCOME

£
Governors' Grant
Levett t r u s t
Heath Testimonial Fund
Mayo Trust
Old Boy's Permanent Contributory Fund . .
Solomon Memorial Trust
Honorary Members' Subscriptions
Boys' Subscriptions
Grant from School Stock

200
10
10
16
7
2
68
166
60
£542

s. d.
0
10
17
7
7
7
1
10
0

0
0
0
0
10
11
6
0
0

1 3

(Signed) j . C. ROBERTS, Hon. Treasurer.

£
Football
Cricket
Athletics
Swimming
Fives
Chess

82
172
3
23
8
7

CHRONICLE

182

Printing and Stationery
Postage and Telephone
Bank Charges
Civics Society
Geographical Society
Anglo-French Society
Ground Upkeep
Sundries

32
9
0
1
0
1
13
5

s. d.
13
4
1
13
16
14
10
10
0
5

10J
6i
0

2
10
6
6
10
4*

0
9 6

10 6
10 0
0 6
9 6

Examined and found correct.
J. ALEXANDER

~l . ,

R. T. HARRISON fHon-

.

A

uditors.

Receipts for year ending March, 31st, 1947,
Balance brought forward, April 1st, 1946 .
TOTAL

542 1 3
5 16 71
17

101

Expenditure for year ending March 31st, 1947 544 10

l\

Balance carried forward, April 1st, 1947. . . .

/547

£3

7

3

£544 10
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EDITORIAL
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No. 310

emphasis will again fall on Dichtung rather
than Wahrhe.it. We look forward to the
blossoming of the School's poetic genius with
mixed feelings of hope and apprehension,
but meanwhile we have restricted severely
the number of original contributions in this
edition, since we feel that we would be
unjustified in thrusting them down the throat
of an unwilling and often unappreciative
public.
Thus we have tried to please everyone.
No doubt we have failed. But as you read
our three hundred and tenth edition, with
all its imperfections, have pity on us and
remember . . . " I t was written down by a
hand t h a t waited for the heart's prompting ;
it is the CHRONICLE of a solitary, hidden
anguish, struggle, trust, and triumph."
G.F.BX.

ONCE again your weary Chronicler takes up
his pen to preface this, the three hundred and
tenth edition, with the remarks of doubtful
significance t h a t appear so regularly in this
column.
But before we descend to the inevitable
and monotonous topic of Editorial Policy,
we must record an event of whose significance
we have little doubt. We refer to the recent
instigation of a movement which, we are
told, is calculated to develop in the School
that spirit of responsibility and leadership
which is so sadly lacking to-day. Already,
in splendid isolation, the Sixth Form looks
down, with frigid and supercilious detachment, upon what have been disparagingly
termed the " Lower Divisions "; already it is
becoming increasingly conscious of the
" rights " and privileges which it feels t h a t
it deserves. But it remains, nevertheless, a
NOTES AND NEWS
divided, heterogeneous collection of independent elements—elements which have been
ON Thursday, November 20th, the School
too long content to pursue their own narrow was granted a holiday in honour of the
and individual courses. The Sixth Form, as marriage of H.R.H. the Princess Elizabeth
such, cannot become a powerful and positive
with H.R.H. Prince Philip, the Duke of
influence within the School unless we can Edinburgh.
weld these elements into a cohesive unity,
We congratulate :
unless we can reconcile linguistic incantation
J. A. Bagley, J. Bradley, A. Y. Drummond,
with scientific sorcery.
J. R. Harrison, A. J. Huggard, J. M. B. Moss,
This is not meant to be a sermon, though we
C. R. Reese and J. N. H. Skerrett on being
realize t h a t it stands in great danger of
awarded State Scholarships.
becoming one. It is, rather, a call to action.
G. A. Allcott on being awarded a Mining
For, although the past decade has seen many Scholarship at Birmingham University.
disruptions in the normal life of the School,
J. B. Morris, J. Bradley, J. M. B. Moss,
we must realize t h a t they are now behind us.
A. Y. Drummond and J. A. Bagley on
No longer can we use the war as a ready excuse being awarded City of Birmingham Major
for our shortcomings. Let us hasten to Scholarships.
re-establish the reputation of our great
G. D. Parbrook, M. Laister, J. K. Jones,
School, and let us ensure that the present
and A. J. Huggard on being awarded
generation of Edwardians will leave behind
Entrance
Scholarships
to
Birmingham
a legacy of which they need not be ashamed. University.
But what can we write of the CHRONICLE
J. M. Dolphin and J. R. Larnbourn on
itself ? We have no startling changes of
being awarded Open Entrance Scholarships
editorial policy to announce. Yet we do not to Birmingham University.
apologize for our lack of imagination in this
D. J. G. Sells on being awarded the Bache
respect, since we believe t h a t t h e policy of
Memorial Cup.
the CHRONICLE should be consistent.
It
S. J. Blood and M. J. Apps on being
should aim a t providing a sincere and
awarded Dale Memorial Medals.
adequate reflection of the life of'the School—
P. R. Hardwick on being awarded the
a reflection in which both intellectual and
Hammond Debating Trophy.
athletic activities should be presented in thenLast term we bade farewell t o :
proper perspective.
Mr. R. E. Greenway and Mr. R. M. Cooper,
In spite of much Philistine opposition, we who have been appointed H.M. Inspectors of
hope to publish in March the second of our
Schools.
literary issues—an issue in which the
Mr. G. L. Stagg, who has been appointed
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Head of the Spanish Department at Nottingham University College.
Mr. M. Deutschkron, who has gone to
Redditch County High School.
Mr. C. C. Kuper, who has gone to Wellingt o n College.
Mr. W. E. Crowther and Mr. J. Lambert,
who have retired.
Mr. Lambert came to us in September,
1936, as Chemistry Master and for the last
two years he had held the post of Senior
Chemistry Master.
His activities were,
however, by no means confined to the
classroom, for he acted as stage manager to
the many excellent productions of the
Dramatic Society ; but he will, perhaps, be
best remembered for his work in the J.T.C.,
of which he was Commanding Officer during
the difficult war years, 1939-1946. Under his
enthusiastic command the Corps reached an
extremely high standard of efficiency and
many old boys who had distinguished service
careers will remember with gratitude the
sound training which they received at his
hands in their early days.
We welcome to the Staff this term :
W. H. Babb, Esq., B.A., who served with
the Intelligence Corps in the Middle East
during the war, and who comes to us from
Ardingly College, Sussex.
G. R. V. Dowling, Esq., B.A., who, as a
Lieut. R.N.V.R., commanded Ocean Escort
Vessels and M.T.B.'s during the war, and
who comes from Bickley Hall School. He
was the Sprint Champion of the Midland
Counties in 1938.
A. C. Gosling, Esq., M.A., who served with
the Intelligence Corps during the war, and
who was teaching previously at Carlisle
Grammar School.
J. B. H u m , Esq., A.T.D., who, having joined
the Staff as the temporary assistant to
Mr. Crowther, has been appointed permanent
Art Master.
A. Hurrell, Esq., B.A., an Old Edwardian
and a Cambridge " Blue," who was previousl}'
engaged on research work.
R. M.. Osborne, Esq., B.A., an Oxford
"Blue," who served with the Oxford and Bucks
Light Infantry—a part of uhe 6th Airborne
Division—during the Normandy Campaign.
W. L. Whalley, Esq., M.A., who served
with the R.A.F. during the war, and who was
previously Senior Geography Master a t
Hertford Grammar School.
We regret that, owing to a severe illness,
Major F . J. Williams was unable to be with
us this term, b u t we are glad to hear t h a t he
is recovering satisfactorily and we hope to
see him again at the beginning of next term.
Meanwhile, we welcome in his place A. N.
Willis, Esq., B.A.
We congratulate J. G. Harrison on winning
the Warwickshire Closed Tennis Singles, and
also the Deykin Cup for the best all-round
performance.

We congratulate General Sir William Slim
G.B.E., K.C.B., D.S.O., M.C., O.E., on
receiving the Honorary Freedom of the City
of Birmingham, and on being appointed a
full-time member of the Railway Executive,
under the British Transport Commission.
We congratulate the Rev. Dr. W. F.
Howard, O.E., on being awarded the Birkett
Bronze Medal of the British Academy for
distinguished contributions to Biblical studies.
We congratulate W. P. Gilpin, Esq., O.E.,
on being appointed Canon Residentiary of
Gloucester Cathedral.
We congratulate Dr. H. W. Featherstone,
O.E., on receiving the degree of Doctor of
Laws at Edinburgh University.
We congratulate :
R. W. Heath on being re-awarded 1st XV.
Colours.
G. A. Allcott and D. B. Dickinson on being
awarded 1st XV. Colours; and B. Lobb,
P. Hutchings, C. N. Buckley, I. R. McClelland,
A. J. Homer, R. M. N, Molesworth, P. A.
Feltham, P. E. D. Coates, R. F. Griffiths, and
A. E. H. Turner on being awarded 2nd XV.
Colours.
Also J. G. Pardoe, J. R. Charlesworth and
T. R. Reese on being awarded School Cricket
Colours.
Also D. B. Dickinson on being re-awarded
School Swimming Colours ; and A. J. Ireland
and L. J. Lawson on being awarded School
Swimming Colours.
Also J. B. Ludlow, L. J. Lawson, R. M.
Cook and J. G. Harrison on being re-awarded
School Shooting Colours ; and R. G. Manning
on being awarded School Shooting Colours.
The following were appointed Prefects at
the beginning of the term :
R. M. Cook.
B. M. Cooper : Captain of Rugby Football ;
Captain of Athletics.
A. Y. Drummond : Secretary of the Scientific Society.
T. T. G a t t y : Secretarv of Mr. Dunt's
House ; C.S.M. in J.T.C.
R. F . Griffiths : Recorder of the School
Club ; Secretary of Mr. Copland's House.
J. B. Ludlow : Captain of Shooting;
Secretarv of the Musical Society.
R. G. Manning : C.S.M. in J.T.C.
M. Van Ments : Secretary of the Dramatic
Society ; T.L. in Scouts.
J. G. Pardoe : Captain of Cricket.
J. H. Tabberer.
P. E. Tidsall: T.L. in Scouts.
OBITUARY
Dr. S. Weikersheimer
IT is with very deep regret that we record
the death in Selly Oak Hospital early this
term of Dr. S. Weikersheimer. He came to
K.E.S. in January, 1941 as a temporary
member of the Staff at the invitation of
Mr. E. T. England. A shy and retiring man.
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he became well-known to only a few of his
colleagues, but those of us who knew him
best learned to appreciate full}- his gentle
humour, his unfading interest in his work and
his devotion to it.
He left us at the end of last term, and
had just taken up his new appointment on
the staff of the Central Technical College
when he was taken ill. Our sincere sympathy
goes out to his widow in her bereavement.
E.V.S.
C. G. Naish
We announce with regret the death of
Mr. C. G. Naish, O.E., Warden of Kingsmead,
the missionary settlement near Birmingham.
He was sixty-two.
C. H. Allcock
We regret to announce the death at
Aberdovey of Mr. Charles Howard Allcock,
O.E., formerly a Fellow of Emmanuel
College, Cambridge, an assistant master a t
Wellington College, and senior mathematical
master at Eton College, and, in his day, a
well-known cricketer.

the Old Edwardians' Association, of which
he was joint secretary. He was ready to give
advice at all times, and was keenly interested
in the welfare of his boys ; several of his
pupils afterwards achieved distinction in the
world of art. His own son, an O.E., killed
on active service in the late war, was to have
followed in his father's footsteps and become
an artist.
Among his colleagues, Mr. Crowther was
an outspoken critic and an entertaining
companion. To watch him describe something with the aid of a pencil and paper was
a delight. He has been with us so long t h a t
it is hard to believe he is not still here.
His measured, deliberate tread will be greatly
missed. May he have better health, pleasant
summer days on his yacht, and a long and
happ}' retirement with Mrs. Crowther.
To both of them the School sends a sincere
greeting.
N.J.F.C.
SPEECH DAY

THAT Speech Day, when we revive memories
of the past year, should be held in the late
glow of summer is most fitting ; .that Big
W. E. CROWTHER
School should not be large enough to contain
the School and its guests is, on the other hand,
most unfortunate.
For this, the one
An Appreciation
ceremonial function of the year, demands for
W I T H the retirement of Mr. Crowther, the
its complete celebration the presence of the
Staff loses one of its oldest members, and the
whole School and its visitors.
School a devoted friend. No one who saw
the art exhibition at the school Open Day
This year, on October 3rd, Big School once
last winter could fail to understand the
again resounded with the School Song, and
immense value of Mr. Crowther's work as a
the proceedings took their usual course.
teacher. Himself an artist of distinction,
The Head Master prefaced his report with a
whose influence extended far beyond the
summary of the efforts of. the Foundation to
School, he drew out the best in all his pupils.
provide a liberal education for deserving boys
An Old Edwardian, Mr. Crowther joined
of all ranks of society, without the interthe Staff in 1919, coming to us from King
vention of either the State or the City.
Edward's, Aston. Those of us who recall
An academic training was, in the face of the
the days at New Street will not forget the
times, the essential preliminary to a life of
art room at the very top of the building,
responsibility. Mr. Morris drew attention to
where most of his work was done and where the installation of the Honours Boards,
the voluntary classes were held on half- which, he said, had a p a r t to play in reinholiday afternoons. Here many a boy found
stating the traditional atmosphere of the
his gift of self-expression;
others, less
School. He also welcomed to the ceremony
inclined to work, have felt curiously foolish.
the Lord Mayor and the Lady Mayoress, who
Crowther had a way of quietly calling you
had visited the School a few days previously,
up to his desk without appearing to look up
and made warm mention of the members of
from his work. He just left you standing the Staff, new and old. He paid tribute to
by his side, not knowing what he or you were the work of the Lord Bishop of Birmingham
going to do next. But despite his acid
as Bailiff of the Foundation, whom he
comments there lurked a friendly humour
called upon to present the prizes.
behind that inscrutable smile.
After the presentation Dr. Barnes spoke ;
One of the main features of Speech Days
he did not differ radically from the Head
at New Street was Mr. Crowther's exhibition
Master when he said t h a t there was room for
of School Art in the upper corridor. He was technical beside academic training, but t h a t
in charge of the scenery for the Dramatic
both must imply a search for higher things.
Society ever since the School plays started
The Lord Mayor, who spoke after the Bailiff,
in 1921. He gave unstinted help to School
also stressed the importance of spiritual
swimming, being for many years the Chairman
values.
of the swimming committee.
H e also
The Head Master then presented the Bache
encouraged and supported chess in the School.
Memorial Cup and other trophies, t h e
He acted as liaison between the School and
recipients of which were largely in absentia
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owiug to the calls of National Service, and between K.E.S. and the Combined Grammar
the School Captain proposed a vote of thanks Schools took place. The result was the
to the Bailiff and the Governors.
inevitable draw. Thus the Conference ended
Then, with traditional solemnity, was sung
with amiable rivalry.
K.P.
William Blake's Gladstonbury Hymn, and ,
the ceremony closed with the National
OXFORD LETTER
Anthem.
J.D.M.
To the Editor, K.E.S. CHRONICLE.
DEAR SIR,

FOUNDATION CONFERENCE

Greetings.
This term few printable
rumours have come t o the ears of your
DURING the last week of July, the Schoolsi scribe, so on this occasion the Oxon brief
of the King Edward Foundation held their
must perforce be brief. The Genista Club
fourth Annual Conference.
An organi (that legendary and historical resort of
voluntary by Mr. Cranmer • preceded the: Oxon O.E's) is still, woe upon us, in abeyance
inaugural ceremony, which took the form of aL but there are subterranean stirrings and its
simple but sincere service. The Lord Bishopi resurrection is contemplated. At present,
of Birmingham was present a t this first: however, t h a t felicitous event is wrapt in the
session.
inscrutability of Nemesis.
Dr. Newton Friend, an Old EdwardianL
The fraternal element has appeared, for
and sometime Head of the Chemistry'
in B.N.C. can be found a brace of WIGDepartment
at
Birmingham
Technical1 MORES (A. E. and B. A.), sometime warriors
College, was our first speaker. For many ofE of His Majesty. Other ex-servicemen who
us he has brightened our hitherto gloomy'
have appeared this term are C. B. COLLINS
conception of mathematics, for his talk was3 (Balliol), who proposes t h a t Anglo-Saxon
at once interesting and humorous.
The;
should no longer be studied in the English
evening of the first day was occupied b y thei
Faculty, (A. D. DALMAN of Exeter seconds
Conference Dance. I t was in every way al. this), and A. N. MADDEN (Merton).
brilliant success, and especially did it serve3
Working hard this term for Finals, we
to create a friendly atmosphere for the3 believe, are H. A. J. G R E E N (B:N.C.)
Conference as a whole.
who has been seen taking friends to a famous
With delightful informality, Mr. Alec;
cafe of the town underworld, and R. S.
Robertson, the eminent musicologist, opened1 MOFFETT (Jesus) whom we interviewed in
the second day. He wandered with ease overr
the insalubrious catacombs of the Radcliffe
a wide range of musical subjects, and wass
Camera.
unperturbed by the attacks of jazz-fanaticss
J. P. COOPER (Magdalen) is now almost
and Tchaikovsky-lovers.
His charmings; indistinguishable from the history he has
manner could not fail to attract everyone.
so long and so effectively studied. J. N.
After tea, the Conference returned to Big;
ROWE (Balliol) continues, so far as we know,
School for a lecture by Dr. Mary Woodall.I. to apply himself to work, with deadlv
The lecturer had visions of attractivelyy imperturbability.
H. M.
BALLANCE
decorated houses in place of the drab,i,
(Magdalen) cycles in daily from a country
tasteless decoration which is so typical of>f house beyond the city pale. R. M. ACHESON
present-day domestic architecture and art.
(also of Magdalen) Continues to beam
Our fourth speaker was Mr. J. S. Fulton ofif
benignantly to the left and right.
Balliol College, wno, in true professional style,:,
The fresher element is sturdy. R. J.
elucidated the intricacies of the Europeann
ROBERTS has arrived at Magdalen ; he
problem. In the evening an entertainmentt
believes in labour of the political rather
was provided, in wThich piano and violina
than of the scholastic variety. J . J . PEARCE
soloists were followed on to the stage by
y
lives in an attic somewhere in Lincoln, while
snake-charmers, bridge-players and thugs.s. RODWAY and LONGSTAFFE no doubt
I t was indeed as enjoyable as it was varied.
1.
confirm and strengthen each other in
At the last session, Mr. Val Gielgudd
Wadham.
addressed the Conference. He was not happy
y
So much for what is printable—for the
about the position of the theatre in general—
rest, publish it not in Birmingham, nor tell it
about Stratford he was still less happy. Hee
abroad in the corridors of K.E.S. We close
advocated a national organization to solvee
by mentioning K. P . TYNAN (no fixed
the ever-present problem of finance in thee
abode), for otherwise no catalogue of events
world of true drama.
would bear perpetration.
He seemed to
During the week, several sporting events
:s understand the spirit of Love's Labour's Lost
were arranged. A tennis doubles match was
is when it was performed by the O.U.D.S. last
won b y Camp Hill girls' team, and, on the
ie term—we trust that there is no connection
same day, an athletics meeting was held at
it
with his private life.
The disease is
Eastern Road. The Conference was invited
d
evidently catching, for all we could get out
to the School Swimming Sports and, on the
ie of C. W. GOLBY (Worcester) was that he
last afternoon, t h e annual cricket match
h
also wanted to act.
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But the curtain must always fall, and so we
bid you adieu.
We remain, Sir, yours obediently,
OXONIENSIS.

CAMBRIDGE LETTER
To the Editor, K.E.S. CHRONICLE.
DEAR SIR,

Once again, we, who seek the " Scholar's
Crown " here, beside the reedy Cam, send
your our greetings and some small record of
our activities. Bowing to the modern craze
for statistics, we can inform you t h a t there
are fifty-five Old Edwardians of whose
presence in Cambridge we are aware, and,
lest you may believe that we depend on
mere numbers, be it known t h a t in our
midst there are three professors and no less
a prop of society than the present Senior
Proctor, J. H. P A R R Y (Clare). In C. A.
MAYOU (St. John's) we have the possessor
of the world's finest collection of tram
tickets, while J. C. SHARMAN'S (St. John's)
beard deserves more renown thau it has so
far attracted. A naval officer is also present
in C. L. F. MACMILLAN (Downing), who
intends to learn Russian.
Of the lesser mortals, H. G. A. H E R E WARD (St. John's) is married and we
seriously suspect him of being above
suspicion, but absolution from this fault
can certainly be given to B. H. McGOWAN
(Jesus), another married man. The Left
Wing is represented by E . S. WATERSON
(Pembroke), but B. E. SWINGLER (Peterhouse) must have had inside information
and realized that the Liberal Club gave
better teas. D. J. R E E S E (St. Catherine's)
and B. C. KENTISH (Christ's) are still
unashamed " hearty Rugger types," whereas
B. McNEIL-WATSON (Sidney Sussex),
perpetually emits an atmosphere of erudition
from the depths of an arm-chair, while
S. E. THOMAS (Jesus) apparently takes his
exercise by reciting Shakespeare from the
summit of ancient battlements.
G B.
BRITT (Caius), M. N. MOLES WORTH
(Sidney Sussex) and D. ROSE (Downing)
have had the sense t o hide their baser
activities from our enquiring eye.
Once again much new blood has appeared
from the Services. J. ALLEN (Trinity Hall)
proved such a chameleon t h a t we only
recognized him because he was accompanied
by J. D. BUSH and A. E. L. D E T H I E R R Y
of the same College. D. GROSS (St. John's)
already has the lawyer's facility for complete
irrelevance, but P. R. LANGHAM is made oi
sterner stuff, and, having successfully drunk
the captain under the table, now appears on
the Pembroke First XV. He also provides
us with a certain amount of colour relief at
Tudor Club meetings, which are normally
held, despite the owner's protests, in the
most ample quarters of S. LUCAS (Jesus).

Among t h e freshmen from School, P.
BERWICK (Jesus) appears to bear more
cares upon his shoulders than befits one so
young, but their youthful exuberance has
not entirely deserted G. W. GARDINER
(Christ's) and R. A. VOGT (Jesus) who both
swing a vigorous oar on the Cam, with, at
any rate, perfectly good intentions. Of
R. D. POYSER (Queen's) we know Utile
but suspect a great deal.
Here we must call a halt, lest we be
tempted to name the whole fifty-five, but,
before closing, we should like to express to
the School our hopes t h a t success may attend
its endeavours in every sphere during the
coming year.
We remain, Sir, yours obediently,
CANTABRIGIENSIS.

BIRMINGHAM LETTER
To the Editor, K.E.S. CHRONICLE.
D E A R SIR,

With an ever-expanding University it
becomes practically impossible to do justice
to the hordes of Old Edwardians who are
studying here. As our numbers run into
three figures, it is obvious t h a t this letter
can only skim the surface of a very deep
pool of Edwardian humanity.
Foremost in our thoughts should be the
Freshers. The youngest and most innocent
(-looking) is J. R. LAMBOURN, who won
an elimination quick-step at his first " H o p . "
The real babe, however, is J. A. MORGAN
who was still at School when term began—
and who, for all t h a t we see of him, might
still be there.
W e hear t h a t L. R. MANN refused a
tempting offer from the S.T.C. to help
" fiddle" t h e stores, and also t h a t M.
LAISTER has been seen a t odd times in
odd places. C. D. S K I N N E R and J. M.
WELLS have been seen at Conservative
meetings. The latter has taken up fencing.
We met Messrs. PARBROOKE and
DOLPHIN near the Medical School talking
in a strange tongue and waving Franc notes
of high denomination—Les spives francais
no doubt. We regret t h a t His Majesty has
taken a sudden interest hi C. E. H E R E WARD, J. E . A. R I P L E Y , R. M. TAUNTON
and A. K. DOWLE, b u t we hope to see them
again in two years time.
R. W. MORGAN'S car, which has been
going for fifteen years, has a t last gone.
He himself gained notoriety when he acted
as stage-manager for the Carnival Revue.
Also in this line of business is J. R. POVER
who looks after the B.U.D.S.
B. O. BAILEY still chooses odd forms of
entertainment, his latest effort being to
walk to Snowdon in three days. Another of
these hardy types is R. D. HARRISON
who apparently still carries the Scout and
Guide group on his back.
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The Medical Faculty abounds in our
fraternity. M. H. YOUNG, D. J. OAKLAND
and J. H. MORGAN are nearly Doctors,
while D. F. COLE, in the interests of Science,
took five times the hitherto supposedly lethal
dose of strychnine—and recovered. R. F.
F L E T C H E R returned from a climbing
holiday in the Pyrenees with the air of one
who has experienced Life. M. J. SILL and
J. D. BELT have entered the realms of
Clinical Medicine, although the latter seems
to be giving up his interest in Physiotherapy.
D. W. DAVIS' claim to fame is t h a t of
representing the 'Varsity in Bridge matches,
while J. R. FOSTER and J. C. DARK
organize the Medical Faculty in Sport.
K. T. C. McKENZIE is still one of the stars
of the 'Varsity Rugger team, and is ablv
supported by F. B. BUCKLEY.
Many more names come to mind b u t we
must close with mention of some of the
ex-servicemen. J. P. ANDREWS may be
seen dancing in the Founder's Room of the
Guild Club, and J E R R Y HAMBLIN, who
is our oldest member, sports the finest
moustache in the Union, and we do rather
care for it.
We remain, Sir, yours obediently,
BlRMINGHAMIENSIS.

HOUSE CHAMPIONSHIP, 1946-47.
Dunt's
Cooper's
Leeds'
Copland's

..

..

..

356-4
304 -7
259-9
177-4

pts.
pts.
pts.
pts.

MR. DUNT'S HOUSE REPORT.
FOR the fourth year in succession the House
has again maintained its lead. There is,
however, a strong threat to our supremacy
from Mr. Burgess' (late Mr. Cooper's) House.
In Rugger we came first, winning all the
cups, except those of the fourth team. We
were placed first in Shooting and, almost as a
matter of course, came first in Chess. There
were no Athletics last year, on account of the
bad weather. The House also did well to
win in Swimming, coming first both in
Standards and in the Sports.
In the House Company Competition we
were placed second. Although we had last
year a very large proportion of N.C.O's,
we have now comparatively few and, consequently, there will be a demand for
correspondingly greater keenness on the part
of all cadets. The P.T. Competition results
were very close. The competition was won
by Mr. Burgess' House, Mr. Dunt's House
coming third. We finished third in Cricket,
and this also was won by Mr. Burgess'
House.
Although the results are good, they give
no cause for over-confidence.
We face

strong rivalry and shall have to fight hard to
maintain our position.
We should like to thank Mr. Green waj-,
who leaves us this year, for his valuable
work on behalf of the House, and to welcome
Mr. Buttle, who takes his place as Assistant
House Master. We trust t h a t under his
leadership, together with t h a t of Mr. Dunt,
we shall again win the House Championship
in the coming year.
T.

T.

GATXY,

House Secretary.,
M R . LEEDS' H O U S E REPORT.
As successive Editors become more pressing,
so our report grows more depressing. Up
to Half-Term (the time of writing) the House
can claim to have won one Third Team Rugger
match and three Chess matches. But the
fight against Mr. Copland's House First XV
proves that, not barren of ability, we can
engender the right spirit—the spirit we
must have in the next round of Rugger, in
Fives, in Swimming, in Athletics, in P.T.,
in Shooting, in the Corps, and in Cricket.
A poor sedentary reputation we shall hold s
if Chess is all t h a t we can play with moderate
success. It is a crying shame that, with all
these diverse activities, the House should
harbour so many non-workers. The stigma
attached to such members of society ought to
be enough to make them come forward and
contribute firstly to the spirit of the House
and then to its success.
But let us see more responsibility, more
resolution, more energy, and more exhortation
from those who do participate, and the House
will not lack the name it has gained in years
past. We must be thankful t h a t Mr. Leeds
has not left us to devote himself to his duties
as Major Leeds. As it is, with his unflagging
support, we cannot despair.
J.

D.

MOUNTFORD,

House Secretary.
M R . COPLAND'S H O U S E R E P O R T .
T H E information that we were once '' Cock'
House " is received with incredulity by the
juniors and with indifference by the seniors.
From the ignominious position of bottom we
are once again making headway, for a surge
of enthusiasm exists in the middle school,
which should bear full fruit in the next two
years.
On the Rugger field, however, it has as yet
remained for the " old hands " on the first
fifteen pitch to save our name by winning two
of their first three matches, thereby leaving
the first team championship an open book.
The Chess team, still baffled by the superior
skill of Mr. Dunt's players, are yet securing a
few points, enough indeed to improve upon
our score of recent years. The Fives team
has shown determination ; it has won a match

'

and has unsuccessfully contested two others,
which, we are told, were good games.
After a final year as Assistant House
Master, Mr. Burgess has left us to take over
a House of his own, which, whilst we wish
him every success, we hope to beat in the
future. I n his place we welcome Mr. Parry
and we hope that, with Jiis assistance to the
continued and helpfur leadership of Mr.
Copland, we may this year improve our
position, if only to secure a precarious third
place.
R.

F.

GRIFFITHS,

House Secretary.
MR. B U R G E S S ' H O U S E REPORT.
LAST year, under the leadership of Mr. Cooper,
the House achieved second position in the
House Championship. The success of the
Cricket teams and the efforts of the members
of the J.T.C. compensated for our failure in
Rugger and in Swimming. We were very
successful in Fives and P.T., but the position
as regards Chess is still rather obscure to
those who do not play. I t is strongly

rumoured, however, t h a t we achieved second
place.
Unfortunately, Mr. Cooper left the School
last term, and, although he was with us for
only one year, the House rose from fourth to
second position. In his place we welcome
Mr. Burgess. The indications are that, under
his guidance, we shall improve on last year's
position.
At present we are leading in Rugger,
though Mr. Dunt's House have again proved
to be our bite-noire.
They are the only
House to have humbled our First and Second
X V s, while our Third X V have not yet lost
a match. Fives proceed as u s u a l ; let no
more be said. Chess and Shooting prospects
are good.
Thus it appears that we have a very good
chance of winning the House Championship
this year. We shall be able to do this if,
and only if, every member of the House
emulates Mr. Burgess and his assistant,
Mr. Bennett, in the general keenness t h a t
they always show.
J.

R.

HARRISON,

House Secretary.

RUGBY FOOTBALL—GENERAL REPORT
THIS season has been marked by general enthusiasm, but, with only two colours remaining
from last year—one forward and one three-quarter—it has been a difficult task to mould a
settled and experienced side from so small a nucleus. A s y e t , the team is far from settled and
has not found its feet, but, apart from inexperience, both injuries and illness have done much
to prevent the side from achieving the successes that it might have done. The pack has been
re-shuffled many times and now, with some match experience behind them and the development of more spirited and fiery play, they show promise of becoming a fine set of forwards.
The half-backs are improving and t h e three-quarters are potentially good, but t h e y must have
more determination and learn to run harder.
Scientifically, the tactics and general play of the team have improved beyond recognition,
and for this we have to credit the guidance and tuition of Mr. T. R. Parry, who has been so
patient and persevering, sacrificing his leisure hours to help the XV. In attack, it is good to
see both forwards and three-quarters throwing the ball about, and the forwards, often
instrumental in opening out the game, backing up and scoring. In defence, the backs are good,
but the teams' tackling and dropping-on could be improved, especially by the forwards in the
line-outs and loose scrums.
Generally the standard of play has improved, yet, throughout the School, boys seem to lack
the knowledge of correct and accurate passing. The only way to remedy this deficiency is to
inculcate correct passing when young.
The Second XV is again wholly inexperienced, but it should improve as the season
progresses. The Colts show great promise for the future but, in common with all Colts' XVs,
their results have so far been erratic.
I should like to thank Mr. J. D. Copland for his many years of service to School Rugby,
and to welcome Mr. G. C. Sacret as the new Master in charge of Rugby. I should also like to
thank Mr. Parry and Mr. Osborne for their excellent advice and practical tuition, and Mr.
Leeds, Mr. Buttle, Mr. Burgess, Mr. Hurrell, Mr. Nicholson, Mr. Bennett and Mr. Willis for
their enthusiasm and work in this sphere.
B. M.

COOPER,

Captain of Rugby Football.
RESULTS OF MATCHES
F I R S T XV.
SCHOOL V. O L D EDWARDIAN " E X I L E S "

XV.

Played on Saturday, September 27th. Home. Won 22-11.
Despite the size and weight of the Old Boys, the School played a fast, open game to beat
a less cohesive side. Although considerably lighter, the School often outplayed the Old
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Edwardian forwards, and the backs threw the ball about with ease. Scorers for the School were
B. M. Cooper (3) and Buckley (2).
SCHOOL V. DENSTONE COLLEGE.

Played on Saturday, October llth, Away. Lost 33-0.
For our first School match, an unsettled side met a strong and experienced Denstone XV.
Although the play was hard, the tackling was not all t h a t it should have been and the all-round
speed of the Denstone team, coupled with often superb combination, gave them a marked
superiority in all departments of the game. For the School R. W. Heath constantly rallied a
tired pack of forwards and B. M. Cooper and Harrison tackled well in the centre.
SCHOOL?;. K.E.G.S., F I V E W A Y S .

Played on Tuesday, October 14th. Away.

Won 14-0.

SCHOOL V. CHELTENHAM G.S.

Cancelled.
SCHOOL V. BEDFORD MODERN SCHOOL.

(Played on Bedford School pitch, b y courtesy of Bedford School.)
On Wednesday, October 22nd. Drawn. 11-11.
An extremely long coach journey did not help matters, and, although B. M. Coope:
first for the School, the forwards soon lapsed into tired and ineffectual play. Bedford
soon replied with a well-deserved try, leaving the score a t the interval " three all.'
half-time we were almost constantly pressed in our own half, and only keen tackling
School centres prevented Bedford from scoring more than a try and a goal. When all seemed
lost t h e School forwards made a long-delayed rally and, after a quick heel, Harrison cut
through and B. M. Cooper ran sixty yards to score a t r y which McClelland converted. Pressing,
Pardoe ran hard to score a t r y on the blind side.
SCHOOL V. BLOXHAM SCHOOL.

Played on Saturday, October 25th. Home. Lost 8-3.
Although B. M. Cooper scored in the first few minutes, the play soon degenerated into an
exhibition of "How Not to Play Rugby Football." The School forwards lacked any initiative
or fire and Bloxham scored two quick tries in the closing minutes of the game. Untidy
scrummaging and weak tackling lost what could have been a victory.
•

SCHOOL V. COTTON COLLEGE.

Played on Saturday, November 1st. Home. Won 51-7.
Hard, all-round play defeated a weakened Cotton College side. Scorers for the School
were B. M. Cooper (8), Harrison (2), Homer converting six tries.
SCHOOL V. BIRMINGHAM UNIVERSITY SECONDS.

Played on Wednesday, November Hth. Away. Lost 35-3.
A much strengthened University Second XV outplayed a lighter and less experienced
School side. Although the School forwards played extremely well, the speed and strength of
the older side was decisive.
SCHOOL V. OAKHAM SCHOOL.

Cancelled.
SCHOOL V. RATCLIFFE COLLEGE.

Played on Wednesday, November \2th. Away. Lost 22-8.
Outplayed forward, the School backs had no opportunity t o attack, and were almost
constantly on the defence. Ratcliffe played a hard, open game, and the School could only
reply with two tries. The first was scored by Turner after a three-quarter movement, and the
second by B. M. Cooper after Harrison had cut in.
SCHOOL V. BROMSGROVE SCHOOL.

Played on Saturday, November \5th. Home. Won 11-3.
After a hard struggle the School retained the Siviter-Smith Cup for a fifth year. Bromsgrove, held forward and outplayed behind the pack, were unable to prevent three tries, all
scored by B. M. Cooper, in the first half. After the interval there was no scoring and the game
developed into a tense fight, the School only throttling numerous Bromsgrove attacks by keen
tackling.
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SCHOOL V. WYGGESTON GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

Played on Saturday, November 22nd. Away.

Lost 23-10.

SCHOOL V. SOLIHULL SCHOOL.

Cancelled.
SCHOOL V. R.G.S., WORCESTER.

Played on Saturday, December Qth. Away.
SCHOOL V. K.E.S.,

Drawn 6-6

STOURBRIDGE.

Played on Saturday, December IZth.

Away.

SCHOOL V. K.E.G.S., ASTON.

Played on Wednesday, December 17th.

Home.

SECOND XV.

September 27—George Dixon's G.S., I
October
4—K.E.G.S., Camp Hill, I
11—K.E.S., Stratford, I
18—Cheltenham G.S., I I
25—Bloxham School, I I
November 1—Q.M.G.S., Walsall, I I
,,
8—Warwick School, I
,,
15—Bromsgrove School, I I
„
22—Sebright School, I
29—Solihull School, I I
December 6—George Dixon's G.S., I
13—R.G.S., Worcester, I I

Away
Lost
0-28
Away
Won
31- 9
Cancelled.
Home
Drawn 6 - 6
Away
Lost
3-17
Away
Lost
0-31
Away
Lost
0-55
Away
Lost
0-63
Away
Lost
0-19
Cancelled.
Home
Lost
0-14
Home

" U N D E R 15 " XV.

October

4—K.E.G.S., Camp Hill
11—Denstone College
18—Cheltenham G.S
25—Bloxham School
November 1—Q.M.G.S., Walsall
8—Warwick School
,,
15—Bromsgrove School

Away
Lost
Away
Lost
Cancelled.
Away
Won
Away
Drawn
Away Won
Home Won

19-28
3-21
22- 0
11-11
12-11
6- 0

•• U N D E R 14 " XV.

September 27—George Dixon's G.S
October
4—K.E.G.S., Camp Hill
18—Cheltenham G.S
,,
21—Moseley G.S
25—K.E.S., Stourbridge
November 15—K.E.G.S., Five Ways
22—Warwick School
29—Solihull School
December 6—George Dixon's G.S
13—R.G.S., Worcester

Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home

CHARACTERS OF THE XV.

Lost
0-39
Lost
0- 3
Lost
0-26
Drawn 5 - 5
Lost
0- 3
Won
23- 0

been an enthusiastic and understanding
Captain, his sterling example often rallying
B. M. COOPER {Captain) (1946-47-48) : the team in moments of difficulty.
A well-built centre three-quarter whose
(Captain of Leeds').
powerful and determined running has been
R.W.H.
the main feature of this year's attack. His
R. W. HEATH (Vice-Captain and Secretary)
speed, combined with a good swerve and
(1946-47-48) : A versatile and speedy forward
improved hand-off, makes him an exceedingly who is an asset in all departments of t h e
difficult player to tackle, and, although t h e game.
H e is t h e most intelligent and
openings made for him are not up t o t h e scientific member of t h e pack and as leader
standard of last year, he has, on numerous he has been responsible for many rallies. His
occasions, outpaced t h e opposition. His play in the line-out and in the loose make him
handling and passing are sound, his tackling the nucleus of the forwards, and his handling
keen, while his kick has improved. He has and kicking have improved beyond all
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recognition. His advice is always sound and
he has been a very efficient and conscientious
Secretary, making him an irreplaceable
member of the XV.
(Burgess').
G. A. ALLCOTT (1947-48) : A small b u t
exceedingly tough blind side forward, who
will fight his way through any line-out or
loose scrum, and who always plays a sound
game. He has a good tackle, but his handling
and passing can be improved. . (Copland's).
D. B. DICKINSON (1947-48) : A fast, hard
playing and keen wing forward who is
always on the ball and who possesses a
devastating tackle. He uses his physique to
good effect in the field, b u t his main fault is
his neglect of tight and loose scrums. He is
instrumental in many attacking movements
and possesses a useful, b u t undeveloped kick.
(Captain of Dunt's).
J. R. HARRISON* : A centre three-quarter
who has, as yet, not found his feet. In
attack he does not run as fast as he might
and is sometimes prone t o hold on too long.
He is excellent in defence, with a good tackle,
drop on, and kick, and these capabilities
have proved saving factors.
(Burgess').
B. LoBBf : A heavy back row forward who
is a t his best in the line-out and the loose.
He is always on the ball and is responsible
for many breakaways. His defence is good
and his handling and kicking are vastly
improved.
(Dunt's).
P. HuTCHiNGSf : A keen Rugby player
who, by regular practice, has developed into
an extremely useful stand-off half. H e has
powerful acceleration and a good pass and
" dummy " in attack. In defence his tackling
is good, b u t his kicking could be more accurate.
(Dunt's).
C. N. BucKLEYf : A well-built and speedy
second row forward who, however, does not
exploit his height and strength to their
maximum. H e backs up very well and is
always a t the head of breakaways. (Leeds').
J. G. PARDOE : A well-built and strong
running wing three-quarter who always makes
the most of his opportunities. He possesses
strong determination, good hands, and a
powerful touch kick, but his tackling could
still be improved.
(Burgess').

I. R. McO-ELLANDf : Although he is not
ideally a full back, he has played there
through necessity and, with experience and
practice, is steadily improving. He fields
the ball well and has a very long and accurate
kick. Both his place kicking and tackling
could be improved.
{Leeds').
A. J. HoMERt : A hard playing but inexperienced scrum half who is slowly
eradicating his main faults and developing
a fine attacking style. He possesses a tricky
side step and swerve in attack but his defence
is very weak. H e has a useful place kick,
(Dunt's).
R. M. N. MoLESwoRTHf : A sturdy front
row forward who always works hard in both
the tight and loose scrums. His kicking and
passing could both be improved.
(Burgess').
J. A. HARVEY : A young but extremely
well-built and resourceful hooker. He plays
hard in all spheres of the game, overcoming
his inexperience by his keenness and ferocity,
With another possible three years a t School
he should develop into a really first-class
player.
(Copland's).
R. M. COOK : A reasonably fast wing
three-quarter who is very trick}' and
dangerous" when in attack, b u t who must
improve his passing, handling and his
defensive play generally.
(Leeds').
P. A. FELTHAMf : Although a newcomer
to the School, he has quickly established
himself in the Rugby sphere. In the second
row he has combined well with Buckley, and
in the loose he has demonstrated what a
fighting forward should be. He is hardworking and handles the ball well. (Leeds').
*signifies Second XV Colours (1946-47).
tsignifies Second XV Colours (1947-48).
The 1st XV has been : McClelland, Pardoe,
B. M. Cooper, Harrison, Cook, Hutchings,
Homer, R. W. Heath, Harvey, Molesworth,
Feltham, Buckley, Allcott, Lobb, Dickinson,
The following have also played : Oerton,
Newby(f), Thomas, Grant, Coates (t), Crossland, Griffiths (f), and Turner (f).
The 2nd XV has ben : Taplin, Oerton,
Jenkins, Bean, Harrison, Tanner, Grant,
Lawson, Thomas, Mountford, Coates, Crossland, Griffiths, Wainwright, Newby.

CRICKET RETROSPECT
The final record of " Played 16 ; Won 5 ; Lost 6 ; and Drawn 5 , " is a distinct improvement upon recent years, especially if it is remembered t h a t only two of t h e games lost were
against School elevens. Also, some very fine performances were put up against first-class club
sides, particularly against the Ashfield C.C.
The batting, except for one or two disastrous lapses, was reliable, and some good scores
were recorded. Special mention must be made of J. G. Harrison, who was undoubtedly the
School's most successful batsman. The eleven, however, was not guilty of that grievous mistake
of relying too much on the performance of one man, for, while the first six were the run-getters,
the " tail," on occasions, wagged to good purpose.
As we feared at the beginning of the season, the bowling was handicapped by the lack of
a slow bowler upon whom we could rely to keep down the runs for any length of time. This
was b y no means t h e fault of B. Lobb, the only slow bowler, who gave remarkably good
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service, but who had not yet attained the impeccable length that is so necessary. Too much
strain was put upon the opening bowlers, who, as the results show, could not always obtain
results.
One very good sign was the accomplished and often brilliant fielding of the eleven, and it
is to be hoped that future School teams will not neglect this all-important department of the
game.
Our thanks must be extended firstly to all those members of the Staff who so generously
gave up their spare time for the coaching of the School teams, and also to our indefatigable
scorer, R. T. Popple. Not only has he carried out his regular duties with praiseworthy
thoroughness, but he has also been ready at all times to place his services at the disposal of the
team.
P. T. RICHARDSON,

Captain of Cricket, 1946-47.
RESULTS O F MATCHES
SCHOOL V. WARWICK SCHOOL.

Played at Warwick on July 5th.
SCHOOL.

Won.
WARWICK.

J. G. Harrison, run out
M. G. H. Spencer, b Bramley
Barson, c Hill, b Morris
J. G. Pardoe, b Bramley
McClelland, c Searle, b Sartain
D. J. G. Sells, b Bramley
J. R. Charlesworth, b Bramley
P. T. Richardson, lbw, b Bramley . . . .
Homer, not out
T. R. Reese, b Sartain
Lobb, c Bramley, b Sartain

2
6
17
10
15
0
4
!
12
4
0

Extras
TOTAL

D. W. Searle, b Lobb
11
J. E. Cassell, c and b Richardson
6
R. G. Morris, c Harrison, b Richardson. .
0
P. H. Bramley, c Lobb, b Richardson. .
0
A. P . Sartain, c Harrison, b Barson. . . .
1
J. R. Hargreaves, c Charlesworth, b
Barson
0
P. W. Warr, b Reese
* 7
LIoyd-Davies, c Charlesworth, b Reese. .
4
R. B. Oldfield, c Harrison, b Richardson
3
D. K. Burman, c Harrison, b Richardson
7
Hill, not out
0
Extras
2
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Bramley, 5 for 23 ; Sartain, 3 for 22.

41

TOTAL

P. T. Richardson, 5 for 12.

SCHOOL V. COMBINED K.E. GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.

Played at Eastern Road on July 26th. Drawn.
COMBINED K.E.G.S.

SCHOOL.

Wallbanks, b Barson
Reid, run out
Froggatt, c Charlesworth, b Richardson
Bannister, run out
Wright, run out
Dilloway, lbw, b Lobb
Teskey, b Reese
Moseley, b Reese
Edgley, run out
Apps, not out
Harvey, b Richardson
Ryder, not out
Extras
TOTAL (for 10 wkts. dec.)
p

42
0
0
4
0
3
31
1
4
11
12
5
17

J. G. Harrison, c Harvey, b Bannister. . 44
Homer, run out
4
M. G. H. Spencer, b Teskey
13
J. G. Pardoe, lbw, b Bannister
13
McClelland, c Teskey, b Wallbanks
9
D. J. G. Sells, c Dilloway, b Bannister. .
4
Barson, c and b Bannister
15
J. R. Charlesworth, b Teskey
15
Heath, not out
P. T. Richardson, b Teskey.
T. R. Reese, not out
Lobb, did not bat
Extras

130

TOTAL (for 9 wkts.)

. T. Richardson, 2 for 21 ; T. R. Reese, 2 for 15

122

Bannister, 4 for 17 ; Teskey, 3 for 12.

AVERAGES FOR T H E SEASON
BATTING

J- G. Harrison . .
M. G. H. Spencer
D- J. G. Sells . . .

Innings.
16
15
10

Not out.
0
0
0
(SI

Runs.
290
198
132

Highest
Score.
44
38
36

Average.
18-12
13-2
13-2

BOWLING

P. T. Richardson
D. J. G. Sells . .
T. R. Reese . . . .

Overs.
Maidens.
185
56
44
7
103
17
—
—
SWIMMING REPORT

Runs.
397
126
306

Wickets.
50
10
21

Average.
7'94
12-6
14-6
P.T.R.

LAST year the School team swam eight matches, of which they won one and lost seven. This
lack of success was not altogether unexpected, since the team was unable to practise
during the winter, because of the closing of the baths, and since only two of the previous
year's colours remained.
The prospects for this year are, however, reasonably good. With four of last year's
colours remaining, and with several very promising young swimmers in the School, the team
should improve considerably on last year's performance.
The following results were not published in the July edition of the CHRONICLE :
School v. Solihull School
Home
K.E.S
32 Solihull
9
School v. Trent College
Home
Trent
30 K.E.S
15
School v. Repton School
Away
Repton
26 K.E.S
15
School v. Rugby School
Away
Rugby
31 K.E.S
15
School v. Shrewsbury School
Home
Shrewsbury . .35 K.E.S
22
J. R. HARRISON,

Captain of Swimming.
Swimming Sports
The Annual Swimming Sports were held at Woodcock Street Baths on Saturday, July
26th, 1947, The results were as follows :
50 yards Free Style (Open) : 1, D. B. Dickinson ; 2, C. K. Symes ; 3, A. J. Ireland. 3 0 1 sees.
100 yards Free Style (Open) : 1, D. B. Dickinson ; 2, L. J. Lawson ; 3, A. J. Ireland. 74f sec.
200 yards Free Style (Open) : 1, L. J. Lawson ; 2, D. B. Dickinson ; 3, C. K. Symes. 2 mins.
52$ sees.
100 yards Breast Stroke (Open) : 1, J. R. Harrison ; 2, Pine ; 3, Janney. 86$ sees.
50 yards Back Stroke (Open) : 1, D. B. Dickinson ; 2, Cook ; 3, Janney. 39£ sees.
Plunge (Open) : 1, A. J. Ireland; 2, Stein ; 3, L. J. Lawson. Distance : 45-ft. 7-in.
Dive (Open) : 1, Jones, ; 2, D. B. Dickinson ; 3, Pine.
Half-mile (Open) : 1, D. B. Dickinson ; 2, L. J. Lawson ; 3, Janney ; 4, J. R. Harrison.
50 yards Free Style (Inter) : 1, D. B. Dickinson ; 2, J. R. Luckett ; 3, Janney. 31 sees.
100 yards Free Style (Inter) : 1, D. B. Dickinson ; 2, J. R. Luckett » 3 , C. H. Luckett, 721 sees.
50 yards Free Style (Under 15) : 1, J. R. Luckett; 2, C. H. Luckett; 3, Soutter. 3 l f sees.
100 yards Free Style (Under 15) : 1, J. R. Luckett; 2, C. H. Luckett; 3, Wheatley.
76f sees. (School Record).
50 yards Back Stroke (Under 15) : 1, J. R. Luckett ; 2, Green ; 3, Wheatley. 42f sees.
50 yards Breast Stroke (Under 15): 1, Rogers, ; 2, Price ; 3, Stirling. 46£secs.
Plunge (Under 15) : 1, T u r n e r ; 2, Jones ; 3, Wainwright. Distance: 40-ft. 6-in.
Dive (Under 15) : 1, Wheatley ; 2, Jones ; 3, Price.
Half-Mile (Under 15) : 1, C. H. Luckett ; 2, Wheatley ; 3, j . R. Luckett ; 4, Rogers.
1 length Free Style (Under 14) : 1, C. H. Luckett; 2, Hignett; 3, Wheatley. 21f sees.
1 length Free Style (Under 13J) : 1, Hignett, ; 2, Turner ; 3, Stockwin. 23J sees.
1 length Free Style (Under 12i)) : 1, Stockwin ; 2, Price ; 3, Bljfhe. 26f sees.
Relay—School v. Old Edwardlans (6x2) : 1, School; 2, Old Edwardians.
First House Relay (Philips Cup) ( 6 x 2 ) : 1, Dunt's ; 2, Leeds' ; 3, Copland's. 4 mihs. 58f sees.
Second House Relay (Scarf Cup I) (6 X 1) : 1,Dunt's; 2, Leeds'; 3, Burgess'. 2 mins. 46f sees.
Under 15 House Relay (Scarf Cup II) (6 X 1) : 1, Burgess'; 2, Copland's ; 3, Dunt's. 2 mins.
52f sees.
Senior Champion (Carr Cup) : 1, D. B. Dickinson, 46 points ; 2, L. J. Lawson, 24 points.
Junior Champion : 1, J. R. Luckett, 20 points; 2, C. H. Luckett and Wheatley, 14 points
each.
Jacot Cup (for the Sports) : Dunt's.
Allday Shield (Terminal Competition) : Dunt's.
Solomon Cup (Swimming Championship) : Dunt's.
In a School match against Rugby School, J. R. Luckett established a new 50 yards
Junior Record of 31 seconds.
Although many of the times at the Sports were not very good, some keen racing was seen.
We should like to thank the Lord Bishop of Birmingham for presenting the prizes, Mr. F . L.
Kay for the consistent work that he does for School Swimming, and all those willing workers who
helped to make the Sports such a success.
J.R.H.
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SHOOTING REPORT
T H I S season t h e V I I I has shown very
considerable improvement, and a new
standard has been set for future teams.
Out of twenty matches shot, seventeen have
been won and only three lost. Among defeated
opponents were Denstone and Marlborough
Colleges.
The improvement in accuracy is mainly
attributable to the fitting of aperture sights
to the -22 rifles, although great credit is due
to the keenness and experience of the V I I I ;
in this we are deeply indebted to recent
Captains who have, a t their own expense,
ensured t h a t future teams would benefit
from their work,
The School record for S.M.R.C. matches,
which stood at 708 last season, has already
been broken several times and is now set,
temporarily we hope, a t 762 out of a possible
800.
The team has been chosen from the
following : L. J . Lawson, R. M. Cook, J. G.
Harrison, G. A. Allcott, R. G. Manning,
Potter, A. J., Jones, M. C , Britton, R. N.,
Cooper, P. H. O'B., and J. B. Ludlow.
In the S.M.R.C. Inter-Schools Competition,
the VIII scored 745, against 664 last year,
when they were placed thirtieth out of fiftyeight.
We would like to express our gratitude to
the Officers, especially to Capt. Cooke, for the
interest which they continue to show, and to
R.S.M. Moore and P.S.I. Lowing for all the
valuable time t h a t they spend on School
Shooting.
J.

B.

LUDLOW,

Captain of Shooting.
Shooting Results
v. Uppingham School
Won 712—679
v. Kings School, Worcester
(L.)
Won 693—687
v. King William's School. . Won 727—468
v. Dean Close School (L.). . Won 696—690
v. Marlborough College . . Won 752—749
v. Bromsgrove School (L.)
Won 685—668
v. Denstone College
Won 738—737
o. Shrewsbury School (L.)
Lost 730—742
v. Solihull School (L.)
Won 728—623
v. Victoria College
Won 748—720
v. Bromsgrove School
Won 748—708
o. Eton College
Won 762—760
"• Rugby School . .
Won 747—721
v. Glasgow Academy
Won 758—751
". Wellingborough School
Won 755—753
v. Wolverhampton Grammar
School (L.) . .
Won 725—723
v. Glenalmond School
Lost 749—763
v. Harrow School . .
Won 758—756
«• Highgate School
Won 763—760
v. Rugby School (L.)
Lost 727—733
(L.) signifies Midland Schools Rifle League
Match.
J.B.L.

CHESS REPORT
A QUIET room a n d some new chessmen
together with the final rounds of the Chess
Cup, have started to regain popularity for
Chess in the School. I n the first three
matches of the Grammar Schools Championship, the School Team has not lost a game.
The results of the matches plaj r ed are :
v. Bishop Vesey's G.S. . . Won
(5£— £)
v. K.E.S., Camp Hill
. . Won
(6 —0 )
v. Bedford Modern School Won
( 5 | — J)
v. Staff
Won
(3J—2J)
v. Birmingham University Drawn (3 —3 )
v. King Henry V I I I ' s School,
Coventry
..
. . Won
(5 —4 )
v. K.E.S., Five Ways
. . Won
(4J—1£)
A great success.
With the new rules for the House Matches,
the games are at last being finished within
a week, but we must remember t h a t our
revival has been made possible by the
continual help of Mr. Ounsted, to whom our
sincere thanks are due.
J.

ALEXANDER,

Captain of Chess.
ATHLETICS PROSPECTS
LAST year's arctie winter prevented any sort
of athletic pursuit, and, with only one or
two recognized athletes remaining in the
School, it is difficult t o assess t h e coming
season.
Our hopes are that the numerous " dark
horses " t h a t must be in the School, and
indeed every boy who can run, jump or
throw, will try to develop his ^ilent to interschool standard.
The winter permitting,
we shall try to hold fixtures with Denstone,
Bloxham and Bromsgrove, and the Athletic
Sports this year will be held on Saturday,
March 20th.
I would like to thank Mr. Leeds for his
many years of efficiency in t h e athletics
world, and to welcome Mr. Parry, who, with
his own sporting prowess, cannot fail to
reach Mr. Leeds' high standard as t h e
Master in charge of athletics.
To would-be athletes my advice is—
" Practice is the only key to success."
B. M.

COOPER,

Captain of Athletics.
P.T. REPORT
T H E Inter-House P.T. Competition was held,
as usual, at the end of the Summer term, and,
in spite of examinations, all teams produced a
high standard of efficiency—both in individual
performance and in team work. Mr. Cooper's
(now Mr. Burgess') House was again
successful, in the face of considerable
opposition, and the individual competition
was won by J. A. Morgan.
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The activities of this term will be concerned
mainly with the training of the junior boys,
and it is hoped t h a t a School team will soon
be in operation. We should like to express
our thanks to Mr. Moore and t o Mr. King for
the unfailing interest and co-operation which
they have shown throughout the year.
J. F . THOMAS,

P.T.

Leader.

FIVES REPORT
OWING to the fact that more equipment has
been available for Fives this term, two rounds
* of House 1st Team matches are to be played.
At the moment, with one round completed,
Mr. Burgess' House are leading.
The standard of Fives is not very high, as
was made clear when an Old Edwardians'
team defeated the School b y seven games to
two. I t is, however, improving. We should
like to thank Mr. E. V. Smith for his continued
interest in School Fives.
f.

R. HARRISON,

Captain of Fives.
TENNIS REPORT
ON July 22nd, a School tennis team, composed of three pairs, played a Staff team at
the Edgbaston Lawn Tennis Club.
Dr. R. C. L'E. Burges and Mr. Burgess,
first pair for t h e Staff, proved too strong for
the School team and won their three matches
in convincing style. The other two pairs,
however, (Mr. - Sacret and Mr. Buttle ;
Mr. Roberts and Mr. Stagg) had some very
close games and only won one match each.
M. G. H. and C. R. Spencer, for the School,
won two matches, as also did J. G. Harrison
and J. G. Pafdoe. The third pair, P . R.
Hardwick and P. B. Jackson, only just failed
to win the deciding match by losing the final
set 6—8.
We should like to thank Dr. Burges for
securing the use of the fine courts and also
for providing an excellent tea.
One other School tennis match, against
Q. M. Walsall, resulted in a decisive victory
for the same team by eight matches to one.
J.G.H.

approached seriously, and resolutions were
not passed without much deliberation.
One meeting has been held so far this
term, as a consequence of which the Head
Master has agreed to announce after prayers
the results of First Team matches, while the
traditional colours of the four Houses are
soon to be displayed more conspicuously on
their respective notice-boards.
I t does not always follow, however, that
resolutions passed a t these meetings will be
put into effect, but we can say, at least, that
a certain democratic spirit has been introduced, which indicates t h a t the Sixth Form
is becoming increasingly concerned with the
general welfare of the School.
R . J . BlLLINGTON,

Hon.

Secretary.

LIBRARY REPORT
T H E period of transition is over, and, with
the completion of the final adjustments to
the new furnishings, the School Library has
become one of the best equipped of its kind
in the country.
The demand for membership is not yet
up to expectations, b u t the issue of books to
our 250 ticket-holders easily compensates for
any such deficiency.
With regard to recent additions to the
Library, the History, Modern Language and
Science sections have received particular
attention. The process of rebinding the
many dilapidated books which have accumulated over the past few years has been somewhat accelerated. A Suggestions Book is
now available on application at t h e counter,
in which proposals, especially from the Upper
School, will receive careful consideration.
The School must be reminded of the
necessity for tidiness and silence in the
Library, and a little more care in replacing
books on their appropriate shelves would be
greatly appreciated.
Thanks must go to the assistant librarians
for their never-failing enthusiasm and
efficiency, and to Mr. Copland for his energetic
and often unappreciated efforts to make the
Library the centre of the School's intellectual
activity.
D. L. RIDOUT,

Librarian.

SIXTH FORM DISCUSSION GROUP
T H I S Group, founded less than a year ago,
is now in vigorous operation. During last
term and the preceding one, many varied
discussions were held, and far-reaching
resolutions made. I t was decided by vote
t h a t there should be more formal contact
with the Girls* School, t h a t School dinners
should be improved and enlarged. Matters
regarding the School Club and its constitution,
and our own status as a Public School were
discussed. All these topics, including those
which might, a t first, appear frivolous, were

DEBATING SOCIETY
TRADITION demands t h a t we should produce
a report, t r u t h demands t h a t it should be
severe. We have little of which we can
b o a s t ; merely a doubtfully commendable
doggedness, kept alive by a persistent, yet
apparently unfounded, hope of a revival.
There has been little debating this term,
although the Joint Debate, held in the
Girls' School, proved to be an excellent
m a r t for essay-reading, and admirable
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pieces were delivered from unexpected
quarters of a diverse house. A misunderstanding as to the precise significance of the
motion, reaching total self-contradiction in
the opposition argument, in no way detracted
from the merit of the literature.
There being no notorious character amongst
our visitors, the Old Edwardians' Debate was
not well attended, yet, contrary to the
prevalent tendency, it was a good meeting,
and, somehow, t h e School succeeded in
maintaining the high standard of debate set
by the opening speakers.
We can only re-assert our hope that such
displays will become more frequent. B u t
even if they do not, we can at least be sure
that our Chairman, Mr. Blount, will not
desert us, for, if he can endure thus far, he
can endure anvthing.
B. W.

settling down under its new leadership,
Mr. Meerendonck, who is to join the Staff in
January, has kindly offered to take over
stage management, and we are grateful to
Mr. Hurn and to the Art Society for the fine
work that they are doing in the building of
some of the most elaborate scenery that we
have had for many years.
But in spite of these numerous changes, the
production this year is by no means lacking
in ambition, for we plan to stage two public
performances of " Macbeth " . i n early
February. The cast of more than thirty
players, headed by M. Van Ments (Macbeth),
G. F . B. Laughland (Lady Macbeth), C. C. G.
Rawll (Banquo), D. L. Ridout (Malcolm), and
M. V. Gosney (Macduff), contains many newcomers, who are all hard at work to make this
production a success.

TANNER,

Hon.

M. VAN MENTS,

Secretary.

Hon. Secretary.

LITERARY SOCIETY
PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
T H E Society has held two meetings this
term, neither of which have been particularly
well attended. Whether this is due to the
sub-moronic mentality of this year's Sixth
Forms or whether to sheer indolence, is
difficult to say, but, nevertheless, we feel
that this is their loss.
At our first meeting, members read, with
obvious relish, from the works of such famous
" tough " American writers as Hemingway,
Saroyan and Kersh. At the second meeting,
the Society welcomed the glamorous and
charming Mrs. Inez Hill, who had arrived
post-haste from Oxford in a crimson beret
and swagger-coat to talk vivaciously upon
the seventeenth century poet, Andrew
MarveE.
Many thanks are due to Mr. Osborne, who
has taken over the hazardous task of
Chairman from Mr. Ounsted, and to R. J.
Pine for his publicity campaigns.
D. A. COLLIS,
Hon. Secretary.
DRAMATIC SOCIETY
THIS year the Society starts afresh with new
producers and stage staff. Mr. Greenway,
who has worked with the Dramatic Society
for many years, has left the School. We owe
a great deal to him, for it was largely due to
his personal efforts t h a t we were able to
re-establish our pre-war reputation. We are
sorry to lose Mr. Lambert, whose quiet
efficiency behind stage contributed greatly to
the success of our productions, and also
Mr. Crowther, who, as head of the Art
Department, has been responsible for t h e
design and construction of scenery.
We welcome this term Mr. Dowling and
Mr. Babb. They have indeed an arduous
task before them, but already the Society is

As materials slowly become available, so
the Photographic Society is able to become
more active. Three lectures were arranged
by the previous Secretary for this term, and
two of these have already been given. The
attendance a t both was satisfactory, as many
members of the junior forms of the School
were present. There is, indeed, an indication
t h a t the Society is growing.
In October, a few members of the Sixth
Form were privileged to see an exhibition
given by Cadbury's Camera Club. Mr. F.
Ludford, A.R.P.S., who arranged this visit,
came to the School to give an interesting
lecture on " Composition," which he illustrated with his own wc*(k.
The Darkroom, which has now been in
operation for nearly two years, is gradually
becoming better equipped. Members are
beginning to appreciate it and to use it more.
Our warmest thanks are given to Mr. Hall
for his unfailing help and advice, and also
to R. J. Pine for his excellent posters.
R. M. N. MOLESWORTH,
Hon. Secretary.
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY
W E have, as yet, been unable to hold any
meetings this term, owing to the difficult}'
of securing the services of speakers. By
the time t h a t this report has been published,
however, we hope to have had the pleasure
of listening to two lectures, given by Prof. L.
Aitchison, M.Sc, D.Met., F.R.I.C, and by
Dr. Bastick, Ph.D., A.Inst.P. These meetings
are planned for early December, and the
speakers will deal with the subjects of
" Modern Metallurgy " and " Glass Manufacture."
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Our sincere thanks must go to Mr. Ballance
for his invaluable work as Chairman, and to
the Art Society for their fine posters.
A. Y.

appointment a t the B.B.C. H e leaves us
with our very best wishes for the success he
so richly deserves.

DRUMMOND,

J.

B.

Hon. Secretary.

LUDLOW,

Hon. Secretary.
GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY

CIVIC SOCIETY
T H E Society is working to loosen the grip of
apathy t h a t nowadays strangles the activities
of the School. The first meeting of the term
seemed to aver t h a t the day of extinction was
near, for we could suffer no further reduction
in numbers; the School, it appeared, held
no views on so remote a subject as the
comparative merits of boarding and day
schools. A second meeting, held to spite
" Strike Week," provoked not only a larger
audience, b u t a livelier discussion;
it
warrants hope for the future—on subj ects less
morbid t h a n the death
penalty—and
expectation of an intelligent welcome to
visiting speakers.
For the skill and interest shown by Mr.
Blount in his Chairmanship, and exhibited
by R. J. Pine and R. W. J. Chitham in their
posters, we are, as ever, grateful; b u t even
their efforts are in vain if the School does not
respond, shoulder its responsibilities, and
turn this winter of apathy into a spring of
success.
J.

D.

MOUNTFORD,

Hon. Secretary.

T H E Society prospers, b u t still more Sixth
Form support is required. Forty gathered to
hear Mr. Buttle's very interesting, if lengthy,
talk on " Ceylon," which he illustrated
copiously, but only five seniors attended.
A courageous group from the Shells was left
to bombard our speaker with inquiries about
all aspects of Sinhalese life, but, with the able
assistance of our new Chairman, Mr. Whalley,
he weathered the storm, answering most of the
questions effectively, although confessing
t h a t he was defeated by some of the more
strange demands.
The only outside visit so far this term was
paid by fourteen enthusiastic members to
Sandwell Park Colliery. Spirits were somewhat dampened by the sight of the antiquated
cage, b u t the descent was safely accomplished,
and a full inspection of underground conditions was made.
A further visit to Hams Hall has been
arranged, whilst Cadbury Bros, and the
Regional Planning Office are also sending
representatives t o address us later in t h e
term.
J. R. T Y E ,
Hon. Secretary.

MUSICAL SOCIETY

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

THIS term the Society has been comparatively
inactive. Fortnightly meetings have been
held for recitals, but the attendances have
been generally disappointing. Recitals have
been given by Mr. Cranmer, M. R. Davies,
A. J. Cooke, L. J. Lawson and J. B . Ludlow.
I t is pleasing to see t h a t the number of
" l i v e " recitals—without the aid of the
gramophone—has increased considerably.
At the end of the term, it is hoped to
arrange a concert by the Orchestra and
Choir, together with some soloists. Both the
Orchestra and the Choir are rehearsing at
present, and, under the able conducting of
Mr. Cranmer, are showing improvement.
As the School already knows to its regret,
we shall be losing our Chairman at the end of
this term. This will be a very great loss to
the musical life of t h e School, as, even in the
short time t h a t he has been with us, Mr.
Cranmer has given us a clear proof not only of
his musical skill, but also of his powers of
leadership. The individual aid which he has
given to some will, no doubt, prove invaluable,
while others will remember him as a fine
Music Master and, a t the same time, as a
friend. We shall all regret losing him, but
nevertheless, we congratulate him on his

AN enthusiastic audience attended the first
meeting of the Society this term, a t which
T. T. Gatty gave an address on " Military
Dress through the Ages." There will be a
second meeting later in the term, and we are
hopefully expecting even larger attendances
at future lectures. We must endeavour to
dispel any fears t h a t the Society has a
classical monopoly. Its members are farsighted and its meetings cannot fail to be of
general interest.
To our industrious Chairman, Mr. Burgess,
for his energetic assistance, and to R. J. Pine
for his fascinating posters, our sincere thanks
are due.
K.

PEARCE,

Hon.

Secretary.

PHILATELIC SOCIETY
W E are very fortunate this year in having
as our Chairman, Mr. Hurn. The Society has,
as yet, had one meeting, when the Secretary
produced a philatelic quiz, and after this
meeting some time was provided for the
exchange of stamps. We had hoped to hold
exchange meetings every other Wednesday
this term, but this has not yet been possible.
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Another meeting has been arranged for a
later date in the term, when it is hoped that
an illustrated talk on " Famous Stamps "
will be given. Our thanks are due to
Mr. H u m for his services as Chairman, and
to R. W. J. Chitham for the fine posters he
has produced for the Society.
K.

J.

MARLING,

Hon. Secretary.
JUNIOR DEBATING SOCIETY
So far this term two debates have been held.
The subjects have been " Train Number
Collecting " and " British Sport." Attendances a t both of these meetings were good.
While it is gratifying to see so many keen
members of the lower forms attending
meetings, the Society would profit in the
future by receiving more support from the
Fifth Forms, through whose influence the
standard of debate could be raised.
Sincere thanks must be extended to Mr.
Dunt for his unfailing services as Chairman,
and to R. W. J. Chitham for his excellent
posters.
J.

C.

keen as it was last year. We were faced with
the initial disadvantage of the loss of more
than half our members, who had left the
School, but there remained a faithful
minority who undertook to maintain the
intellectual pre-eminence of the Society.
The success of both meetings this term shows
the extent to which they have achieved their
purpose.
Although some of our new members may
have been disillusioned to find that the
Closed Circle was not in liaison with a
revolutionary movement sponsored b y an
unnamed foreign power, they have all,
nevertheless, stayed to enjoy the activities of
this term. B . W. Tanner read a paper to the
Society on September 26th, entitled " Some
Aspects of Romanticism," and on October
31st, our distinguished guest, Mr. George
Weldon, led a discussion on some of the
contemporary problems of music.
Our thanks must go to Mr. Blount, who
continues to" give enthusiastic and unfailing
support to the Society.
E.

J.

ANDREWS,

Hon. Secretary.

FIELD,

Hon. Secretary.

RAILWAY AND MODEL ENGINEERING
SOCIETY

CHRISTIAN UNION
T H E Society started the term considerably
weakened in numbers, and this situation has
not been improved by the present dining
scheme, which prevents junior members from
attending our lunch-hour meetings. Five of
these have been held so far this term. At
the first three our speakers were Crusader
leaders, Mr. J. B. Miles of Erdington, Mr.
R. J. H. Fry of Solihull, and Mr. S. F .
Humphage of Solihull Crusaders.
The speakers at the other two meetings
have shown a change from our usual practice.
The first was the Rev. W. C. Billington, who
spoke forcefully and effectively on " The
Church and Modern Needs." This meeting
was comparatively well attended—whether
by regular members of his congregation or by
boys genuinely interested in this particular
subject it would be interesting to discover.
The second speaker was Mr. C. Sage, the
New Zealand Scout Commissioner and
Crusader Leader.
Later in the term we hope to hold a
meeting a t which will be shown a missionary
film.
We should like to thank Mr. Hurn for
allowing us to use the Art Room this term.
J.

R.

IN less than two years the project of the
model engineers has become more t h a n a
mere design. Work on the model railway
has begun. Although it will, be some time
before the railway begins to take shape, we
can at ieast boast that a start has been made.
We thank the members of the Committee for
the many hours they have spent in starting
the construction, and now it is indeed
pleasing to see other members of the Society
taking part.
With regard to the more popular section of
the Society, there is one spectacular piece of
news. Three of our members, A. T. Atkinson,
J. D. Mills and W. K. Bache, took part in a
B.B.C. railway quiz, and we are proud to
note t h a t these three scored full marks.
The second meeting of the term consisted
of a rather chaotic film-show on the building
of a locomotive.
We extend a sincere welcome to Mr. Hurn,
who joins us as Assistant Chairman. We
hope we shall profit from his knowledge and
experience.
L.

T.

CHAMBERLAIN,

Hon. Secretary.
NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY

GRUNDON,

Hon. Secretary.

O F the four sections of. the Society, the
Zoological and Entomological sections have
become defunct. The Botanical section has
held one expedition since last term, b u t is
inactive at present, owing to t h e absence of
flowers.
Some members, however, did
considerable private work during the holidays.

CLOSED CIRCLE
T H E Society has held two very successful
meetings this term, which have given every
indication that support this year will be as
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The Ornithological section is nourishing.
One expedition to Bittel Reservoirs has been
held, and another official expedition to a
reservoir near Stafford is to be held on
November 20th. Private expeditions are
held frequently to various places of interest,
and a good watch is kept on all interesting
species. A new interest is provided by the
arrival of numerous winter migrants.
The continued interest taken in Natural
History is shown b y the new members of the
Society, especially those from the Lower
School. There is, indeed, every sign of
progress.
P.

J.

WELBANK,

Hon.

Secretary.

ART SOCIETY
DURING the school year of 1946, the Arts and
Crafts Society has been, on the whole,
inactive, owing, to a certain extent, to the
prolonged and unfortunate illness of Mr.
Crowther. The scenery for Mr. Greenway's
production of " Hamlet " was certainly a
very great tribute to his interest in the Society.
At the beginning of the Autumn term, we
welcomed Mr. H u m as our new Art Master.
At an early date, a meeting was held in the
Art Room. There was a good attendance and
many helpful suggestions were p u t forward.
The name of the Society was altered from
" Arts and Crafts Society " to " Art Society."
Later in the term we can look forward to
further meetings, when larger audiences will
hear lectures on all subjects connected with
the many forms of Art.
R.

J.

Recruits Company, are progressing satisfactorily.
The interest shown in the specialized
training has remained as high as ever.
The Signals Platoon, under Sgt. Booth, is
proceeding extremely well, and it is a great
attraction to the junior Cadets. The Technical Training Section has continued to run
two courses.
The Senior Course, under
Sgt. Allcott, has been concerned mainly with
motor-cycling and maintenance, while the
Junior Course, under Sgt. P. H. O'B. Cooper,
had been delving into the intricacies of the
internal combustion engine.
The Band,
under Cpl. Savage, promises to be one of the
best in recent years, and it has been
practising hard for the Annual Church Parade
on November 16th.
Classification is again being carried out on
a grand scale, and so far the whole of " A "
Company has classified. The standard of
shooting has greatly improved during the
last twelve months, and thanks are due to
Capt. Cooke, Mr. Barlow, Mr. Buttle,
R.S.M. Moore, C.S.M. Lowing, and the
N.C.O's for the time they have spent in
Corps Shooting.
In conclusion, we would like to take this
opportunity of thanking our Officers, R.S.M.
Moore and C.S.M. Lowing for the amount of
time and energy they have spent in order to
keep the Corps running smoothly and
efficientlv.
R.

HEATH,

Senior C.S.M.
REPORT OF J.T.C. CAMP

PINE,

Hon.

W.

Secretary.

J.T.C. REPORT
AT the end of the Summer term, the J.T.C.
lost the services of Major Williams, when he
was compelled to relinquish his command,
owing to ill-health. We deeply regret t h a t
after so many years of faithful service his
term of office as C O . was unfortunately cut
short, and we all wish him a speedy recovery.
Atthesame time we tender ourcongratulations
to Major Leeds and Captain Cooke on their
promotion, and we are certain that our new
C O . will continue to have the success of his
predecessor.
The strength of the Unit now stands at
269 and it is a welcome sign that ninety of
these are recruits. For t h e purposes of
general training, the contingent is divided
into three companies. "A" Company, under
the command of Capt. Cooke, is engaged upon
Technical Training and Certificate " A "
Section Leading ; " B " Company, under the
supervision of Mr. Barlow, is preparing for
the Individual Examination ; " C " Companv
under Mr. Buttle, is busy with recruit
training. All Companies, and especially the

A PARTY of eighty cadets and N.C.O's
attended a camp a t Gandale, near Catterick,
during the first ten days of the Summer
holidays. The camp was under canvas and
detachments from nearly all schools in
Northern Command were present. Major
Leeds commanded the School contingent,
which was divided into a junior and a senior
platoon, under the command of U/O. Apps
and Lt. Buttle. A platoon from Coatham
School, of which Lt. Barlow took charge,
completed the company.
Morning training began with a demonstration by an army platoon, and the lessons
learnt during this period were later p u t into
practice under our own N.C.O's. Afternoon
demonstrations were designed to show
something of the work of the various
branches of the Army, and they included
demonstrations of infantry and armour in
co-operation, and of an artillery battery
going into action. Demonstrations were also
given by the Roj'al Signals, R.E.M.E.,
Army Fire Service, and R.A.M.C, culminating
in an airborne supply drop by the R.A.S.C,
during which we were visited by the G.O.C
Northern Command.
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Amusement in the evenings was to be
found in the N.A.A.F.I., where impromptu
sing-songs were a great success, and in
watching the " seven-a-side " Rugby competition. An Athletics competition was also
organized. The contingent was not very
successful in this, however, as most of the
other schools had brought their star performers with them.
The team for the " seven-a-side " had to
be withdrawn, owing to the illness of several
of its members. Indeed, the whole camp
was seized by an epidemic of unknown origin
which swept through the lines. The Corps
was soon fit again, although two of its
Sergeants did not recover till the day of
departure and were to be seen hobbling
through the camp in silent misery.
An early start was necessary on the return
journey to Birmingham, and cadets were
awakened at four o'clock in the morning for
breakfast by candlelight.
Transport was
provided to Richmond Station, where the
contingent entrained for Birmingham, to be
dismissed, after an uneventful journey, in the
Queen's Drive of New Street Station.
The cadets who attended the camp
undoubtedly benefitted from it. While a
large camp has its disadvantages, the
opportunities it provides for training easily
outweigh them. The camp was enjoyed by
all, and we hope that this will cause an increase
in numbers at camp next year.
T. T.

GATTY,

C.S.M.
A.T.C. REPORT
AT the end of last term, F . / O . Greenway left
the Flight, and P./O's Mathews and Gess
took command.
F./O. Greenway helped
F./Lt. Hall to form the School organization
in the early part of the war, and he has given
valuable service since its inception. It was
due in no small way to his enthusiasm that
the Flight gained such a fine reputation, both
in work and in sport. We were very sorrj"
to lose him, and we wish him every success
in his new post.
The number of recruits this term was
sufficient to maintain the Flight at i t s usual
strength. For the purposes of instruction,
the Flight is divided into three sections. The
recruits are training for the preliminary
stages of the proficiency examination, with
the emphasis on drill, signals, and aircraft
recognition. The second group are receiving
instruction for the final stages of the
examination, whilst the remainder—the
proficient cadets—are taking the advanced
course of signals.
At the beginning of term there remained
only a few of last year's N.C.O's, but the
new N.C.O's make" up for their lack of
experience by their keenness and efficiency.
This keenness is apparent in their willingness

to give instruction to other cadets, for this
forms a major part of their duties.
During the Summer holidays, a very
successful camp was held at R.A.F. Station,
Cosford.
An interesting programme was
arranged, and the camp was enjoyed by all.
A fuller report appears elsewhere in the
CHRONICLE.

The Glider Course, held every Sunday at
Castle Bromwich, which provides instruction
as far as " A " Certificate, is attended by
some cadets.
The Flight is attending, for the first time,
the Annual Remembrance Day Service on
Sunday, November 16th, at Edgbaston
Church.
J. R. Lambourn is to be congratulated on
being awarded the Knight Memorial Medal.
We should like to thank Mr. Whalley and
Mr. Traynor for the instruction that they
give so willingly, and also our Officers,
P./O's Mathews and Gess, for the enthusiasm
and energy which characterizes all that thev
do for the A.T.C. If we follow their example,
it will not be difficult to maintain the fine
reputation which the Flight already holds.
J.

R.

HARRISON,

Flight-Sergeant.
REPORT OF A.T.C. CAMP
THIS- year's Annual Training Camp, held
from July 27th to August 3rd a t R.A.F.
Station, Cosford, near Wolverhampton, was
attended by thirty cadets of the Squadron.
During the week, all aspects of the life of
the R.A.F. were experienced, and appeared
to give general satisfaction. A full programme
had been arranged, covering all the activities
of a large Air Force Training Centre, and
cadets heard extensive lectures on engines,
jet propulsion, the theory of flight, station
- organization and maintenance, and parachuting. Open range shooting and engine
running was also included in the wide scheme
of instruction.
The physical fitness standard of the Flight
was raised considerably by intensive physical
training exercises, swimming in the Station
swimming-bath, breath-taking games of
" non-stop cricket," and one memorable
period of squad drill.
All members of the Flight enjoyed several
flying hours in Ansons, as the weather was
perfect throughout the week, except for one
morning's intensive heat haze and one shower
of rain.
The end of the week brought an exciting
competition with. two other squadrons.
The first part was a cricket tournament, in
which the Flight raised two elevens. The
so-called " First XI " was quickly dismissed
for a small score, but the superb bowling of
P . / O . Mathews enabled the Flight to win.
The " Second XI " were also victorious.
This was followed by a shooting competition,
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in which the Flight thoroughly " shot up "
the other squadrons. The programme was
concluded with a swimming gala, which the School team also won. During the week,
four cadets obtained their A.T.C. Swimming
Certificates. Thus the traditions of the School
Flight were upheld.
Our sincere thanks are extended to the
camp staff and to P . / O . Mathews and P . / O .
Gess, whose combined efforts made this
enjoyable camp such a success.
C.M.T.
SCOUT REPORT
SINCE the last Report, affairs have moved
quickly. Last term's Field Day was carried
out successfully in spite of t h e poor weather.
The Annual Summer Camp took place at
Brixham in South Devon.
This year Mitre and Park Vale Troops were
reduced in size from eight to six patrols
each, and they are now much more manageable. The Senior Troop has increased in
number and now consists of four patrols,
with an independent Troop Leader's patrol.
The recruits Troop, the Vikings, started last
year as an experiment, has justified its
existence and has been increased to three
patrols. I t has now been found possible to
house all the Troops in the Scout Rooms.
We should like to increase the size of the
Group, and will do so when more accommodation is available.
Training is well in hand this term and
First Class badges are gradually becoming
more numerous.
The formation of the
Senior Troop has helped in this direction, as
no Scout can be invested as a Senior until he
holds a First Class badge.
At the beginning of the term the Group
entered a team of four Senior Scouts for the
Division Senior Competition, and carried off
the trophy, the De Renzi Shield, which will
be retained for at least a year. It is hoped
t h a t this success coming early in the year
will be an incentive to good work and good
Scouting in the Group.
This term we welcome Mr. Hurrell, the
first of our Scouts to return to us on the
Staff. He soon settled down, of course, and
has been a great help, especially to the Senior
Troop.
Plans for the next Field Day are well
advanced, as also are the arrangements for
an entertainment, styled " Operation 70th,"
which will take place later in the term.
J.

W.

MILLS,

Troop Leader.
REPORT OF SCOUT CAMP
T H E Summer Camp was held at Brixham,
South Devon, from July 31st to August 12th.
An advance party prepared the site for the
Troop. It lay about one mile from the town
and was close to the sea. The weather was

very fine and bathing parades were held every
day.
T h e camp organization was based on the
usual competitive patrol system.
There
were five junior patrols, in addition to a
senior patrol which had special duties.
The points for the competition were awarded
for the results of an inspection, a nature
competition, the sports, and the log books.
This year Troop cooking was tried, instead of
Patrol cooking.
Badge work and training activity in camp
was well in evidence. Two First Class badges
and two. Second Class badges were awarded
during the camp.
Numerous excursions were made into the
surrounding country both by patrols and
larger organized groups. The Troop outing
took the form of a trip up the Dart from
Dartmouth to Totnes.
After lunch at
Totnes, Scouts made their own way back to
camp. Various small groups hiked straight
back to Brixham via Paignton, others
visited Buckfast Abbey, and yet another
returned via Plymouth.
A composite Seniors patrol of six, with
two Scouters, betook themselves off on a
two-day hike in southern Dartmoor. From
the starting point at Buckfast they went
towards the River Dart near New Bridge,
where they camped for the night. The next
day they followed the river almost to Dart
Meet, and then struck North-East to. Widecombe in the Moor and Hay Tor, then home
by 'bus.
A very interesting visit was made to the
Royal Naval College at Dartmouth, and we
should like to thank the Staff of the College
for taking such pains t o make the trip enjoyable.
The competition results were announced at
t h e final camp fire, and the leave-taking
ceremony carried out with due solemnity.
Plans are already afoot for next year's camp,
and we can only hope t h a t it will be as good as
t h e one of which we write.
J.

W.

MILLS,

Troop Leader.
WORLD JAMBOREE OF PEACE, 1947
I N t h e first two weeks of August, 24,000
Scouts of the nations of the world gathered to
celebrate the Sixth World Jamboree. This
event took place in the Foret de Moisson on
the banks of the River Seine, about fifty
miles north-west of Paris. At the Rover
" Moot," held in Scotland in 1939, the
French requested especially t h a t the next
Jamboree take place in France.
The camp site was enormous, its dimensions
being roughly one-and-a-half miles from
East to West, and more than three-quarters
of a mile from North to South. The gateways
and the monuments were magnificent, and
everything was on t h a t grand scale which is
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so typical of the French love of colour and
display. One cannot over-emphasize the
tremendous amount of work done by the
French routiers and cheftaines, and if the
French, as a nation, are accused of lack of
goodwill, this can never apply to their
Scouts and Guides, who, although vigorously
suppressed during the war, rose up again and
put all their energy into making this
Jamboree so successful.
When the many nations had settled down
and had begun to mix freely, it was indeed
amusing and heartening to notice t h a t
different nationalities were chatting cheerfully
to each other by means of French or English,
or merely by signs. If a U.N.O. of these
young people had power to control the
affairs of the world, there could be no doubt
that it would be successful, for it is only when
all parties are trying their utmost to make
progress t h a t such international friendship is
possible.
The British Contingent, comprising 5,330
Scouts, acquitted itself creditably and was
very well received, especially the Scottish
Group, whose kilts aroused the admiration
and envy of all. Those who attended the
Jamboree will be for ever filled with pleasant
memories and thoughts, for a sight such as
the nations of the world marching, hand in
hand, over and under the ramparts of a huge
carrick bend, the knot of friendship, can never
dim in the minds of those who took part.
The Association and the City of Birmingham were represented b y 100 Scouts, of
which three were members of the School
Troop. We were indeed fortunate in having
such grand Scoutmasters in charge. They
were with us all the time to answer our
queries, to help us in our troubles and to
join in the fun.
On Friday, August 15th, we were visited by
Lord Rowallan, Chief Scout, who, during
many such visits to various parts of the camp,
shook hands with every member of the
British Contingent. Birmingham organized
an international tea-party t h a t afternoon, at
which thirty-five countries were represented.
We took this opportunity of making many
personal friends.
Considering the comparatively short time
that the Jamboree lasted, the various nations
accomplished much towards a better understanding of one another. If t h e nations of t h e
world would put away their own selfish
interests and be prepared t o understand each
other's w a y s , as we did as Moisson, then, at
last, our great hope for enduring peace might
be realized.
J.M.M.
P.E.T.
J.D.G.

Newnham Bridge, b u t a t Snitterlield Aerodrome, Bearley, near Stratford-on-Avon.
The camp was held from August 23rd to
September 6th, in the company of K.E.S.
Nuneaton, Solihull School, and the Central
Grammar School, at the volunteer agricultural camp in t h e huts of the disused airfield.
The weather was glorious for the whole
time, t h e only rain being a short shower on
the first evening. A special item of note—
dare it be mentioned again ?—was t h e
phenomenal quantity of plums with which
we dealt. Most of the work to be done in the
district was connected with fruit in general,
but with plums in particular. During the
first week, most of t h e campers were sorting
plums for a local canning factory, while the
remainder picked fruit in nearby orchards, or
roamed the countryside in search of other
work. It was, indeed, unfortunate t h a t during
this first week there was not sufficient work
to keep all of us occupied. The second week
brought more outside work, b u t it was still
mainly fruit picking, together with a little
harvesting and potato gathering.
On the social side, the camp will be well
remembered for the two joint dances held
with a girls' camp a t Salford Priors. The
School won all the sporting activities t h a t
were held, the main items being association
football matches with the three other schools,
and an unforgettable bicycle relay race.
Other entertainment was provided by t h e
theatre and the fair at Stratford.
Sincere thanks are extended t o the camp
staff, and to Mr. Roberts, Mr. King and
Mr. Hurrell for their efficient organization.
L.T.C.
NEWFOUNDLAND EXPEDITION
O N September 2nd, t h e first post-war
expedition of the Public Schools Exploring
Society, composed of seventy boys and eight
officers, led by Surgeon-Commander G.
Murray Levick, R . N , sailed from Liverpool
on t h e 7,500 t o n S.S. Nova Scotia, bound for
a little-known part of Newfoundland.
For most, the voyage was anything b u t
pleasant, as the rough weather that we
encountered on the second day caused m a n y
to succumb to sea-sickness. The unrationed
sweets and seven-course meals, however,
were appreciated by those who were good
sailors.
T h e arrival a t St. John's on the evening of
the sixth day will long be remembered. T h e
setting sun silhouetting the mosque-like
towers of the Cathedral, the twinkling lights
of the town, the crowds of cheering people
that lined the great cliffs above t h e narrow
entrance to St. John's wonderful natural
harbour, the excited conversations between
ship and shore—all these remain indelibly
impressed upon the minds of most of us.
St. John's is unlike any other city in t h e

FARM CAMP, 1947
As forecast last year, the Farm Camp broke
with tradition, in t h a t it was not held a t
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world for some aspects of it have an almost
Eastern appearance, while others are reminiscent of the New York of 1890.
On the evening of the following day, we
left in a special train on a seven-hour journey
of a hundred miles. The Newfoundland
Railway has a single track, five hundred
miles long, from end to end of the island.
The gauge is only 3 feet 6 inches, and the
gradients and curves seem to limit the speed
to about twenty miles per hour. The engines
are of the true American type, with cowcatchers, bells, and high-pitched hooters,
while the unfenced track is lit a long way
ahead by a powerful headlight.
Leaving the train next morning, we were
taken, in trucks, forty miles along a gravel
highway, and finally reached our base camp
after a walk of six miles over boggy country.
After the three days t h a t we needed for
settling in, we went out on long reconnaisance
marches northward, to get accustomed t o the
lie of the land. The region consisted mainly
of open moorland with scattered woods,
interlaced with rivers, whose type varied
from swift and rocky to flat and marshy.
Here and there were barren, isolated peaks,
and everywhere we encountered the ponds
of all shapes and sizes which cover nearly
one-third of the area of Newfoundland.
After returning from a three-day march, we
shifted our base camp back to the road, as
we feared t h a t heavy rain would soon flood
the original site. When this task was completed, ten- and seven-day marches were
made in all directions, some to the coast,
others to the distant peaks. We gained much
information about the best ways of travelling
through different types of country, and our
experiences
were
generally
enjoyable,
although getting out of a wet sleeping-bag
in a dripping tent to put on wet, shrunken
socks and sodden boots, followed by a
breakfast of lumpy, burnt porridge and
insipid tea, is not everyone's idea of a holiday.
While many of us were wandering thus
over the country, t h e surveying party were
hard a t work, mapping, t o a very high degree
of accuracy, a considerable area of country
around the camp. They worked very hard
indeed, and were seldom a t base to enjoy
the comparative luxury there.
A very enjoyable and profitable seven
days was spent by ten of us a t a spot some
eight miles from base camp. The group
consisted of a Geologist, an Entomologist,
two Ornithologists, a Gunman, two Botanists,
a Fisherman, a Bird-skinner and a Photographer. On this expedition, our gunman
was chased by a fierce bull moose, but his
life was saved by his double-barrelled shotgun, for, although it contained only bird
shot, the discharge of both barrels scared the
animal considerably.
Others of us saw moose and their tracks,
together with those of bear and caribou, and,

although there were signs of beaver along the
rivers, none of these animals was actually
seen.
Our rations
during
the
expedition
amounted to 3,600 calories per day, and,
although we had no fruit, potatoes, bread or
fresh food of any kind, we all kept in good
health, thanks in part to our daily issue of
vitamin tablets. A few of us were very
sick for a time, on account of the suspended
granite matter in the drinking water. The
only other complaints were the painful
" Trapper's Eye," caused by camp fife
smoke, and " Base Camp Stomach," a
condition caused by the sudden consumption
of luxury rations.
The weather, on the whole, was good,
although the temperature fell below freezingpoint at night. The days were usually warm
and clear—ideal for marching and surveying—
and, as the mosquito season was over, our
nets were not needed.
We left base camp in trucks on October
18th, and were taken back to the railway,
from where our two coaches travelled a
hundred miles to Gander Airport. After a
day there, we flew the Atlantic in Constellation aircraft, arriving at Shannon
Airport in eight-and-a-half hours. Of the
flight itself there is little to be said. The
altitude was about 9,000 feet, the speed
250 m.p.h., and t h e crossing smooth. We
left Shannon on the morning of the 21st
October in another " Constellation " and
reached London Airport in one-and-a-half
hours.
So ended our expedition ; but the memory
of it will last a long time. I t is not easy to
forget such things as fresh trout, cooked in
wood-embers, the wonderful displays of the
Aurora Borealis, the flaming glory of the
birch trees, the impenetrable horror of the
tangled spruce, the sweeping vistas of the
moorlands, and the sylvan beauty of the
river valleys. I t is, however, remarkable
t h a t seventy strangers should have cooperated so well in the necessarily intimate
life of explorers, for no sign of discord crept
into our simple life. Perhaps this success
was achieved by the mutual sympathy of
those whose love of wild and lonely places
prompts them to seek adventure in new lands,
and whose conception of outdoor activities
goes far beyond the restricted confines and
artificial athleticism of the playing-field.
" As loved our fathers, so we love.
Where once they stood, we stand.
Their prayer we raise to Heaven above,
' God guard thee, Newfoundland.' "
J.R.E.
W.A.K.L.
MUSIC AND DRAMA
T H E mention of Drama in books which deal
with the evolution of Music has become so
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much an accepted practice t h a t readers tend
to take for granted the association of the two
arts, or, at least, to under-estimate the
proximity of their relationship.
The natural reaction to the mention of the
combination of Symphony and Drama is to
think of opera, or, perhaps, .more specifically
of the Wagnerian " Music-drama."
An
author who expounds his own philosophy in
words and music of his own composition is in
an unrivalled position to achieve what is, in
one sphere, a perfect unity of visual Drama
and ethereal Music.
The greatest exploitation of these possibilities yet seen and heard is found in
Wagner's Der Ring des Nibelungen, a work
conceived on an immense scale, consisting of
three operas of quite extraordinary length,
with an introductory episode, which itself
occupies the time of a normal Opera Seria.
Viewed either as a literary or as a musical
work, Der Ring opens a new phase of
expression.
Even in Der Ring, however, t h e combination of Music and Drama is artificial, in
that it is entirely intentional, and it deals
only with the subject-matter of the Opera.
A closer affinity can exist above this—a
likeness and a oneness which extends through
the whole range of both Symphony and
Drama. Only an example can explain the
nature of it, but one example will suffice.
Compare a Mozart concerto for pianoforte with a Shakespearean drama—" Julius
Caesar," for instance. It requires no great
imagination to regard the solo instrument
as Brutus or Mark Antony, speaking on t h e
death of Caesar, and the orchestra as the
Crowd, swayed by the speech of the solo.
The second scene of the third act of " Julius
Cassar " may provide an example for brief
analysis. As Brutus sways the crowd, who
believe his account of Caesar's villainy, so
the pianoforte, after a brief orchestral
introduction, suggests a theme, upon which
the orchestra reflects and which it finallv
adopts as its own. Mark Antony and the
second theme then bring back the crowd to
their own characteristic mood, and the whole
is concluded by a judicious blending of
soloist and orchestra, discussing both themes,
and reaching a climax in the second, the
Mark Antony subject.
The analogy should be carried no further
lest the concerto be confused with the
tragedy, or lest it be regarded as "programme
music." I t is in such a likeness, however,
that there lies this basic affinity which seems
to touch the very fundamentals of Music and
Drama.
R.T.P.

pine-woods t h a t surround the town, and,
although filled with a sense of exultation b y
their gloomy immensity, I felt rather tired,
and the long, lonely evening before me seemed
depressing. There was, however, a cafe
nearby, and I asked t h e man t o come and
have a glass of Skrarsh with me. To my
surprise he replied in English, b u t with a
strong American accent, and, as we strolled
up the street, I observed him more closely.
He was a typical Viking, and, although he
was.young, his hair was almost white under
his felt hat. His skin was tightly stretched
over his indented face and he had big red
hands. We sat down a t a table, and, over
the drink, he told me that he had worked for
two years in Cincinnati as a bank-clerk, and
also as a sheet-metal cutter in the Ford Motor
Works at Detroit. His left hand was spread
on the flimsy table as he spoke, and I suddenly
noticed t h a t the two middle fingers were
missing—it was horrible, and, rather tactlessly,
for Skrarsh is very potent, I asked him if he
had had an accident while operating t h e
machinery. " No," he replied, " t h a t runs in
my family, but my little finger is exceptionally strong." He then told why he had left
America and returned to Iceland. " I t was
like living inside a steam-engine," he said.
A foreman had warned him to clear out while
he could, and he had taken the advice.
When I asked him what he was doing now,
his fist clenched and his eyes glistened in the
light of the oil-lamp. He said he was
wandering around the island, keeping close to
the sea and trying to revive the Icelandic
Saga. At this moment a servant came in.
He was a dark man and showed much white
in his eyes. His profile was t h a t of an old,
fire-lit carving. I asked the Viking who the
servant was. He said t h a t he was one of t h e
old people who were there before the Vikings
came. He said he had a book about them,
and he took from his pocket a little, old, red
leather book, writing on the fly-leaf " Tales
of Old Iceland." The servant left the room
and our discussion went on into the night.
" I could tell you many a tale of life on this
old island," he said, " but, instead, I'll give
you t h e book." I thanked him.

TALES OF OLD ICELAND
ONE day a man stopped me in the street in
J-.dno and asked me for a light. I had just
been walking through the miles of damp
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I returned to England soon after this, and
I took " Tales of Old Iceland " with m e .
But I don't read it. I never have the time.
A.G.
ANY MORE FOR THE BONEYARD ?
FROM Dickens' time onwards, Christmas has
been steadily getting worse. Each year the
great sides of pork, the smouldering cannonballs of plum duff, and the precipices of
pastry, under which the Christmas boards
are reputed to have groaned, have shrunken
more and more, until this year we are faced
with the solitary chicken and the lean mince
pie.

Perhaps by 1960 Christmas will have
ioined Mothering Sunday and All Hallow's
Eve in the limbo of forgotten festivals, and
the year will revolve unrelieved by any
communal hilarity. Or else it will survive
only in a petrified form, as a day on which
little plastic emblems of roast turkeys, apple
dumplings or flagons of whisky are exchanged
and worn in the buttonhole for remembrance.
The Yule Log, a dried cabbage stalk
ceremoniously decked with pink ribbons, will
be dragged into the house with shouts of
" Long Live Sir Stafford," " Bring out
your dead," " Way for the Margrave of
B r a n d e n b u r g " or other such meaningless
phrases. After a simple repast of scrag-ends
and fish heads, the Christmas games will
begin with such old favourites as " Hunt the
petrol coupon," " Bat, bat, fly under my hat
and I'll give you a rasher of dehydrated
whalemeat," " The regional inspector of the
Ministry of Agriculture takes a wife," and
so on. The day will end with the singing of
the anthem of the N.C.B. and with everyone
self-consciously wearing a little paper h a t
made from old income tax assessment forms.
But who knows, who knows, perhaps we
shall live to see the honest sweat run down a
man's face as he tackles a hunk of roasted ox
or slaughters a brace of capons, and watch
the slavering jaws of the epicure as he tumbles
the pasties and French shortcakes into his
appraising maw. O Gluttony, Gluttony, howart thou fallen on evil times. Then will the
wassail-bowl go round and paper-wreathed
gods shake the spheres with their merrymaking.
But unfortunately the odds are weighted
against Christmas. The times are unpropitious, and, for another thing, it comes a t
the wrong time of the year. No one can
get worked up about a day which, except for

the wintry sunshine in the streets, is
indistinguishable from the middle of summer.
It takes snow and ice and fierce northern
blasts to foster a real appreciation of
Christmas. If the date were moved forward
a month or two, the festivities would have
much more point. For Christmas is a hymn
to the Spring, a pagan ceremony to drive out
the old god of Winter. A survival of that
fear which sometimes overtakes primitive
peoples—the fear t h a t the sun will never
rise and the snow will never disappear.
So if Christmas is fated to vanish from the
townsman's calendar, then let it at least make
a dignified exit, with fanfares of horns and
carillons of bells, as its great past deserves.
Do not let it become a one-armed, ill-kept,
half-remembered cripple like Shrove Tuesday,
lest, Scrooge-like, we too are visited by the
unhappy ghosts of Christmases yet to come.
D.A.C.
OUR CONTEMPORARIES
The Harrovian, The Bath Edwardian, The
Buvian, The Coventrian, The Cygnet, The
Darlington Grammar School Magazine, The
City of London School Magazine, The Ellesmerian, The Holt School Magazine, The Laxtonian, The Leamingtonian, The Leys Fortnightly, The Novocastrian,
The Nuneaton
Edwardian, The Ousel, The Phoenix, The
Portcullis, The Wellington School Magazine,
The Wolstanton County Grammar School
Magazine, The Wulfrunian.
STOP PRESS
We bring our mighty presses grinding to
a stop to offer our warmest congratulations
to Mr. W. H. Babb and Miss Beryl Smith on
their recent engagement.
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O.E. MEMBERSHIP
The Old Edwardians' Association exists primarily t o maintain
touch between the School and Old Boys and contacts between Old
Boys of different periods.
This purpose is served mainly through Honorary Membership,
which carries with it the right t o wear Old Edwardians' colours and t o
receive twice a year the Old Edwardians' Gazette, with news of the
School and of Old Edwardians.
The Association exists in the second place—a function whose
importance has increased now the School is no longer in New Street—
to provide a centre for Old Edwardians. The aim of the Association
is t h a t Old Boys living in Birmingham or passing through Birmingham
may be able to meet friends in the Club Rooms—which provide all the
amenities of the Ordinary Social Club.
To attain this end there must be a large Membership, apart from
Honorary Membership, a membership of Old Boys using the Club
Rooms. To secure this, the cqst of full membership is carefully
graduated.
The following is a list of the grades of Membership with the
subscriptions :
GLASSES OF MEMBERSHIP

For Members residing within 25 miles of the Club
£3 3 0
BuikKng
But until the expiration of three years from the
date of leaving School
1 1
and then for the next 7 years
2 2
0 10
Country Members
0 10
Members at a Residential University
0 5
Honorary Members
NOTE.—These amounts are reduced by half to Members joining
after 1st July in any year, except in the case of Honorary Members,
whose subscriptions are payable in full a t any time.
W. E . CROWTHER,
K. B. TAYLOR,
Joint Hon.

Sees.

